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PREFACE.

Notwithstanding the many excellent technical books

which have appeared on the Dyeing and Printing of

Textile Fabrics, there still remains the need for a

practical little treatise on the colour printing of

carpet yarns. The present writer contributed a

series of articles on the subject to the Dyer and

Calico Printer^ the reception of which proved

so encouraging as to warrant his publishing them

in this much revised and enlarged form.

It is to be hoped that this little manual may

supply a want in our Textile Literature.

D. P.

Lea Bank,

RossLYN, Midlothian,

January, 1900.
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THE CuLuUH PRINTING UF CAKPLT YARNS.

CHAPTEE I.

THE STEUCTUEE OF THE WOOL FIBEE—PHYSICAL A2^D CHEMI-
CAL PEOPEETIES— WOOL GEEASE— ACTION OF HEAT—
ALEALIES—ACLDS OX WOOL—AFFESTTT FOE COLOEEIXG
MATTEES—WOOLLENS AND WOESTEDS.

Ix order to obtain the best results in our textile manufactTires,

it is necessarv that those engaged in the work shonld have a

clear and intelligent idea of the nature of the raw materials

which pass through their hands. Xo fibre requires more

careful attention in this respect than wool. Its structural

and chemical differences from the vegetable fibres render it

more difficult of successful treatment. It must always be

remembered that the best possible results can only be obtained

where there is a thorough technical knowledge of the vEirious

processes through which the fibre passes. Before treating of

the scouring and bleaching of the wool, therefore, it may be

of advantage to state briefly some of the physical and chemical

characteristics of the wool fibre. ^Mien viewed under the

microscope, a typical wool fibre represents an appearance

similar to Fig. 1.

^'OOL FiBEE.

It will be seen that the fibre is covered externally with

thin plates, irregular in shape, and arranged sunilar to the

scales of the fish or tiles on a roof. This is a verv character-

1



2 THE COLOUE PRINTING OF CARPET YARNS.

istic appearance of wool, and one which makes it readily-

recognised among the other textile fibres. This rough

surface of the wool plays a most important part in causing

the " felting " or " milling " of woollen material. When
subjected to friction in the scouring process, and especially if

a slight excess of alkali be present, the scales of the fibres

become matted and interlocked with each other, and cannot

Fig. 1. Typical wool fibre, as seen under microscope (showing

epithelial scales).

readily be separated. This matting or " felting " property

is taken advantage of in the process of " milHng " for the

manufacture of various woollen articles, such as flannels,

felt hats, tweeds, etc.

This felting property, however, is a serious drawback in

the scouring and dyeing of yarn, and every care must be

taken to avoid it. Long ])oiling, over-steaming (see Fig.
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13), rough treatment, and too high a temperature in the

scouring operations are all apt to produce felting.

Under the external covering of scales lies the cortical

substance of the wool fibre itself, which forms, in most cases,

the whole inside portion of the fibre. This consists of bundles

of long narrow cells of a horny nature, which possess a

certain affinity for colouring matters. When the wool fibre

is disintegrated, either by the action of sulphuric acid or by

excessive heating (see illustration under Steaming, Fig. 15,

B), these cells become separated and give to it a fibrous

appearance when viewed under the microscope. In dyeing

or colour printing on wool it is necessary to have the presence

of an acid to fix the colours in the fibre. This is ascribed to

the action of the acid or mordant in opening these external

epithelial scales, and allowing the dye solution to enter into

the interior of the fibre.

Physical Qualities.—What are known as " kemps " are

dead or lustreless fibres, more resembling hair, which do

not possess the usual appearance of wool under the micro-

scope. The scales are generally invisible, and the fibre is

so dense as to be almost opaque. Such fibres have no

attraction for colouring matters, and it will be noticed that

•dyed yarns, having a quantity of kemp, look dry and poor

in colour.

Wools differ greatly in their affinity for colouring matters.

Those taken from sheep that have had disease, or those cut

from the dead animal, never dye so bright and rich colours

as the wool cut from the healthy living animal. Chevreul, in

his researches on this subject, has shown that three such

specimens of wool gave different colours when dyed in the

same dye bath. From what has been stated it will be seen

that the wool fibre is much more sensitive and easier damaged

than the vegetable fibres, such as cotton or linen, and we

cannot wonder that so delicately constructed a fibre, only
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ao^jo of an incli in diameter, and having 6000 scales per inch,

is so readily injured in the various processes of manufacture.

Physical Properties.—Three physical properties of wool are

of interest to the textile manufacturer. These are : (1) its

power of absorbing moisture, or its hygroscopicity ; (2) histre ;

(3) elasticity.

(1) When ordinary raw wool is dried at 212° Fah.

(100° C.) it loses on an average 18'25 per cent, of moisture
;

but when exposed to temperatures above this the fibre is

injured. When lying exposed to the air in fine dry weather

it is found to contain something like 12 per cent, moisture,

while in a damp foggy atmosphere it has been found to

absorb 30 per cent, of its weight of water. This hygroscopic

nature of univashecl wool renders it necessary to fix a certain

official standard of moisture present in the wool, and various

wool conditioning establishments, conducted on similar prin-

ciples to silk conditioning, have been instituted in the great

wool centres on the continent and also at Bradford. The

legal amount of moisture allowed is 18'25 per cent.

(2) The lustre of wool is another important feature to be

considered. This varies considerably with the variety of

wools. The lustre of the fibre depends principally upon the

arrangement and transparency of its external scales. If these

lie close and flat to the surface of the fibre, it will give a fibre

of good lustre. If, on the other hand, the scales are rough

and outstanding, as in our illustration Fig. 1, a non-lustre

wool is produced. Hard glossy wools, with a high lustre,

do not as a rule dye so readily as those possessed of little or

no lustre. This might be presupposed from the fact we have

already stated, that, in dyeing, the scales are opened by the

gentle action of an acid, and the colouring matter is thereby

admitted into the interior of the fibre.

(3) The elasticity of the wool fibre is readily determined by

gradually stretching out a selected fibre until it breaks, and
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then noting how the broken parts rebound to their former

position. A fibre of httle elasticity remains in much the same

position, similar to a thread of cotton, while a good elastic

fibre shrinks and twists up when over-stretched.

The quality of a wool is determined by paying careful

attention to its various physical properties, elasticity, lustre,

softness of feel, length of fibre or staple, its waviness and

strength.

Chemical Composition.—In its chemical constitution the

wool fibre differs from any of the vegetable fibres, in con-

taining nitrogen and sulpJmr. The pure fibre, when cleansed

from all foreign matters, consists of an organic substance

called keratine (or the horn substance), similar in chemical

constitution to horn, feathers, whalebone, etc. As the com-

position of this substance varies considerably—especially in

the percentage of sulphur—it cannot be looked upon as a

definite chemical compound, to which a formula could be

assigned. The following analysis may be taken as repre-

senting the average coixiposition of the wool fibre proper :

—

Carbon 49'25 per cent.

Hydrogen . 7-57

Oxygen 23-66

Nitrogen . 15-86

Sulphur 3-66

100-

When the fibre is burned it leaves an ash amounting to

about I per cent., consisting of phosphates of lime and

magnesia, sulphate and carbonate of lime, with a small

quantity of silica and peroxide of iron.

The presence of sulphur in the natural wool, amounting

to as high as 3 per cent., is an interesting feature, which,

however, carries with it some practical disadvantages. It

is for this reason that bright and light colours cannot be

dyed on wool in a dye bath made of copper or lead. This
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fact is well known to practical dyers. In the Gobelins Dye

Works, when under the superintendence of M. E. Chevreul,

before dyeing very delicate shades, the woollen yarns were

left for twenty-four hours in a bath of dilute milk of lime,

then washed in fresh water and diluted hydrochloric acid,

and then finally washed in clean water. This process

diminishes the amount of sulphur present by one-half, and

thus prevents the drawback of the wool becoming tinged

brown. The presence of the sulphur in the wool manifests

itself in the steaming of the printed yarns (q.v.), where a

swatch printed with a paste containing sugar of lead or

crystals of tin is changed into a brown colour, from the

presence of the sulphides of these metals being fomned on

the fibre.

The wool as it comes direct from the sheep's back con-

tains two impurities of special importance, i.e., a large

amount of natural pomatum or grease, called yolk, and

the dried up sweat from the sheep, called stcint. These

natural oily products are of special interest to the dyer

and textile colourist, because on their perfect removal by

scouring and washing largely depends his success in ob-

taining level and beautiful shades in his dyeing and colour

printing operations.

The wool grease or yolk is insoluble in water, but

soluble in ether, benzene, bisulphide of carbon, petroleum,

etc. The chemical nature of this wool fat is highly com-

pHcated, consisting as it does of cholesterin and isocholes-

trin, with varying quantities of the fatty acids, stearic and

palmitic. Sometimes the term wool fat implies the two

bodies combined, i.e., yolk and suint, representing the total

fatty matter present in the raw wool.

Pure lanoline or wool fat, which was formerly washed

off ;ui(l riin away into the rivers, has now become utilised

as a mc(lic;il jiiul toilet requisite. It is a white creamy
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substance, used for making certain ointments, and forms

an emollient preparation for the skin.

In its crude form it is used as a lubricant, or distilled

for the making of olein and stearin.

Yolk and Stiint.—The natural fatty matters present on

the wool, ivhich are soluble in luater, are all included in the

term sttint. This soluble portion consists of the fatty acids,

oleic and stearic, combined with potash, and smaller

amounts of other different substances.

Generally the water in which raw wool has been washed

shows a strongly alkaline reaction from the presence of the

carbonate of potash naturally present in the wool perspi-

ration.

In washing raw wool, therefore, this natural alkali or

potash soap materially helps in the cleansing operations.

What are sometimes termed " pitchy " wools are those

having an excess of the fatty matters insoluble in water,

i.e., "yolk," which, being a not easily saponified fat, re-

quires an increased quantity of the scouring materials. This

explains the difficulty often experienced in scouring raw

wools.

In the various processes of manufacture, wool requires to

be jealously guarded against three principal dangers, i.e.,

excessive heat, strong alkalies, and strong acids.

Action of Heat on Wool.—When wool is boiled for a

lengthened period with water, the fibre loses its lustre, felts

readily, and shows signs of slight decomposition by the

traces of ammonia and sulphuretted hydrogen gas given

off. In the operations of dyeing and scouring it is of the

greatest importance that the wool be not kept too long

exposed to the action of the heated liquids, especially in

scouring where the presence of an alkali is necessary.
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Action of Alkalies and Acids on Wool.

Action of Alkalies.—Caustic alkalies, such as soda (Na HO)

or potash (KHO), have a highly injurious effect on wool

under any conditions. When wool is immersed in dilute

warm solutions of such alkalies, it gradually dissolves,

forming a soapy liquid ; and this destructive action proves

the great danger of the scourer using scouring alkalies,

the exact nature of which he is ignorant. Carbonated

alkalies for wool cleansing should be absolutely free from

any caustic soda or potash. Dilute solutions of carbonate

of potash or soda have very little injurious effect on the

wool fibre, and can therefore be employed, with the addi-

tion of soap, for the cleansing of wool. Soap and carbonate

of ammonia (sal-volatile) have the least injurious effect,

and are employed in scouring the finest qualities of wool.

Action of Acids.—Dilute hydrochloric and sulphuric acids

have little or no action on wool even at the boil, beyond

opening out the scales of the fibre, and thereby giving it a

somewhat harsh feel to the touch. Concentrated acids,

however, destroy the fibre. Wool stands the action of acids

much better than cotton, and this fact is taken advantage

of in separating cotton from wool in rags containing both

kinds of fibres. The mixed rags are steeped in dilute

sulphuric acid for some time, then dried in a stove at a

good heat, when the cotton fibre is completely disintegrated,

and can be beaten out as dust ; while the wool remains com-

paratively uninjured. This process is known as "carbonis-

ing" or "extracting" of rags. In printing calico, or carpet

yarns, due care must be exercised in not making the printing

pastes too strongly acid, or adding an excess of mordant.

Such conditions render the yarn tender, and give it a harsh

feel after passing through the steaming process (see chap,

xiv., Figs. 14 and 1-5).
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Affinity for Colouring Matters.

Wool, unlike the vegetable fibres, has a marked affinity

for certain colouring matters, especially those of aniline

origin, with which it can be dyed without the assistance of

any mordant. In this respect it is better even than silk.

The many different qualities of wool behave differently

towards colouring matters, but it is generally found to be

the case that the finer qualities, and those having a high

lustre, do not take the dye so readily as those of a coarser

and more open nature. Mohair and alpaca, for example,

are found difficult to dye.

Wools are divided into two principal divisions, i.e., card-

ing wools, and combing wools. The first are short wools,

and the latter long wools. The fabrics woven from these

are termed, in the first case, ivoollens, and in the other,

worsteds ; according as the one or the other is employed.

Carding wools employed in the manufacture of woollens

possess in a high degree the quality of felting already con-

sidered ; while the combing wools employed for worsteds

are not so liable to felt, and are consequently more suited

for yarns, hosiery, etc. It is considered a long stapled fibre

when it exceeds IJ inches. (For the counts of worsted yarns,

and other useful data, see the Appendix.)



CHAPTEE II.

yarn scouring — methods employed— temperature of
scouring trough—cleansing materials—stretch-
ing—soft water—magma recovery.

Wool Scouring.

It has already been stated that raw wool, as it comes from

the sheep's back, is in a greasy condition from the presence

of certain fatty matters. Wools in this raw state are techni-

cally known as in the grease. This natural grease must be

completely removed by the process of scouring with soap and

weak carbonated alkalies before the wool can be dyed or

printed. It is of the utmost importance that the cleansing

of the wool be thoroughly well done, otherwise poor, uneven

dyeing and unsatisfactory colours are the result.

After the raw wool has been cleansed it requires, before

being spun into yarns, the addition of a certain amount of oil.

Woollen yarn and cloth contain ohve oil, oleic acid, or an

emulsion which is sprinkled on the fibre as it is being spun.

This oily matter must again be removed by scouring agents

before the yarn is ready for dyeing or bleaching.

Before wool scouring machines were introduced the

operation of hand scouring was a very laborious and at the

same time an unpleasant task. Stale urine or lant has been

employed from the earliest times for this purpose, and its

efficacy as a detergent is due to the carbonate of ammonia
which it contains. Wool scoured with lant possesses all its

natural softness, lustre and elasticity, but the disagreeable
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smell imparted to it is an objection. The subject of wool

scouring has received, for over a hundred years, more

attention on the continent than in our own country. As

an interesting fact, showing with what religious care the

subject was treated in Germany over a hundred and seventy

years ago, it may be stated that the ministers were ordered

to read from the pulpits the most approved methods of

wool scouring and sorting. (See Southy on Colonial Wools.)

Woollen and worsted yarns, when received from the

spinners, contain the oil which is purposely added to facilitate

the spinning operations. In this oily condition the yarn is

quite unsuited either for dyeing or colour printing, as the

oily surface of the fibre prevents the proper absorption of

the colouring matter. The removal of this spinner's oil

necessitates the operation of scouring with soap and weak

carbonated alkalies. The weight of the oil present in carpet

yarns varies according to the quality of the wool and the

nature of the yarns—whether woollen or worsted ; but it is

generally understood that from 6 to 10, or even in the heavier

yarns as high as 15 per cent, is the usual amount. In the

case of worsted yarns 10 per cent, is the average, and 15 per

cent, in woollens. Should it however exceed this, it may
be considered as unduly weighted with oil. This excessive

weighting of yarns with oil is a great objection, and forms an

important feature in the selection of a yarn. It causes an

unnecessary increase in the expenditure of soap and scouring

liquid, in order to effect its complete removal. Hence arises

the necessity for all carpet manufacturers to make a pre-

liminary test always before buying a yarn in its oily condition,

in order to see that it is not overweighted with oil. From the

loss in weight of the wool, after careful scouring and drying,

it is easy to calculate the percentage of loss, which represents

the amount of oil that was present in the yarn. In practice

it is found that some yarns scour much easier than others.

c^l\
RX^K^^
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owing to the nature and quantity of the oil used in their

spinning. If the oil used be a glyceride, such as olive oil,

saponification is easily accomplished, but if it belongs to the

hydro-carbon or mineral series of oils, as sometimes employed

in the lower class yarns, saponification is rendered more

difficult, according to the proportion of mineral oil present.

The exact quantities of the scouring agents required for the

complete cleansing of a yarn is therefore only gained after a

few experimental trials. The employment of an emulsion or

a neutralised solution of sulphated castor oil for the spinning

of yarns has been in use for some time, both in this country

and on the continent. Yarns spun with this emulsion, or

soluble oil, have the great advantage of requiring little soap

for their cleansing ; in some cases a wash in clean warm water

being sufficient to remove all impurities. It is readily seen

that a considerable saving in scouring materials would be

effected if this soluble oil or emulsion spinning became more

general. The thorough cleansing of a yarn in scouring is of

as much importance in carpet making as in dyeing. If this

be not properly performed, either from an insufficient quantity

of soap or too hasty manipulation, the colours in the printing

do not fix equally on the fibre, and blotchy, uneven work is

produced. The colours of an important pattern may receive

the careful attention of the print master during the printing

process, and every care be taken to have them level in tone
;

yet the pattern may turn out uneven and " stripey " in colour

from this insufficient scouring. It is difficult to lay down

hard and fast rules regarding the scouring of carpet yarns, as

they differ so widely in quality of fibre and percentage and

nature of the oil used in spinning. The proportions of

scouring materials have accordingly to be altered to suit the

requirements of the particular yarns.

Scouring Machine.—The scouring of the yarn may be done

solely by the liiuul, l^y shaking the hanks to and fro several
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times in the soapy liquid ; or it may be better and quicker

performed by a scouring machine, either in the loose hank

method or in the continuous chain. The scouring machine

consists of a rectangular box or tank fitted with a series of

rapidly revolving reels or racers, on which the hanks of yarn

are suspended into the scouring liquid. The accompanying

illustration, from Aimers, Galashiels (Fig. 2.), shows clearly the

construction of a good carpet yarn scouring machine. The

gear wheels for driving the feed rollers (seen to the left) have

on a protective covering or case when working ; the illustra-

tion shows this case removed. The cast iron tank in front of

the press rollers measures 5 ft. 6 in. long, by 2 ft. 6 in. wide,

by 2 ft. deep inside ; and is fitted with three reels or racers

on the top for turning the yarns in the scouring liquor. The

racer stays are made of brass rods, fitted into cast iron ends
;

each racer being keyed upon a steel spindle and operated from

the driving gear of the press rollers. An outlet valve is fitted

in the bottom of the tank to run away the spent soapy

liquors. These dirty soapy liquors are afterwards utilised

(see the Magma process).

Temperature of the Scouring Bath.—The temperature of the

scouring bath is an important consideration. It should be

about 100° to 110° F., or not too warm, but the hand can be

held comfortably in it. A higher heat than this hurts the

lustre of the wool, and renders the yarn liable to become

"felted". This felting of the yarn in carpet making is a

serious danger ; causing much trouble in the various opera-

tions it has yet to go through. For quick scouring a higher

heat is necessary, but such a method is not to be recom-

mended, as it only saves a little time at the expense of the

" feel " and lus-tre of the wool. In wool scouring it is well to

remember that the lower the temperature at which the scouring

bath can be used, consistent with thorough and efficient

cleansing, the better for the lustre and " feel " of the yarn.
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Methods of Scouring.—The yarn is usually scoured in batches

of 100 lb. each, each hank being treated individually on the

swifts or reels of the scouring machine ; or they may be

scoured by the chain method.

Chain Scouring.—Instead of treating each hank individually,

they are linked together by means of pieces of cord, one hank

heiiig tied to another in chain fashion. This chain of hanks

is then scoured by running continuously through the scouring

trough. What is rather an objection to this method is that,

at those points where the hanks are attached to each other

by the cord, the yarn is apt to become tight and compressed.

This has a tendency to prevent the scouring liquid from

acting so freely at those points of contact as in the body of

the hank where the yarn is free. The scouring has a chance

of not being so well performed as when each hank is loose

-and receives individual treatment.

For the finer classes of wools the following proportions

naay be given for scouring 100 lb. of yarn :

—

2 lb. Mild Potash or Marseilles Soap.

2i- to 3 lb. Carbonate of Potash KgCOg.

This forms the first bath, and after it has been treated

sufficiently long, it is passed into scouring bath No. 2, which

consists of soft warm water and just sufficient ammonia to

.smell plainly of it. After treatment in this second bath, the

.finer yarns are sufficiently cleansed.

Where a potash soap is used, it is always considered

better to use carbonate of potash or pearl ash (KjCOg), instead

-oi carbonate of soda, when such alkalies are required.

In scouring with the heavier carpet yarns, a good soda

soap made from olive or cotton seed oil or tallow gives very

.satisfactory results at about the rate of

—

2 to 2^ lb. hard soap,

6 lb. soda crystals, or

2 lb. patent alkali, 98 per cent.

50 gallons water -

•

Jor 100 lb, of yarn.
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This constitutes scouring bath No. 1, and when the hanks

have been treated sufficiently long in it, bath No. 2 is pre-

pared with pure water as before, and 2 lbs. soap, with the

addition of a httle ammonia. The dirty soapy water, after

bath No. 1 has been used, is run off into a large collecting

tank, where the fatty matters are recovered. After the

yarn hanks have been run through No. 2 bath, they are

taken off the revolving reels or racers and thrown upon

the "feed rollers," when they pass through the squeezing

rollers and come out behind, where an assistant stands ready

to receive them. The squeezing rollers are covered with a

good quality of India rubber, known as para-rubber, of about

one inch thick. The top and bottom rollers are geared to

each other, so that when the yarn hanks are thick, there

will be no slipping of the rollers, which would cause the yarn

to become cut and damaged.

Some varieties of yarn, more especially those of high

lustre, have the awkward property of twisting and curling

whenever they are brought into contact with warm water,

and unless something be done to prevent this, the whole

hank becomes twisted and entangled. In such cases, resort

has to be made to the process of "stretching," before the

scouring. This is accomplished by having the hanks of

yarn tightly stretched on a framework of poles, and then

they are immersed in boihng water for half an hour. By
doing so the yarns lose their property of curling, and can

be scoured without further trouble.

Standard Scouring Solutions.—The various soap and soda,

solutions are usually kept, for convenience, ready prepared,

at the rate of 1 lb. to the gallon of water.

Carbonate of ammonia is the ideal scouring agent for

wools, and one of the best detergents when in combination

with soap ; but it is too expensive to use in the industrial

scale. For ordinary carpet yarns, the most largely employed
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scouring agent is carbonate of soda (q.v.). Nearly every

carpet work has its own special formnlse for making scour-

ing solutions, and each one, perhaps, differing in a few

details, according to the special requirements of the class

of work.

The following method of working, found in practice in

one of our large carpet works, may be taken as a very good

example of how carpet yarns are generally scoured.

The following standard solutions made with pure con-

densed water, are prepared and kept in separate tanks :

—

Standard Scouring Solutions.

I. Standard Carbonate of Soda Solution.

1 lb. Refined alkali, 98 per cent. , NagCog per gallon water, stands

18° Tw.

This equals about 3 lb. soda crystals (NajCoj lOHgO) per gallon.

II. Soda and Soap \ Solution.

J lb. refined alkali, ^ lb. good hard olive oil soap, per gallon of

water.

III. Standard Soap Solution.

This is made of a good olive oil, tallow, or cotton seed oil

soap, at the rate of

—

1 lb. soap per gallon water.

First Scouring Bath for 100 Ih. yarn,—Into scouring trough

holding, say, 40 to 50 gallons water, add 4 gallons No. II.

solution, representing 2 lb. soap and 2 lb. carbonate of soda,

98°, 1 gill strong ammonia. After the yarns are sufficiently

scoured in this bath, it is run off and bath No. 2 prepared.

Second Scouring Bath.—Into same quantity of water as

before add 2 gallons of No. III. solution, representing 2 lb.

soap. Scour the yarn in this as before.

This second bath is kept and converted into bath No. 1

for the next lot of a 100 lb. by the addition of from 2 to 2|

gallons soda solution No. 1, and 1 gill ammonia.
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This makes it into bath No. 1, and is ready for the

next new lot of 100 lb. dirty yarn.

It is left to the scourer to add a little more soap and

soda solution, as required, to keep up a good scouring

"graith," or sud ; and so the scouring goes on all day long,

the finishing bath of the one lot being made into the first

scour of the second lot. If the yarns be spun with olive

oil, oleine, or cloth oil, or the emulsion already mentioned,

they require a less amount of scouring materials. The

proper proportions for each case is only arrived at after a

little experience. It is better for the yarns to be again

washed in a tank of clean water to remove any trace of

alkali before submitting them to the bleaching process

;

but in many carpet works this third washing is dispensed

with, owing to the extra time and space it requires.

The quantities of soap and carbonate of soda necessary

for efficient cleansing of the yarn vary with the quality of

the yarn. It must be left to the judgment and experience

of the scourer in charge to add sufficient soap in order to

keep a good "sud". The yarns which, in the language of

the factory, are found to "kill the soap," or what are

termed "pitchy," are only found by experience.

In wool scouring it must ever be borne in mind that the

cleansing must be accomplished by the mildest means possible.

The natural elasticity, softness, strength and openness of the

fibre must be retained ; and this cannot be done if httle

attention be paid to its manner of treatment and the materials

employed durmg the scouring operations.

Soft Water for Scouring and preparing the Solutions.—In the

dissolving of soaps for scouring it is necessary to pay careful

attention to the water employed, which should be as free as

possible from calcium and magnesium salts. Whenever these

salts are present, and in some waters they are to a high degree,

the disagreeable lime and magnesia soaps are formed, which
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not only consume soap but adhere tenaciously to the fibre,

giving it a less agreeable feel. A good plan, which might be

adopted by most works, is to have a large store tank above

the scouring department for collecting all the condensed water

throughout the factory. This tank is then kept filled with

soft water, which can be used for making up the standard

soap and alkaline solutions and for scouring purposes. By
doing this a very considerable saving in soap is effected ; the

yarns are better scoured and feel softer, and the formation of

any lime and magnesia soaps is avoided. The important

subject of water is specially treated in chapter iv. After

the yarns have been thoroughly cleansed they are ready for

the bleaching (see chap. v.).

Magma Process, or Waste Soaj) Becovery.—The dirty soapy

liquids from the scouring are run into large tanks or vats,

either of stone or wood, lined inside with sheet lead. Here

they are acidified with sulphuric acid, when all the fatty

matter of the soap, and of that scoured from the yarn, rises

to the surface as a thick grease or magma. This is allowed

to stand for some time, when the clean water may be run off,

and the grease drained on woollen filters. This grease can

be sold to oil dealers, or it may be made into a lower quality

of soap, known as " recovered " soap. In the tapestry carpet

trade this grease may be added to the dressing batter instead

of oil. This prevents the dressed jute from adhering to

the copper drying cylinders over which its passes. It is

considered better than oil for this purpose, and gives to the

back of the tapestry carpet that soft " leathery " feel which is

considered an advantage.



CHAPTEK III.

SCOURING MATERIALS—POTASH AND SODA SOAPS—CARBONATES
OP SODA, POTASH AND AMMONIA—PATENT SCOURING
COMPOUNDS.

As the scouring of wool is one of the most important questions

to the textile manufacturer, it may be of advantage to devote

a short chapter to the materials employed in wool scouring.

Scouring Soaps.—The quality of the scouring soap em-

ployed in cleansing the yarns is a question which requires care-

ful attention. With the finest qualities of wool a mild potash,

Marseilles or Castile soap (which is an olive oil soda soap) or

Oleic soap are perhaps the most suitable ; with the addition

of a little ammonia to the bath if necessary to improve their

detergent effect. With the heavier and coarser yarns, such

as those generally used in tapestry carpets, a good soda soap is

excellent ; assisted with the addition of a little pure carbonate

of soda. This is required in order to cleanse them thoroughly.

Good scouring soaps are made from tallow, olive oil, palm

and cotton seed oils, and to be neutral should have ten times

the amount of fatty acids to that of combined alkali. A
cocoanut oil soap is more caustic than ordinary white or

yellow soaps, and contains an excessive amount of water,

generally 78 per cent, or nearly f of its weight of water.

The presence of adulterations such as potato flour, silicate of

soda, china clay, rosin, etc., must be guarded against. Rosin

in scouring soaps has now been found to be a fruitful source

of uneven dyeing and colour printing ; and as it is about a
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quarter of the price of tallow, its presence greatly lowers the

commercial value of a soap. Commercial soaps are some-

times designated as 60 per cent., 63 per cent, or 65 per cent.,

which represents the percentage of fatty matters combined

with the alkali.

The following analyses may be taken as examples of good

scouring soaps :

—

No. 1.

Good White
Soap.

No. 2.

Olive Oil
Soap.

No. 3.

Cotton-Seed
Oil Soap.

Fatty Acid -----
Combined Soda . - - -

Water
Sodium.Chloride and Sulphate, etc.

60-00
6-40

33-60

64-00
6-94

24-40

4-66

68-34

6-23

22-48

2-95

100-00 100-00 100-00

Potash Soajds. — It is generally admitted by the best

authorities on wool scouring that potash, either in the form

of a potash or soft soap, or carbonate of potash, KgCOg, has a

milder effect on the wool fibre than soda. Hence for the fine

wools a potash soap is to be preferred to a soda one for

scouring. This would seem to be indicated by Nature, as

from the analyses by Chevreul and others of the wool fat or

"yolk" present in the raw wool (see chap, i.), it is seen to

contain a large percentage of potash salts, with only a trace

of soda.

The following is an analysis of " Yolk " ash :

—

Potassium Carbonate

Potassium Chlorides and Sulphate

Soda, Lime, Magnesia, Iron, etc.

86-78

9-01

4-21

100-00

A potash soap is known as a soft soap, while a hard soap

containing soda as the alkali. Potash soaps are deliquescent,

and are therefore liable to vary in the proportion of water
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they contain. A good potash soap for wool-scouring is made
from various oils such as olive, cotton-seed, linseed, etc., in

combination with tallow. The following analysis, given by

Bawson, represents the usual composition of a soft soap.

Analysis of Potash SoajJ

:

—
Patty Acid . . 43-78

Combined Potash 9-20

Potassium Carbonate, etc 1-27

Glycerine 3-55

Water 42-20

100-00

A potash soap, with an addition of a little ammonia to

the scouring liquid, forms one of the finest cleansing agents

for wool that can be used.

Soda Soajjs.—(Hard soaps) when free from excess of

alkali and adulterants such as have already been mentioned,

form excellent scouring soaps. "Yellow" soaps are, how-

ever, to be carefully avoided, as they contain varying quan-

tities of rosin, which is unsuitable for wool-scouring. Many
cases of stripey dyeing and uneven printing have been traced

to a rosin soap employed in scouring the yarn. The general

composition of a good soda soap is found to be as follows :

—

Good Soda Soap (for scouring) :
—

Patty Acids 64-11

Combined Soda 7-07

Carbonate Soda........ '32

Water 28-50

100-00

The commonest varieties of soda soap are known as curd,

yellow and mottled. In many districts mottled soap in

combination with carbonate of soda is largely used for yarn

scouring. Soaps which on analysis show the presence of

wwcombined or " free " caustic alkali should be rigorously

avoided, as they destroy the lustre of the wool fibre and

impair its r|nalitics. An excess of carbonated alkali is,
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however, not injurious, but in some cases considered an

advantage.

A good olive oil soda soap, having a composition similar

to No. 1, given at the commencement of this chapter, has

been found by experience to give excellent results.

Carbonate of Soda.—For scouring carpet yarns a pure

carbonate of soda, such as found in "refined soda ash" or

"patent alkali," containing 98 per cent, pure sodium car-

bonate, Na^COg, has met with marked success among woollen

manufacturers and scourers. It is absolutely free from any

caustic soda or lime, which is a feature of much importance

in wool scouring. Carpet yarns scoured with this pure

carbonate of soda feel soft, and keep their lustre better than

when inferior carbonates are used. It may be considered

three times stronger than soda crystals, ISTaoCOg, lOH^O.

Commercial sodium carbonate comes into commerce in

various strengths—48°, 56°, 58°—each degree representing

the percentage of sodium oxide (Na^O) present. "Pure

alkali " or " soda ash " is a very pure form of the carbonate

guaranteed 58°, which represents 58 per cent, sodium oxide,

or 99 per cent, carbonate of sodium. A good sample should

be free from colour, residue and from iron compounds.

Carbonate of Potash (K^COg), is employed in scouring the

finer qualities of wools, and is largely used in the manu-

facture of soft soaps. Potash is considered by all wool

experts to be the best alkali for wool scouring, but in most

cases, especially with the common carpet yarns, carbonate

of soda is used, as it gives excellent results and is much

cheaper.

Carbonate of Ammonia has already been mentioned as the

ideal scouring agent, as, being volatile, it leaves the fibre

perfectly pure, but its expense prohibits its general use.

Ammonia (NH3) forms a valuable addition to the scour-

ing bath, and its detergent properties, in combination with
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soap, give a beauty and lustre to the wool, unattainable

with the carbonate of soda alone.

The ammonia liquor (NH^OH), which is the gas dis-

solved in water, has a specific gravity of "880 ; that is, it

is lighter than water, which stands 1", and the lighter the

solution the more ammonia gas it contains.

For table of specific gravity and percentage of ammonia

in ammonia liquors see Appendix.

Scouring Compositions.—Many patent scouring composi-

tions are found in the market and sold under various names.

They are all composed more or less of a mixture of car-

bonates of soda or potash with soap. They are all good

enough in their way ; but could be manufactured by the

consumers themselves at a much lower cost. Secrets in

scouring compounds belong rather to the age that is happily

past and gone, than to the present day, but as long as they

find a market they will find a maker.



CHAPTEE IV.

WATER—HAEDNESS, TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT—WATER
FOR SCOURING PURPOSES—CHEMICAL PURIFICATION BY
LIME AND CAUSTIC SODA METHODS.

As the nature of the water employed in a dye or print work is

a question of some importance, we shall devote a few pages

to its consideration. The impurities which concern the

dyer and colour chemist are either in suspension, or solution.

The suspended impurities can easily be removed by filtration,

but those in solution have a more injurious effect, and are,

at the same time, more difficult to remove. As a rule,

spring and well water contain the largest amount of sub-

stances in solution.

Water for technical purposes is generally divided into

three classes, viz., soft, medium hard, and hard, and those

are : (1) rain water
; (2) river and surface water

; (3)

well and spring water. What is termed the "hardness"

of a water is the property it has of destroying, or " killing,"

the lather of soap. The degree of hardness of a water is

an important consideration to the textile manufacturer and

to the scourer, as every degree of hardness completely de-

stroys nearly 1| lb. of soap in every 1000 gallons of water.

Hence, after a year's working in a large mill, there is a very

considerable balance in favour of those having a soft water.

The hardness in water is caused by the lime and magnesia

in solution.
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Calcaeeous and Magnesian Impueities.

The calcium or lime salts in solution are detected by

adding to the sample of water a few drops of ammonium
oxalate and ammonium chloride. A fine white precipitate

is produced.

Magnesia Salts.-—'After the water has been treated as for

calcium salts, with oxalate of ammonia and chloride of am-

monia, the water is boiled and filtered, and the filtrate

evaporated down to about ~ of its bulk, then add a solu-

tion of sodium phosphate and ammonia, when a crystalline

precipitate shows the presence of magnesia salts.

The presence of stdphates is shown by a white precipitate

on addition of a few drops of hydrochloric acid and barium

chloride to the water.

The presence of chlorides in a water is shown by the

white curdy precipitate on adding a few drops of nitric

acid and nitrate of silver.

Haed Watees only produce a froth suitable for scour-

ing purposes after all the lime and magnesia have been

precipitated in the form of disagreeable lime or magnesia

soaps which are insoluble in water. These earthy soaps

are more or less of a sticky nature, and adhere tenaciously

to the wool fibre, causing it to take on the colours unevenly

at those parts. This property of destroying the lathering

properties of soap forms the basis of the test for hardness

known as Clark's method.

By employing a solution of a pure soap of standard

strength it is possible, by adding it carefully to a sample

of water, to calculate from the amount of soap solution

consumed before a lather is formed, the amount of cal-

cium and magnesium compounds present in the water.

(For details of this method consult text-books of chemical

analysis.)
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There are two kinds of hardness, technicaHy known as

" temporary " and " permanent ".

Temporary Hardness.—It will be noticed that on boiling

a hard water for some time, a certain amount of its hard-

ness is removed. This is due to the fact that soluble acid

carbonates of lime and magnesia have been present in the

water, and these become decomposed in the boihng ; the

carbonic acid gas, which rendered them soluble, escapes as

a gas, while the normal insoluble carbonates are thrown

down in the form of a white flocculent precipitate. If this

water be in a boiler or a kettle, the precipitate accumulates

gradually, and forms the "furring" of the kettle, or the

" scale " of the steam boiler. This hardness, which is re-

moved by boiling, is termed the temporary hardness, while

that hardness the water still possesses after prolonged

boiling, is distinguished by the term permanent. The two

combined give the total hardness. The salts which mainly

give rise to permanently hard waters are the sulphates of

lime and magnesium.

Water for Scottring Picrposes.—From what has already been

stated it will be seen that the nature of a water is of much
importance in the scouring operations, where the presence of

lime and magnesia is objectionable. No cleansing action of

the soap takes place until these salts are first precipitated as

lime and magnesia soaps. Pure soap may be regarded as

a combination of potash or soda with a fatty acid (oleic,

stearic, palmitic, etc.). Where lime is present this pure soap

is decomposed, — the fatty acid combining with the lime,

forming a lime soap, and leaving the soda in solution. This

process of precipitating the salts of lime and magnesia is

termed " softening," and in the present case the water is

softened at the expense of the soap. This shows the ad-

vantage of manufacturers collecting the soft or the condensed

pure water throughout the mill and storing it in tanks, to
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be utilised for scouring purposes, making the standard soap

solutions, and dissolving some of the aniline dye stuffs. It

has been found from actual experiment that a certain hard

water used for scouring yarns destroyed in 1000 gallons

no less than 50 lb. of good soap before it was sufficiently

softened for scouring purposes. The importance of this to

yarn scourers requires no comment.

Iron is sometimes present in waters in considerable

quantity, and for certain classes of work is highly objection-

able. Dyers, for instance, cannot get clear and bright colours

where iron salts are present. It may be detected by evapo-

rating a quantity of the water nearly to dryness, with the

addition of a few drops of pure nitric acid. If a drop of

ferrocyanide of potassium solution be then added a blue

coloration will be produced. A slight coloration on adding

a few drops of tannic acid shows the presence of iron

salts.

A hard water is not suitable for dissolving many of the

aniline dyes, especially those of basic nature like methyl

violet, basic green, etc., as the lime or magnesia precipitates

a portion of the colour base in the form of tarry, sticky

particles. This not only causes a portion of the colouring

matter to become lost, but gives rise to specks in the colour,

causing the goods to be spotted. A water rich in bicarbonates

is especially unsuitable for this purpose. The addition of 1

part of vinegar to 1000 of water corrects this and prevents

mischief.

Chemical Purification. — A common method of softening

water is that devised by Dr. Clark, which depends upon the

precipitation of the calcium and magnesium by means of

lime.

This process is, of course, only applicable where the

hardness is due to hicarhonatcs, or where an excess of carbonic

acid is present in the water, rendering the lime and magnesia
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carbonates soluble. The process may best be explained by

the following equation :

—

Bicarbonate of lime Lime water. Carbonate of lime Water.

(soluble). (insoluble).

CaH2(C03)2 + Ca(0H)2 = 2CaC03 + 2H2O.

This is the theoretical reaction which takes place, but unfor-

tunately in practice it is found that difficulties are met with,

and the process requires the most careful attention. A slight

excess of the theoretical amount of lime water will, of course,

render the water harder than ever. It is considered best to

employ clear lime water for this purpose, as it possesses a

constant and known composition. Milk of lime, on the other

hand, is uncertain in strength.

Purification luith Caustic Soda.—In many cases it is more

advantageous to employ caustic soda (NaOH) instead of lime

water, as in the Clark process. For purposes of scouring and

washing, where a slight excess of alkah in the water does no

harm, this is specially recommendable. It is better if the

water during this treatment be gently heated, in order to

facilitate precipitation of the insoluble carbonates of lime and

magnesia. The reaction which takes place is as follows :

—

Water.

2H2O.

Any other impurities which may be present in the water,

such as alumina, magnesia, iron and earthy phosphates are

completely precipitated in this way.

Treatment with caustic soda removes the permanent as

well as the temporary hardness, as the sulphates of lime and

magnesia are in their turn decomposed by the carbonate of

sodium formed during the . first part of the reaction given

above.

Soluble Insohible

bicarbonate of Caustic soda. carbonate of Carbonate of soda.

lime. lime.

CaH2(C03)2 + 2NaOH CaCOs + NagCOs +



CHAPTEE V.

BLEACHING OF CARPET YARNS—GAS BLEACHING OR STOVING
—WET METHOD—HYDROGEN AND SODIUM PEROXIDE.

After wool is scoured it has more or less of a yellowish

tint, from the presence of natural colouring matters in the

wool fibre. In many cases the yarn in this condition is

quite suitable for the purposes required, as when the colours

to be dyed or printed do not require to be specially matched.

But when a pure white yarn is necessary, it requires to be

bleached, or what is often termed " stoved ". In printing

carpet yarns, where clear and accurately matched colours

is a great desideratum, this bleaching process is absolutely

necessary. The bleaching agent almost universally em-

ployed is sulphurous acid, either in the gaseous state, ob-

tained by burning sulphur, or in solution. Within the last

few years, however, hydrogen peroxide (HoO^) has been

growing in favour as a wool bleaching agent. These three

methods will be considered.

Gas Bleaching or Stoving.—This is done by the action

of sulphur dioxide (SOg), either in the dry gaseous state,

or in the wet way, by its liberation from bisulphite

salts in solution. The former method, or what is known

as "gas bleaching" or "sulphuring," is the one most

generally adopted among carpet manufacturers. It is well

to remember that the action of sulphur dioxide (sulphurous

anhydride) in bleaching is one of reduction and not

oxidation as in the case of chlorine or hydrogen peroxide
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Weaching. The sulphur dioxide unites with the oxygen

of the colouring ixiatter present in the fibre, reducing or

deoxidising it to form a colourless compound. What the

chemical nature of this natural colouring matter is, has

not yet been determined. If the yarn after scouring

be not properly freed from all alkaline or soapy liquid, a

certain amount of sulphurous acid must necessarily become

lost in neutralising this alkalinity before the bleaching action

can begin. This shows the advantage of giving the scoured

yarns a final wash in water before bleaching. The yarn,

-after being thoroughly cleansed, is conveyed to the bleach-

ing chambers in the moist or wet state, where it is left to

the action of the sulphur dioxide gas, produced by burning

iSulphur in an iron crucible which is placed in a corner of

the chamber. These sulphuring chambers require to be

spacious in order to give room for the yarn hanging on

the poles to be sufficiently spread out, and each hank kept

separate, so that the fumes of the gas may have free access

to the yarn. If the yarn poles be crowded closely together,

each pole of hanks tightly pressed against its neighbour,

the gas is prevented from penetrating the yarn, and the

bleaching cannot be properly performed. This may prove

a source of unsatisfactory and " stripey " bleaching. Free

access to all parts of the yarn must be given to the gas if

the bleaching has to be well done, and full advantage taken

of the sulphur consumed. The bleaching chambers may
be built either of brick or wood, but if built of brick it is

necessary to line the walls inside with wood to protect the

brick and mortar from the action of the sulphurous fumes.

Sulphur dioxide so acts on the bricks and lime as to dis-

integrate them in course of time, and the walls become

shaky and the bricks loose. This strange disintegration is

caused by the formation of minute crystals in the form of

an efHorescence, consisting of a double ferrous aluminium
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sulphate, of the formula Al2(S04)3 + FeS04 + 24Aq, which

grows out of the brick and mortar.* The yarn is allowed

to remain in this atmosphere of sulphurous gas for from

six to ten hours, according to the degree of whiteness re-

quired.
,
The last batch of yarn to be bleached for the day

is left in the chambers overnight. The amount of sulphur

required is generally taken at from 5 to 7 or 8 per cent, of

the weight of yarn to be bleached. The quicker the bleach-

ing the more sulphur is required. In the proper manage-

ment of the bleaching process it is necessary to pay careful

attention to the heat of the iron ball used for igniting the

sulphur, and to the admission of air into the chamber during

the burning of the sulphur.

The usual dimensions of the sulphur-stove is 5 to 7

feet broad, by 8 or 10 feet long, or longer if necessary ; and

6 feet or so high. If the yarn be hung in two tiers, one

above the other, the chamber may be 10 feet high. It

must be remembered that too roomy a chamber is unneces-

sary, as it only causes expenditure of more sulphur to fill

it with the sulphurous fumes.

Heat of Iron Ball.—'The iron ball, weighing generally

about 38 lb., should never be cooler than a clear cherry-red

heat to burn completely all the sulphur. If a lower tempera-

ture be used it is often found that a quantity of unburnt

sulphur still remains in the crucible. Accordingly an in-

sufficient amount of sulphur dioKide must have been produced,,

and poor, faulty bleaching is the result.

Admission of Air.—The other important point is the

admission of air into the chamber, through a little trap-door,

during the burning of the sulphur, to enable the combustion

to be kept up until the sulphur is consumed. If air be not

admitted in some way, the burning sulphur is simply ex-

* Sec Trans. Chemical Society, D. Paterson, 1896.
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tinguished some time after the doors are shut for want of

oxygen ; and the same unfortunate results are obtained as

those just already stated, viz., a quantity of sulphur is left

unburnt and the yarn is insufficiently bleached. After such

an occurrence the purity of the sulphur has been questioned

;

but the true cause, almost without exception, lies with these

two points—the heat of the igniting ball, and the proper

admission of air. When the yarn has been exposed long

enough to the bleaching action, which is generally from six

to ten hours, according to the degree of whiteness required,

the doors are opened and the chambers well ventilated. The

yarn is then taken and washed or steeped in clean water to

remove the sulphuric and sulphurous acids present in the

fibre ; after which it is conducted to the hydro extractors,

where all superfluous water is removed. After a thorough

drying in heated chambers called the "drying stoves," it is

ready for receiving the colour in the printing process.

Bleaching by the Wet Method.—This consists in steeping

the yarns sufficiently long in a solution of sulphurous acid

(HgSOg) or of sodium bisulphite to which sufficient hydro-

chloric acid has been added to liberate the sulphur dioxide.

Another method, which is considered better, is to work the

yarn first in the bisulphite solution, then pass it into a

separate acid bath, i.e., hydrochloric acid at 2° Tw., thus

liberating the SO^ gas in the nascent state within the fibre.

Theoretically this is the best method, and should give the

most satisfactory results, as the nascent gas acts more

powerfully on the natural colouring matter present in the

fibre.

There is, however, one disadvantage of such methods.

The liberated sulphurous gas permeates the atmosphere of

that department of the work, and the gas has an injurious

effect on the health of the workers. The bleaching action

also seems to take longer than by the gas method.
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Hydrogen Peroxide (H^Oo).—This is now becoming used as

a bleaching agent for the fine quaHties of wools. The yarns

are steeped several hours in a slightly alkaline solution of

hydrogen peroxide, and afterwards well washed.

Unless for special purposes, and for certain goods its use

is somewhat limited owing to its expense. Another method

recommended is to steep the yarns in an ammoniacal solution

of hydrogen peroxide, then take out, wring, and allow to dry

in the air.

Sodium Peroxide is, however, coming more into use, as

from it the preoxide of hydrogen may be produced im-

mediately by the consumers themselves by the addition of

acid to the sodium peroxide solution. The yarns must first

be well scoured before entering the bleaching bath. The

general process for bleaching from 100 to 150 lb. yarn by this

jnethod is as follows :

—

A bath is made up with

1000 gal. cold water,

8 lb. strong sulphuric acid,

3 ,, phosphate of ammonia,

7f ,, sodium peroxide.

The ingredients are put into the bath in the order given

above. The bleaching tank may be made of wood, earthen- ^

ware or lead, but no iron, copper or tin must come in contact

with the bleaching Hquid. After the first 100 to 150 lb. yarn

is bleached the bath may be renewed by the addition of

8 gal. cold water,

2i lb. sulphuric acid,

If ,, sodium peroxide,

when it is ready for another 100 to 150 lb. yarn. If the bath

shows any indication of acidity this must be overcome by the

addition of a little liquid ammonia to render it slightly

alkaline. In the acid state the oxygen is not evolved readily,

so it is of importance to pay attention to the alkalinity of the
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bath. If the bleaching is to be done quickly the water may-

be used at a blood heat for wools ; the time required being

from three to twenty-four hours, according to the strength of

the bath and the degree of whiteness required. The bleaching

action in this hydrogen or sodium peroxide process is one of

oxidation and not reduction as in the sulphur dioxide methods.

The reaction which takes place may be simply explained by

the following equation :

—

NaaO^ + H2SO4 = Na2S04 + H^O^
Sodium Peroxide. Sulphuric Acid. Sodium Sulphate. Hydrogen Peroxide.

The H2O2 readily gives off its spare atom of oxygen to the

colouring matter of the fibre, and then becomes water, H^O.

Theoretically, it forms an ideal bleaching agent ; it leaves the

yarns beautifully white and soft, but the slightly increased

cost of bleaching by this method prevents its ready adoption

into the carpet industry.



CHAPTEE VI.

INTRODUCTION TO COLOUE-MAKING FOR YARN PRINTING—THE
COLOUR CHEMIST—COLOUR-SHOP—GENERAL TREATMENT
OF DYE STUFFS.

After the preparatory operations of scouring and bleaching

already described, the carpet yarn is then in a suitable con-

dition for receiving the colour. In what is termed "hank"

printing (see chap, xi.), the yarn is prepared with chlorine,

but in tapestry carpet yarn printing such preparatory treat-

ment is unnecessary. The printing on of the colours in their

correct places, according to the design of the carpet pattern,

is done in the print shop by mechanical appliances yet to

be described. The term "colour" here is used in the same

sense as in calico printing, namely, a mixture of colouring

matters, mordant and thickening, which, when printed on

the yarn and steamed, dyes the wool and produces the colour

of the carpet. The preparation and mixing of the colours

with suitable ingredients and mordants to make any desired

shade is termed the " colour-mixing," and forms the essential

part in tapestry carpet colouring. This department is under

the direction of the colour chemist, who, if he be a suitably

trained man, has also the supervision of the other operations

in the works where chemical knowledge is required, such as

the bleaching, scouring, examination and selection of scouring

soaps, the proper recovery of waste soapy liquors, the purifi-

cation of waste dye waters, etc. A well-equipped laboratory

is most essential, wherein all experimental work and colour
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testing can be performed. The daily work of the colour

chemist consists in ixiaking examination and comparative

dye tests of new colour-stuffs introduced from time to time,

in testing the purity and stren'gth of the dyes and drysalteries

received, making any new shades required and matching the

various colours which are made during the day. Another

important branch of colour chemistry, which in this country

is apt to be neglected, is the experimental research work.

This comprises the investigation into the many causes of

irregularity which appears in the printed colours, the effect

of different mordants in the printing and steaming, their

effects on the wool fibre, the working out of new colour

recipes and cheaper methods of preparation. These and

many others are interesting and important questions to

every colour chemist. New deliveries of colour-stuffs are

tested before being put into use, by comparing their strength

and purity with standard samples kept in the laboratory.

Every new lot or "batch" of colour made is printed as a

trial on a small quantity of yarn termed a " swatch". This

is steamed, washed and dried, and then compared with the

standard shade preserved in the colour-book. To the colour-

maker this book is invaluable, as it contains standard dupli-

cates of every shade used. If the newly made colours prove

a little off the "standards," they must be altered by the

addition of the proper dyestuff to bring them to the correct

shade. This matching, or examination, of the colours forms

the most important duty of the colourist, and often he finds

it no easy task before a perfect match can be obtained. The

quality of the daylight, the nature and behaviour of the

colours examined, the fibre or material on which the colour

is dyed, all affect to a marked degree the general appearance

of shades. After long experience, dyers and colour-mixers

can. tell very closely the exact amounts of colour ingredients

necessary to give the precise shade.
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The Colour-shop.—The colour-shop is best divided into

three departments : first, the colour-shop proper, where the

colours are made, and standard dye-solutions kept and

measured out as required ; second, the stock-rooms, where

all the prepared colours are stocked in tubs and barrels

ready for use ; third, the store-rooms, where all the dry-

salteries and colour-stuffs used in the colour-making are

stored and weighed out. This department requires to be

comfortably warm in winter time ; as many colours in the

paste form are deteriorated by the action of frost. The

"mixing-house," or where the colours are made, is fitted

up with one or two sets of steam-jacketed copper boiling

pans. A set generally consists of three pans, varying in

capacity from 10 to 40 or 50 gallons. These are used when

dissolving the dyestuffs for making standard dye-solutions,

or for thickening colours by boiling them with flour. The

admission of open steam is often not desirable in such cases,

as the formation of water by condensation would accordingly

dilute the colour. The admission of steam into the outer

casing of the pans can be regulated by crans, and when

steam is shut off cold water may be made to circulate in-

side, and thus the colours are quickly cooled. This tedious

task of boiling and cooling the colours, which requires con-

tinual stirring, is generally assigned to the "gum sticks,"

i.e., boys or young apprentices of the colour-shop. Each pan

is suspended on pivots, to enable them to be easily tilted over

and emptied of their contents.

Weights and Measures.—It is to be regretted that the

English system of weights and measures is still generally

employed in the manufacturing processes in this country,

instead of the simpler and more scientific French decimal

system of grams and litres. This is especially so in such

branches of industry as dyeing, calico printing, and carpet-

colour mixinf^, where chemical knowledge and scientific
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methods are of advantage. For a series of useful tables

see Appendix.

Weights.—The weights employed in the colour-shop are

the avoirdupois for the larger quantities, viz., 16 ounces

= 1 lb., and the troy v^eight for small quantities, viz., 24

grains = 1 dv^t. (437| grains = 1 oz. avoir.).

Measures.—The vessels for measuring the colour solutions,

mordant liquors, etc., are best made of copper, and of the

round bov^l or ladle shape, so as to allov^ no corners for

harbouring colour or dirt. Copper is found to be the most

suitable metal for making colour-shop utensils ; as it is little

affected by the acids and mordants employed, and always

keeps a clean bright surface. When measuring ammonia,

however, an earthenware vessel is used, as copper is readily

acted on by this reagent. The liquid measures in use may
vary from -^{^ to 1, that is, from the yV of a gi^ to 1 gallon

of 32 gills. In the manufacturing districts of England the

" gill " measures a 4 pint, or 10 fluid ounces, and the

" noggin " or ^ pint, equals the Scotch gill or 5 fluid ounces.

In copying colour-recipes it is well to remember this. The

most useful sizes of measures are as follows : yV. i, J. ^> and

1 gill, 2 gills, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16 gills, or ^ gal., and 1 gallon.

All the measures, especially the smaller ones, should be

carefully tested and compared with each other before being

put into use.

Standard Dye Solutions.—Standard solutions of the colour-

ing matters employed are made at the strength of from \ to

1 lb. of colour per gallon water, according to the require-

ments of the colourist. Each colour chemist, as a rule,

makes his own choice of dyestuffs, by the proper admixture

of which he can match any shade of colour required. This

selection of dyestuffs represents to the chemist what the

palette is to the artist. A too extensive selection is not

advisable, as the employment of too many colour-stuffs not
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only requires space for storage, but is liable to confuse

the labourers in the colour-shop and give rise to mistakes.

From the wide range of colours now at the coiximand of

every colourist, he must select those, after careful experi-

ment, which suit best his own particular requirements. The

advice given by a high authority on art, " a restricted palette

is to be recommended," is applicable to dyers and carpet-

colour mixers as well as to artists. The standard dye-solu-

tions are prepared in the copper steam-pans, with careful

stirring until all the colouring matter is completely dissolved.

A great deal of success in making good colours depends upon

the proper methods employed in dissolving the dyes.

General Eemarks on Treatment of Colours.

Storing.—-The colours should be kept in closed tins, or in

their casks with their lids on, and in a place which is dry

but not too warm. They should never be allowed to remain

exposed in a damp, steamy dye-house or colour-shop, where

they are liable to get wet or draw moisture ; and thus

becoming deteriorated in strength and often conglomerating

into hard lumps difficult to dissolve.

Dissolving Aniline Dyes.

Dissolving Dyes for Standard Solutions.—If the colouring

matters have a tendency to crystallise out after the liquid

is cooled, the addition of a little thickening agent, such as

wheaten flour or gum, gives the liquor sufficient consistency

to prevent, in most cases, this recrystallisation. Many dye-

solutions have to be re-heated before mixing in the colour

paste, in order to dissolve the minute crystals floating

through it. Magenta Auramine Diazo Oranges of various

brands, Khodamine or liosazeine, Naphthol Yellow, Patent
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Blue, etc., are examples of such dyestuffs. If the precaution

of re-heating such solutions when required be not observed,

the prepared colours—-unless the paste is very hot—v^ill turn

out " spotty," producing stains and colour specks on the

yarn, v^hich are often difficult to remedy. In dissolving the

dyes for use, a certain amount of care must be exercised.

The best way for some dyestuffs is to pour the hot water

(160° to 175° Fah.) on the colour-powder, stirring briskly

all the time. Other colours, such as the Nigrosines, or

Induline class of colours, Methyl Violets, Magenta, several

of the Benzaldehyde Greens, if treated in the above way,

go immediately into a tarry sticky lump, difficult to dissolve.

Such colours are best mixed in cold water first, then gradu-

ally, with constant stirring, brought to the required heat

in the steam-pan. A hard water is unsuitable for dissolving

dyes ; as it precipitates the colour base—in such cases a

little vinegar is added to correct this (see " Water," chap. iv.).

Over-heating or dissolving direct over a fire is liable to

cause insoluble tarry matters to be formed. After the

standard dye-solutions are made, they may require to be

filtered through calico or flannel to keep back any undis-

solved particles.

This is of much importance, for if the colour be not

properly dissolved, stripes and specks will probably mar the

beauty of the printed work. Most aniline colours require

filtering, although some of them, i.e., Magenta, Scarlet,

Orange, Eosine, etc., are easily soluble.

Dyes like Magenta, Cerise, Crimson, Violet, Alkali Blue,

Eosine, Induline, Bismarck Brown, Bordeaux, Scarlets and

Oranges, Yellow, China Green, Green Crystals, dissolve best

in boiling water in the proportion of 1 to 50.

Colours like Methyl Green, Imperial Green, are best dis-

solved in lukewarm water (112° Eah.).

Spirit colours are dissolved in the proportion of 1 to 30,
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beginning cold and gradually heating the spirit in a water-

bath. Keeping it well stirred until the colour is all dis-

solved.

Water.—The nature of the water used for dissolving-

aniline dyestuffs is an important consideration. Colours may
be blamed for containing tarry matters, when the real cause

lies in the water with which they were dissolved. Calcare-

ous waters are injurious to many colours of basic nature,

like Malachite, Diamond, and other basic greens, Magenta,

Methyl Violets, Victoria and Night Blues, and many others.

The calcium and magnesium salts present in hard waters

precipitate the colour base as a fine tarry precipitate, which

may give the colour, when printed on the yarn, a more or

less streaky or spotted appearance. Pure water is best for

dissolving such dyes ; and this may be obtained from the

scouring department, if the condensed water is collected in

the manner described under " scouring of yarns," (chap.

ii.). If soft water cannot be obtained, hard waters may be

corrected, for dyeing and colour-dissolving purposes, by the

addition of a little acetic acid, about 1 pint to 100 gallons

of water (see chap. iv. regarding the natures of different

waters and methods of softening).
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COLOUR-PRINTING PASTES—WHEATEN FLOUR—PASTE-MAKING
—STRAINING COLOURS—ACIDITY OF COLOUR PASTES.

Wheaten Flour for Colour Pastes.

The thickening medium for tapestry carpet colom''s is

wheaten flour paste, made of a good medium quality of

flour, thickened at the rate of about 75 lb. of flour per 100

gallons of water, to which is also added 4i lb. alum ; or if

sulphate of alumina is preferred, 3| lb. Flour paste is made

in large quantities at a time, as it serves as the medium

for conveying the colours to the carpet yarn. With some

colours, the addition of a little British gum is necessary

to give them the desired toughness or gumminess, not ob-

tainable with flour alone. Many experiments have been

tried to employ starch or farina in place of wheaten flour for

colour-mixing pastes ; but the colours made by this method

are rough and lumpy in nature, and readily become watery.

A glutinous flour which boils into a gummy tough paste

is the best for making carpet colours, and is to be preferred

to a "starchy" flour. The larger the percentage of starch

present in a flour, the less it is suitable for making a

good smooth colour paste for yarn printing. The follow-

ing analyses show the difference in composition between

a good gummy flour and wheaten starch :

—
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Good Wheaten Flour. Wheaten Starch.

Water ... - 16-50 15-87

Fatty Matters - - - 1-20 —
Gluten . - - - 11-80 —
Starch . . . - 66-27 82-81

Mineral and other matters 4-23 1-32

100-00 100-00

The presence of hran in wheaten flours is an objection, as

it makes a paste wanting in stabihty. The bran readily

causes fermentation, which makes the paste, after standing,

become thin and readily decomposed.

Paste for Printing Caoyet Yarns.—As a good colour paste

is all-important in carpet colour-mixing, the following hints

on the best way of making a proper paste may be found

useful. In making a paste of good smooth quality, care must

be taken not to boil it for any time, or let its temperature

rise as high as 200° Fall. Over-boiHng makes a lumpy

paste, curdled and rough in its consistency, which does not

mix so readily with the various colour ingredients. After

such a paste is strained through the wire sieve, the minute

granules of starchy matter are still present, and may appear

on the printed yarn as white spots. In making paste it is

best not to heat it higher than 180° to 185° Fah. (82° to

85° Cent.). This is attended to by the paste maker who is

provided with a thermometer for the purpose. The following

quantities- are for making a batch of 300 gallons :

—

Into the paste tub, half filled with water, is stirred

—

225 lb. Wheaten flour.

13i ,, Alum, or 10 lb. sulphate of alumina.

The doughy lumps of flour floating on the surface are all

carefully broken between the hands. Steam is then blown

into the liquid by means of a copper pipe, or worm, per-

forated with holes. During heating, the milky Hquid must

be in constant motion to keep the flour particles in suspen-
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sion. If allowed to settle down to the bottom of the tub,

a bad batch of paste is the inevitable result. The stirring

is done either with hand-sticks or by mechanical stirrers.

The heating is continued until the temperature reaches from

180° to 185° Fah., when steam is shut off, the copper boiling

pipe removed, and the paste allowed to stand undisturbed

for five or seven minutes. This is found to be an advantage,

as it develops the strength of the flour better. The paste,

during the heating with open steam, has gained a consider-

able quantity of water by condensation ; more water is now
added with constant stirring until the containing mark of

the tub is reached, viz., 300 gallons. If the above be made

with a suitable flour, it will make a good quality of paste.

It requires an occasional stir up to prevent it turning rough

or starchy. An antiseptic, such as carbolic acid, CeHg (OH),

may be added during the warm months to keep the colour-

pastes from decomposing. When paste is boiled and allowed

to stand overnight, a thick tough skin, like leather, forms

on the top. This must not be stirred in, but skinned off.

The formation of skin is easily prevented by covering the

surface of the paste, or boiled standard colour, with a little

water at night, when in the morning it will be found soft,

and without any indication of toughness.

Straining Colours.—Colours for tapestry carpet printing

must be smooth and free from any knots of paste or colouring

matter ; and in order to attain this, all colour-pastes must be

strained previous to their being made into colours for print-

ing. Colour-strainers are made in the form of rectangular

wooden boxes of 1-inch wood, six inches in depth, with a

bottom of wire gauze, either of brass or copper. Copper wire

gauze is better as it lasts longer, and is not so easily acted

on by the acid mordants. The gauze is generally of two

degrees of fineness, one quality with 169 meshes to the

square inch, used for straining paste and thickened colours.
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The other quality is much finer, with 1024 meshes per square

inch, and used for the thinner dye Hquors. Where a finer

sieve is necessary, as for straining standard dye solutions,

flannel or calico can be used. A useful size of sieve for small

work is ten inches square inside, by six inches deep. For

large tubs, or straining large quantities at a time, three feet

square by ten or twelve inches deep is a good size. A suit-

able number of strainers are needed in the colour-shop, as

it is necessary to keep one for each class of colours.

Acidity of Colour Pastes.—In the printing of tapestry carpet

yarns only a limited number of mordants can be employed.

Adjective colouring matters, or those which can only be dyed

with the assistance of basic mordants, the anthracene group,

for example, with the alizarines, some of the Phthaleins and

Eesorcines like Gallein, Coerulein, Gambine, Eesorcin Green,

etc., though of much value to the dyer, are of little service to

the tapestry colour-mixer. The shades obtained from them

by printing and steaming are of poor quality ; wanting in

richness and depth. Although many experiments have been

tried to introduce this class of dyes into tapestry carpet

printing, the results have never proved very satisfactory.

All colour-pastes for tapestry printing must have a certain

degree of acidity, to fix and fully develop the colouring

matters on the wool fibre during the steaming process. The

presence of an insufficient amount of acid renders the colours

poor and uneven ; while an excess of acid tends to corrode

and tender the wool. (See effect of excess of mordant in

illustration of wool fibres under steaming.) Much success

depends upon the proper degree of acidity employed in

developing the colours. For many years tartaric acid (C^H^jOj.,)

has been used as the most suitable mordant for this purpose,

as it possesses strong acid properties, and has no injurious

effect on the wool fibre. The strength of acid used is generally

about 0-3 gram per litre, or nearly one ounce (avoir.) per gallon
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of colour paste. This acidity is sufficient, in most cases, to

fully develop and fix the colours. Owing to the high price

of tartaric acid, and also citric acid (CgHgO-, HgO), which is

similar in nature, many substitutes have appeared on the

market under various names, all of which could no doubt be

prepared with less expense by the consumers themselves.

{See Tartar Substitutes in Glossary of Drugs at the end.)

Other acids, viz., sulphuric, oxalic and acetic acids, have

been employed for giving the necessary acidity to the colour

pastes ; and recently lactic acid (CgHgOg) has been shown by

the present writer to possess interesting properties to the

carpet yarn printer.^ The various qualities necessary for a

successful colour printing paste for carpet yarns will be

specially considered in our next chapter.

^ Vide, Dyer mid Calico Printer, Sept. -Oct., 1897.



CHAPTEE VIII.

QUALITIES NECESSAEY FOR WOOL YARN PRINTING COLOURS
—ACIDITY— LEVELLING AGENTS— ALUMINA MORDANTS
—COLOUR RECIPES FOR YARN PRINTING.

The mordants employed in printing tapestry yarns are not

so numerous as those used in the kindred art of Dyeing.

The interesting class of polygenetic colouring principles, the

Alizarines, Anthracenes, Gallein, Dioxine, etc., and their

varied mordants, so valuable to the dyer, are of little service

in this branch of textile printing. The results obtained v^ith

them are far from being satisfactory. Wool which has been

previously mordanted, w^hen dyed in a bath with such

colouring matters, gives rich and fully-developed shades.

If, however, the colouring principle and mordant be mixed

together in the colour-paste, as in the making of tapestry

colours, and the resultant mixture be printed on the yarn

and steamed, the colours produced are poor and uneven, not

to be compared for richness of shade to those obtained by

dyeing with the same colours and mordant. Perhaps, after

further experimental inquiry has been made into the causes

of such irregularities, and the action of basic mordants

during the operation of steaming, some improved process'

may yet be introduced which will enable the yarn print-

ing colour chemist to employ this valuable group of

coifcuring matters. At the present time the unsatisfactory

results given with all the adjective colours exclude them and

their mordants from tapestry yarn printing. Since the

introduction of the aniHne colours, the work of the dyer and

" colour mixer " has been much simphfied. The preparing
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of the colours, instead of being a long and tedious process,

requiring many mordants and colour ingredients, has now
become a comparatively easy operation. The old " rule of

thumb " or empiric methods, where the real art was jealously

shrouded with mystery in a complexity of drugs and mean-

ingless names, are now things of the past. The elements

necessary to ensure a well mordanted tapestry printing

colour are threefold, namely :

—

1. Acid properties—non-injurious to the wool fibre
;

2. A levelling agent

;

3. An alumina base.

The above qualifications do not refer to special cases where

colours require certain particular mordants. Such examples

will be found spoken of separately under their respective

mordants in the subjoined list. These three necessary

qualifications for a proper tapestry printing mordant will

now be briefly considered.

1. Acid Proper-ties.—In tapestry printing it is most

essential to make the colour-paste decidedly acid, so that

the colours may be properly fixed and developed upon the

yarn. Without the presence of acid, the printed colours are

wanting in fastness and quality -of tone, and show signs of

being " stripey " or uneven. In choosing an acid for this

purpose, special attention must be given to its general effects

upon the wool fibre and the appearance of the various

colouring matters. An acid which is beneficial to one class

of colours may also be injurious to another class of a

different nature. The acid mordant must not have a

corroding action on the wool ; such a quality would become

highly injurious in the steaming operation. The most useful

acid for wool printing has been proved, after long experience,

to be tartaric acid (C^HgO^). Its strongly acid properties,

combined with a non-injurious effect on the wool fibre,

and its power of developing colours to the best advantage,
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render it of great value to the tapestry colour chemist.

Owing to its comparatively high price many so-called

" substitutes " have been introduced, composed mainly of

sulphuric or oxahc acids, combined with sulphates of soda or

potash. (See tartaric " substitutes " in Glossary of Drugs at

chap, xvii.) Volatile acids like nitric or hydrochloric are

objectionable, as they become volatilised during the steaming,

and in this state act injuriously upon the iron of the steam

chests. For this reason vinegar should not be employed in

every colour ; but only in a few special cases where it is

required. (See acetic acid.) The best degree of acidity for

printing pastes is at the rate of one ounce (avoir.) pure tartaric

acid per gallon of colour, or 6*3 grams per litre. This acidity

is found to be sufficient to fix and develop the colours on the

yarn. Instead of tartaric acid, a mixture of sulphuric and

oxalic acids may be used, which forms a useful and in-

expensive acid mordant. For the different degrees of acidity

or neutralising power, it is found that ten parts tartaric acid

equal eight oxalic or six sulphuric acid.

2. A "Levelling" Agent.—Such an agent is as necessary

in printing as in dyeing, to make the colours " take on
"

evenly and prevent any blotches or striped appearance.

Glauber's salts or sulphate of soda, sulphate of potash,

alum, sulphate of alumina and lactic acid are useful for

this purpose.

3. An Alumina Base.—In all tapestry colours—except

where iron and tin mordants are used—alumina requires to

be present. It forms one of the most useful mordants to

the yarn colour mixer, as it develops and levels the colours

on the yarn in a way not easily obtainable with any other

mordant. The alums and sulphate of alumina are ex-

tensively used for mixing in the colour-pastes in quantities

varying from 3 to 6 oz. per gallon, according to the

nature and requirements of the colour.
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As these three quahfications, i.e., (a) acidity, (b) levelhng

agent, (c) alumina base, are important in making a successful

yarn-printing colour, they will now be treated individually.

A. Acidity reqioired in Wool Printing.—What is most essential

in a mordant for ordinary yarn printing is a good strong acid

reaction ; not too strong to tender or corrode the fibre, but

just sufficient to fix and develop the colours on the wool

during the steaming process. Tartaric acid, as already stated,

has long been employed by wool printers as an ideal mordant

in this respect. It possesses the necessary strong acid reaction,

combined with a non-injurious effect on the wool fibre, unlike

some of the stronger mineral acids. The best degree of acidity

to employ for carpet yarn printing is considered about 6*3

grams tartaric per litre of printing colour ; or 28"34 grams

per 4^ litres, which equals in British measure 1 oz. tartaric

per gallon of paste. With this acidity colours are fixed and

developed sufficiently well on the fibre, but in some special

cases the colour may require a little more. It will be noticed

that the acid required for carpet yarn printing is small

compared with that used in woollen cloth printing, where

3 to 6 oz. tartaric per gallon paste are generally used. The

commonly employed acids beside tartaric are sulphuric, oxalic,

acetic acid, and also lactic acid, which may be used with

advantage. The following proportions by weight of acids

will be found to correspond as nearly as possible to each

other in point of acidity :

—

Acids. Grams. Or in Ounces
(avoir.).

Tartaric - - - (CjHgOg)
Oxalic - - - - (CoH.,04)

Sulphuric (strong) - - (H2SO4)
Lactic acid (50 per cent.) (C3Hg03)

28-34

22-67
17-0

70-85

1 oz. drams.
- l^f
- 9|

21 oz.

The above are the relative weights of acids required per

gallon (4J htres) to form printing pastes of equal acidity.
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It will be seen that 1 oz. tartaric or 28"34 grains has the

same degree of acidity as 22"67 grams oxalic or 70*85 lactic

acids. In studying the action of the various acids as mordants

it is necessary to note its effect on the colours, and also on

the fibre of the wool. Acids which impair the softness or

lustre of the fibre must be discarded.

Azo or Acid Colours.—As most of the colours of this group

require a strong acid reaction to fix them on the wool, the

addition of sulphuric or oxalic acids is necessary. It is readily

found by experiment what acid is specially suitable for the

dyestuff; as certain colours are better developed with sul-

phuric acid than with oxalic, lactic or acetic acids, and also

the vice versa. The following table, giving the results of the

various acid mordants with the azo colouring matters, is

based on the writer's own experiments.

Effect of Acid Mordants.

Name of Colours.

Rocellines, Fast
Reds, Cloth

Reds, etc.

Azo Pinks.

Azo Scarlets

various brands)

Acid Magenta.

Sulphuric Acid.

slight tendency
to unevenness.

scarcely so rich

a colour as

with Tartaric

and Lactic.

beautifully rich

colour.

richest and ful-

lest colour.

Oxy-azo Oranges very good colour
(various brands), fully developed.

AnilineYellows
(various).

Acid Greens,
Blues, and
Violets.

Acid Blacks,
Naphthol, Bril-

liant, etc.

Tartaric Acid.

good colour.

good level colour.

slightly yellower

hue than witli

Sulphuric.

very good colour.

same as Sul-
phuric.

good rich colour, good rich colour.

all shades level

and rich.

apt to give bluish

Blacks.

similar to Sul-

phuric.

rich full Black.

Oxalic Acid.

slight uneven-
ness of colour.

similar to Tar-
taric.

similar to Sul-

phuric colour.

very good colour,

better than
Tartaric.

same as Sul-
phuric.

much poorer,
tliin and weak
colour.

similar to Sul-

phuric.

.somewhatbluish
Blacks, not so

much, how-
ever, as Sul-

pliuric.

Lactic Acid.

ffood colour.

good colour,
leveland richer

than any other.

yellower colour,
similar to Tar-
taric.

not fully de-
veloped, in-

ferior colour.

same as Sul-
phuric.

good rich colour

similar to Sul-

phuric.

rich full shades.
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Basic Colours.—With colour stuffs of this nature, such as

Magenta, Malachite Green, Methyl Violet, etc., which have a

strong natural affinity for wool, the addition of acid to the

printing paste shows little, if any, development of the colour.

Such dyestuffs have of themselves, sufficient affinity for the

wool without the assistance of acid. The presence of acid

in wool yarn printing is, however, always necessary to ensure

level and satisfactory colours. With the benzidine or diamine

colours, no advantage in the use of acid is noticed.

B. What are termed " levelling agents " in yarn printing

are substances, usually the normal salts of potash and soda,

which are added to the printing paste to make the colours

dye evenly on the fibre in the steaming. Without the

assistance of such levellers the colours in many cases go on

unevenly and cause stripey and blotched work in the finished

carpet. The action of such an agent in steaming is no doubt

similar to that in dyeing ; namely, of making the dye-stuff

go slowly on to the fibre and thus preventing unevenness

of colour. Griauber's salts (sulphate of soda), potash, alum,

sulphate of potash or ammonia, lactic acid, phosphate

and acetate of soda, are found to be useful levelling agents.

C. Alumina Mordant.—It is customary to add to every

colour for yarn printing a certain proportion of a salt of

alumina, either alum or aluminium sulphate. This is always

done except where salts or iron (nitrate or sulphate), or of

tin (tin crystals) are already present. In such cases alumina

cannot be employed, otherwise it would destroy the action

of those metallic mordants. Alum develops and fixes the

steamed colours on the wool in a way that no other mordant

does ; and is used in quantities varying from 3 to 6 ounces

per gallon of colour paste.

Ahim.—The salts of alumina are of much interest to

the carpet colour mixer, as they form his most important

mordant. All colour pastes must have a certain amount of
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alumina (ALOg) in their composition, either in the form of

alum or sulphate of alumina, to develop the colours fully and

fix them on the yarn during the steaming process. AVithout

the addition of aluminium salts to the printing paste, the

great majority of the colours are imperfectly fixed, and appear

uneven or " stripey ". The alums are the crystallised double

salts of sulphate of alumina and potash, soda, or ammonia,

thus :

—

Potash alum = Al, (804)3X0804 + 24 HgO.

Ammonia alum = Al, (804)3 (NH4)2S04 + 24 HgO.

Potash alum contains 10 per cent, alumina (AlgOg), while

the ammonia, or what is termed " Boman " alum, contains

11 per cent. This alum is easily recognised by the pungent

smell of ammonia, which is liberated on heating a little of it

with dilute caustic soda.

The following analyses of these alums show the different

proportions of their constituents :—

•

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF ALUMS.

(AloOg) Alumina
Sulphuric acid -

Water
Potash
Ammonia

Potash Alum.

10-83

33-71

45-51

9-95

Ammonia Alum

11-34

35-29

49-62

3-75

100-00 100-00

Instead of the alums or double salts of alumina, the

normal sulphate of alumina (q.v.) is now much used in dyeing

and yarn printing, as it contains a much larger percentage

(15 to 18) of the valuable constituent alumina. There is little

doubt but the sulphates of potash and ammonia present in

alums help to make the printed colours take on more evenly,

and thus play the part of "levelling" agents. In carpet
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printing colours of the ordinary class require about 3 oz.

(avoir.) alum per gallon of colour paste. With stronger

shades, or those containing a greater amount of colouring

matter, a larger quantity of alum is necessary, even as much
as 6 oz. per gallon. Fustic and many other vegetable colours

are greatly developed with alumina mordants, giving them a

purity of tone unattainable with any other mordant. The

presence of iron salts in alums must be guarded against, as

many colours, especially the wood dyes, can never be bright

and up to their true quality of tone where this impurity is

present. As the iron may be either in the ferrous or the

ferric state, the most suitable reagent for showing its

presence is a solution of ferro-ferric cyanide of potassium

;

a few drops of which added to a solution of the alum will

show an immediate blue coloration on any trace of iron being

present. The black colour produced with tannic acid, tincture

of galls, or logwood also readily shows iron.

Aluminium Sulphate.—Patent Alum, Sulphate of Alumina,

Concentrated Alum, etc. This normal salt AI2 (804)3 + I8H2O

is now being largely used in place of alum, as it contains a

larger percentage of the valuable constituent alumina (AI2O3),

and is more economical for preparing the various aluminium

mordants. Until recently the alums were preferred to

sulphate of alumina, as they are of a definite and un-

changing chemical composition, regular in the percentage

of alumina and sulphuric they contain, and less liable to have

iron as an impurity. Formerly these valuable qualities

were not always found in sulphate of alumina, but now,

owing to improved methods of manufacture, a sulphate of

alumina of pure quality and regular composition has become

an article of commerce. The normal salt contains 15 per

cent, soluble alumina, and more concentrated qualities are

to be met with in commerce, showing from 17 to 18 per

cent, soluble alumina. It may accordingly be found of two
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strengths, viz., 15 to 16 per cent., and 17 to 18 per cent.; these

figures representing the amount of soluble alumina present.

The following is an analysis of a commercial sulphate of

almnina, which shows the high degree of purity in which

this salt can now be obtained :

—

COMMEECIAL SULPHATE OP AlUMINA.

Soluble alumina (Alj O3) 14-90

Combined Sulphuric Acid .... 34-79

Free Sulphuric Acid . . . . . none

Water of Crystallisation 49-73

Insoluble matters -58

100-00

Sulphate of alumina is readily soluble in water, giving a

clear heavy solution at 4 to 8 lb. per gallon of water,

and showing little tendency to crystallise. This is a useful

property to the colour chemist, as the salt may be kept ready

dissolved for a mordanting liquid, without fear of its becom-

ing altered in strength by crystallisation. In substituting

sulphate of alumina for alum in colour recipes, a less

amount is required according to the percentage of alumina

present in the sulphate used. Thus,

Sulphate of Alumina. Crystal Alum.

7 parts of 15 per cent., or | ^^^^^ lo parts.
6 parts of 17 per cent. >

The question of how sulphate of alumina acts as a

printing mordant in its relations with the varied natures of

the colours, the quahty of shades produced, and their even-

ness of tone in comparison with the colours made with the

double salts or alums, yet requires to be investigated. The

sulphates of potash or ammonia present in the alums no

doubt help to fix the colours on the yarn, and act as

" levelling agents " as in dyeing.
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Colour Eecipes.

Yarn Printing Colour Becipes.—The following colour recipes

may be taken as typical examples of yarn printing colours.

"Where acetic acid is employed, it can be replaced by a suit-

able proportion of sulphuric or tartaric acids.

Eed.—Dissolve

40 parts by weight of Roccelline. Fast red, wool scarlets (or any
of the reds mentioned in chap, xvi.), in

210 ,, ,, ,, liot water. Then add

675 ,, ,, ,, flour paste *

75 ,, ,, ,, vinegar 11° Tw., or a suitable proportion

of vitriol or tartaric acids.

1000 parts.

After printing, steam for | to 1 hour with gentle pressure,

then wash.

Orange.—Dissolve

5 parts by weight of orange G. (or any of azo oranges) in

245 ,, ,, ,, hot water. Mix with

650 ,, ,, ,, good thick paste *

100 ,, ,, ,, vinegar 11° Tw., or suitable proportion of

vitriol, tartaric, or oxalic.

1000 parts.

Another method recommended for acid colours is as

follows :

—

Per Gallon of Colour = Per Litre of Colour.

5 oz. or 30 grains colour powder dissolved

in

2 pints ,, 200 grams hot water, and stir into

8 1b. ,, 770 „ flour paste*

25 drops reduced sulphuric acid 1 : 10 ,, 25 drops sulphuric acid reduced

1 : 10

1000 grams.

* For acid dyestuffs alumina, either in shape of alum or sulphate of

alumina, requires to be present in the flour paste.
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A Black, suitable for yarn printing is made as follows :

—

Dissolve

75 parts by weight of Naphtol, or brilliant blacks, in

200 ,, ,, „ hot water. Add
7-5

600

15

12-5

15

75

thiocarmine paste,

thick paste,

chlorate of soda,

alum,

sulphuric acid at 170° Tw. mixed with

water.

1000 parts.

Claret.—Dissolve

75 j)arts by weight of Amaranth or Grenadine in

200

625

100

hot water. Mix with

paste,

acetic acid, 11° Tw.

1000 parts.

Blue.—Dissolve

30 parts by weight of Lanacyl, Victoria, or any of the

alkali Blues in

hot water. Mix with

paste,

chlorate of soda,

acetic acid 11° Tw.

200

650

10

100

1000 parts.

Yellow.—Dissolve

30 parts by weight of Naphtol, Fast, or acid yellows, in

100 ,, ,, ,, water (hot),

810 ,, ,, ,, paste * (containing gum aslwell as flour),

60 „ „ ,, vinegar 11° Tw.

1000 parts.

Green.—Dissolve

40 parts by weight of any of the aniline greens, (chap, xvi.), in

195 ,, ,, ,, hot water. Mix with

675 ,, ,, ,, paste,*

90 ,, ,, ,, vinegar 11° Tw.

1000 parts.

(See footnote, page 57.
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The printing recipe recommended for the benzidine or

diamine colours may be given as follows :

—

Per Gallon or Per Litre.

7 oz. ,, 40 grains diamine dyestuffs dissolved in

2 pints ,, 190 ,, hot water. Mix in

8 1b. ,, 770 ,, flour paste.

1000

For diamine colours as above, it is unnecessary to add

alumina mordant or acid, because these colouring matters, as a

rule, print level and full shades without addition of mordants.

All other shades, produced by the admixture of two or

more dyestuffs, are made on the same principle as those we
have already given.

After printing, the yarns are steamed at low pressure for

I to 1 hour (see chap. xiv.).



CHAPTEE IX.

THE SCIENCE OP COLOUR MIXING—EXAMPLES SHOWING THE
TRUE CAUSES OF THE FORMATION OF GREEN—BLACK-
MOSS GREEN—COMPOSITE BLUE, AND VIOLET COLOURS.

The Science of Colour Mixing.—Before leaving the

colour-making department, and proceeding to describe the

mechanical operation of printing, we will treat briefly the

philosophy which underlies the art of mixing and matching

tapestry colours. Much success depends upon the proper

method of making the printing colours, and a thorough

practical experience in the business is necessary before satis-

factory results can be established. It will be found that a

knowledge of the chemical and optical properties of the

dyestuffs employed is of much service in guiding the colour

chemist in his experiments ; and in the proper method of

making his various shades. The simple primary and

secondary colours are easily prepared direct from the many
beautiful aniline colours now in use. It is in the making

and matching of the innumerable tertiary or compound

shades, buffs, sages, drabs, with all their varieties of hue,

that difficulty is experienced. With all such colours, several

colour ingredients are generally necessary, and great care

must be exercised in catching the exact effect, as the

sHghtest excess of either of the dye-constituents causes the

colour to lose its desired cast. Some shades of this class, it

will be noticed later on, are very sensitive to different

qualities of daylight ; a dull hazy day, the light from the

setting sun, or that from a cloudless blue sky, affect their
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appearance considerably. (See chap, x.) As it is by the

process of mixing colours that the great diversity of hues

used in the texile arts are obtainable, the principles under-

lying the art or colour mixing should therefore be of the

greatest interest to every dyer and colour chemist. It

is one of the first duties, in testing a colouring matter,

to examine v^hat is termed its mixing qualities, i.e., its

capability of producing good and useful shades by admixture

v^ith others. Mere naked-eye examination of a dyed colour

cannot show^ vv^hether it will be suitable or not for producing

good mixed shades. Two colours may closely resemble

each other in hue, when dyed separately, but if each be

mixed in exactly the same proportion with another colouring

matter, the results may be totally different in appearance.

Two Blues, for example, may match each other perfectly

when dyed separately on the yarn, but if each be mixed

with a certain proportion of yellow, the greens obtained may
be of a very different nature ; one may be a bluish-green,

while the other may approach more to the olive cast. Many
instances might be given of dyestuffs, apparently similar in

hue, which produce unexpected results on admixture with

other colours. Again, two colours may also match closely

in dayhght, but when viewed in gaslight, may appear

totally different from each other. Anomalies like these are

naturally perplexing to every colourist, but the explanation

of all such apparently erratic behaviour will be found in the

spectroscopic examination of the colouring matters themselves.

Many dyers and colour mixers have a good " rule of thumb "

idea regarding the mixing of colours, but such empirical

knowledge is not only unsafe, but is learned often at the

expense of many failures and disappointments, which might

have been avoided with the aid of a little science. A few

examples showing the philosophy of colour mixing will now

be briefly studied :

—
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Example I.—It is well known that Indigo Extract and

Naphthol Yellow when mixed yield a green. This green is

produced, not because the Indigo only allows the blue rays

to pass and the other only the yellow rays, but because both

of them, when combined, absorb nearly all the colours of

the spectrum except the green, which is allowed to pass

freely. This may be more clearly illustrated in Fig. 3, which

represents_; the absorption spectra of these two colouring

Fig. 3.

Example]!.—Green produced with (a) Naphthol Yellow and (b) Indigo Extract.

matters. The lines marked A, B, C, D, etc., indicate the

well-known Fraunhofer hues in the solar spectrum.

{a) represents the absorption spectrum of Naphthol Yellow,

which shows that this dye absorbs the violet, blue-violet,

and blue, and freely transmits the remainder of the spectrum,

green, yellow, and red.

(&) represents the absorption spectrum of Indigo Extract,

which shows free transmission of the extreme red, and
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absorption of the orange red, yellow, and yellow green, to

the lines E in green, and transmission of green, blue, and

violet.

(c) represents the spectrum of the green colour produced

by combining (a) and (6), viz. : Naphthol Yellow and Indigo

Extract. It shows only the blue, bluish-green, green, and a

portion of red to be transmitted. A green colour showing an

.absorption spectrum hke (c) cannot be a pure bright colour,

irom the amount of red it contains. If, instead of Indigo

Extract, a greenish blue, showing absorption in the red,

were substituted, a pure and bright tone of green would be

obtained.

# A B C d D £ f G H

^

Fig. 4.

Example II.—Showing how Eed and Green produce Black.

Examjdlell.—A mixture of red and green, when sufficiently

strong, will produce a black. All the coloured rays trans-

mitted by the one are absorbed by the other ; hence darkness
or black is the result. It is seldom that two complementary
•dyes are found of sufficient purity to produce a pure black,

but with three colours a good dense black can easily be
obtained. This fact is taken advantage of in dyeing and
•colour mixing when jet black is required ; and also in pro-
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ducing sad shades, i.e., colours darkened or saddened with

a more or less proportion of grey, produced by complementary

colours coming in contact. A splendid, though somewhat

expensive, black for tapestry carpet printing can be made
by combming Archil with indigo extract. These two are

complementaries to each other. The following absorption

diagram will show this clearly. Fig. 4 represents the ab-

sorption bands of ruby glass (a) and signal green glass (6),

which when superposed produce black or total extinction of

light (c).

(a) This spectrum shows free transmission of red from A
to orange red in C, with total absorption of all other colours.

(6) Shows absorption of all the spectrum except yellow

green (D^ E), green, and blue, to the blue violet (Fh G).

(c) It will be seen that when two such colours are mixed,

no coloured ray is allowed to pass, hence darkness or a black

is the result.

fi^ ]B C i D £ F e H

^^1
J^l^
2^ ^hh

Fig. 5.

Example III.—A Moss-green shade produced by combination of Naphthol
Yellow (a) and Methyl Violet (b).

Example III.—If the moss-green shades produced l)y the

admixture of Napthol Yellow and Methyl Violet be analysed,

it will be found that their colour is produced not simply by
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the combination of the blue and red of the violet with the

yellow, but because green and a little red, which constitutes

a soft moss green, are the only coloured rays allowed to pass

unabsorbed after violet and yellow are mixed. The Naphthol

Yellow absorbs all the violet, blue, and blue-green light, and

transmits freely the green, yellow, and red ; while the Methyl

Violet (see h, Fig. 5), absorbs yellow and yellow green, and

allows red, green, blue, and violet rays to pass freely. The
nature of such a class of shades can be better understood

by studying the absorption spectra of the component colours

(Fig. 5). The black curves represent the locality and degree

of colour absorption.

{a) Is the absorption spectrum of Naphthol Yellow.

ih) Methyl Violet 3B showing strongest absorption in

the yellow and yellow green.

(c) Spectrum of the compound moss-green shade, show-

ing transmission of red and green rays, with absorption of

the other parts of the spectrum.

Example IV.—The formation of the beautiful class of

composite blues known as indigo substitutes, by mixing a

green with a violet can be explained in the same manner.

By examining such blues with the spectroscope, it will be

found that the brightest part of the spectrum, i.e., orange

red, orange yellow, and yellow green is more or less absorbed,

while the green and blue are freely transmitted, giving to the

mixture its blue appearance. The benzaldehyde greens like

Malachite and Victoria Green show strongest absorption in

a portion of the red, orange, and yellow ; while Methyl

Violet absorbs orange, yellow, and yellow green. Thus it

will be seen that when the two are combined, the predomina-

ting colours transmitted are green, blue green, and blue,

with a portion of the red (see Fig. 6). If a purer green be

employed, showing total absorption in the red, a brighter

and purer tone of blue will be obtained by admixture with
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violet. The following absorption diagram shows the forma-

tion of this class of composite blues.

(a) The strong absorption in the orange red at C, and

towards the violet end of spectrum G to H, is that of China

Green (similar to Malachite Green)

.

(&) Methyl Violet 3B, showing strongest absorption band

at D, in yellow.

C d

CO yh^os ^^
V

^-"A
6
i."^V<^

0^ y ^^ J^>v^
C' M^\

/

/

/ \ C /

1

C 1
^

'^ ^^^^A, ^^H^^^*^ \

^

Fig. 6.

Example IV.—Showing the formation of a Blue colour by admixture of Green

and Violet.

(c) The dotted Hne is the absorption curve of a deep shade

of composite blue, showing transmission only of the extreme

red, green, and blue.

Example V.—A beautiful reddish violet, resembling in hue

the famous Tyrian Purple is obtained by mixing green with

the pink colouring matter, Bhodamine. The formation of

this colour affords a good example to the spectroscopist, as

the absorption bands are sharp and characteristic. Rhoda-

mine, being a clear pink dye of great brilliancy, absorbs the

yellow green, green, and blue green, and transmits the red

orange, yellow, blue, and violet. Most of the basic anihne

greens, as we have seen in Fig. 6, transmit a portion of

extreme red along with the green, blue green, and blue.
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After these two colours are mixed the only light transmitted

is red, blue green, and blue, which constitutes the Tyrian

purple hue (see c, Fig. 7).

(a) Absorption spectrum of Ehodamine.

(b) Basic Aniline Green (China Green).

(c) Spectrum of purple composed of a and b.

Fig. 1.

Example V.—Showing formation of a Violet colour by mixing Rhodamine

Pink (a) with Green (b).

Matching Dyed and Printed Yarns,—T\ie colour pastes, after

being prepared and mixed in the colour-house, are printed, or

what is termed swatched on small skeins of yarn as trials, and

after going through the regular process of steaming, washing,

and drying, these swatches are submitted to the colour mixer,

who compares or matches them with the standard specimens

preserved in the colour-book. The matching of the prepared

shades is one of the most important duties of the tapestry

colour chemist, and often it requires no little care to obtain a

perfect match with some shades. The quality of the daylight

used must be considered, as the appearance of many colours is

greatly influenced by the kind of light which illumines them.

This will be considered in our next chapter.



CHAPTEK X.

THE MATCHING OF COLOURS.

GOOD LIGHT—DIRECT SUNLIGHT—BLUE SKYLIGHT—DIFFUSED
LIGHT—ARTIFICIAL LIGHT -DICHROISM—BRIGHT COLOURS
—SPECTROSCOPE.

Now-A-DATS, when competition in all branches of industry-

runs so high, and when prices are so keenly cut, it requires

every endeavour on the part of the manufacturer to keep

abreast of, and, if possible, to excel his rival. In every busi-

ness much success depends upon attention to the minutest

details, and the manufacturer of coloured textile fabrics must

pay due heed to many little, but nevertheless important,

considerations in regard to the careful matching and the

beauty of his colours. One of the essential qualifications of

a good colour mixer is to be able to match accurately any

shade submitted to him. In order to do this successfully

he must be thoroughly acquainted with the nature and

properties of the colours with which he works. We do not

intend, in the present chapter, to enter into the practical

methods of colour analysis, but merely to give a few useful

hints regarding the matching of shades and some details

which often require attention.

Importance of a Good Light.—In the matching and com-

paring of colours, it is of the utmost importance to give

special attention to the quality of the daylight which is

used. To the majority of people the colour of daylight

always appears uniform ; but to those whose duty it is to
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examine colours carefully, such as artists, dyers and all

colournien, it is well known that the appearance of colours

is greatly influenced by the quality of the daylight which

illumines them. So uncertain, indeed, is daylight in its

hue, that, for the actual colour measurements employed in

scientific research, it has to be altogether discarded, and the

more stable light of the electric arc substituted. In judging

nice distinctions of shade, it is of course necessary that the

observer be possessed of good colour perception. There are

many people, not in the least colour blind, who cannot see

much distinction between two shades, where a skilful eye

can distinguish two or three intermediate ones.

Pure Daylight.—The chosen standard of a good white

daylight is diffused light of about the month of May, and

from a northerly direction. Diffused daylight under these

conditions possesses that degree of purity and whiteness

necessary to show colours in their truest aspect. The light

reflected from a white sky, or from a bank of white cloud,

or that quality of light transmitted through a certain degree

of mist, are all of a good whiteness and suited for colour

examination.

Direct Stmlight.—Direct sunlight is never good for ex-

amining colours, as the predominance of red and orange

rays renders it unsuitable for seeing many colours properly,

especially those belonging to the blue and violet class.

Eeds, orange and yellows, when illumined by direct sun-

shine, appear brighter and clearer ; while the blues, indigoes

and the violets lose their blueness of tone and become duller

and redder. For this reason the beautiful shades of blue-

pinks, heliotropes, hght violets, carmines and all such colours,

having a small quantity of blue in their composition, cannot

be properly examined in the direct rays of the sun. This

excess of red and orange rays in direct sunlight is owing to

the "interference" or separation of those coloured rays in
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passing through the atmosphere. Daylight during a dense

fog, or when the sun is near to setting, is also very rich in

red rays. This can easily be imagined from the warm tone

with which everything is illumined and the fiery-red appear-

ance of the sun at such times. It has been found that the

effect on colours, when viewed in direct sunlight late in a

summer afternoon, is very similar to coal gas or candle light.

The change in the aspect of colours, when viewed in direct

sunlight, might be given as follows :

—

Reds become brighter and clearer.

Oranges become brighter, more like yellows.

Yellows become brighter and seem to fade.

Greens become bright and clear, if of a yellow cast.

Blues become darker ; reddish blues redden in tone.

Violets become redder and approach to purples.

Various beautiful compound shades, or what are often termed

mode colours, like drabs, grays, sages, buffs, olives, russets,

etc., alter more or less according to the amount of blue they

have in their composition. Many little peculiarities in tone,

which might escape detection in pure daylight, become ap-

parent in a yellow or orange-tinted illumination like direct

sunlight or gaslight. Artificial light is of great assistance

to the colour chemist when distinguishing nice differences

of cast among greens, blues and violets ; but this will be

considered more fully further on in this chapter.

Blue Skylight.—The light reflected from the open blue

sky has an excess of blue and violet rays, and therefore

produces an effect on the aspect of colours quite opposite

from that of transmitted sunlight. It has the tendency of

enriching blue and violet colours, and flattening the colours

Ijelonging to the red end of the spectrum. Many beautiful

pinks, such as the Eosines, rose, Bengal, phloxines, etc.,

all appear to advantage in such a light, as their characteristic

beauty consists of their l)luis]i liuo. The fine greenish tones

of lemon yellow, auiiuiiinc, naplithol yellow, etc., are best
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seen in a bluish-tinted light ; but when examined in direct

sunlight their characteristic beauty disappears. During the

summer evenings, and after the sun has set, the light consists

solely of reflected light, and is generally of a very blue quality,

so blue indeed that red and orange colours appear quite dark,

almost blacks ; while red blues and violets lose their red and

become much bluer. This explains the reason why a

soldier's red coat or a red rose appears black in the dusk.

The change in the appearance of colours when examined in

daylight coming from a clear blue sky might be given

as follows:

—

Reds become duller and flatter in hue.

Oranges become duller and flatter in hue.

Yellows become somewhat greener in hue.

Greens become a little bluer and not so yellow.

Blue greens become bluer.

Blues become richer and of a purer tone.

Blue violets become like blues.

Violets become more blue and lose red cast.

The predominating tints from direct sunshine, or from a

blue sky, present in common dajdight, explains why colours

are seen to alter so much in appearance when viewed first

in a bluish skylight, and then in the direct rays of the sun.

The contrast between the two qualities of light becomes at

once apparent, as each shows the .sHght predominance of

an opposite colour. This effect is clearly seen in viewing

natural objects illuminated with direct sunhght ; while their

shadows are Ht only by reflected light. The object itself

appears ruddier or warmer in tone, while the shadows are of

a bluish or violet hue. From what has just been stated, it

will be clearly seen that the selection of a light for colour

examination is a question of great importance to every

colourist.

Diffused Daylight.—If transmitted sunhght, with its pre-

dominance of red and orange rays, and the reflected light of
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the blue sky, with its excess of blue and violet rays, be

mixed together, the result is a light of a good white quality.

This mixed light constitutes the ordinary diffused daylight,

which is generally of a fair degree of whiteness, suitable for

the matching of shades. The two predominating hues,

orange and blue, are complementary, and combine together

to form white light. The reason for desiring a northerly

light will now be apparent. The light from that direction is

always well diffused, and less liable to change in hue than

light from other directions. If the light for colour examina-

tion cannot be obtained from roof windows, attention has

often to be paid to the outward surroundings in front of the

windows where the colour matching is conducted. Strongly

coloured objects directly in front of a laboratory window may
considerably alter the quality of the light. A red brick wall,

for example, or a fresh green tree, if strongly illumined with

sunshine, will reflect into the room light of a decidedly

reddish or greenish tint, quite unsuited for showing nice

distinctions of colour. The writer, in examining a series of

reds and orange reds, noticed their appearance considerably

dulled and flattened in comparison to their out-of-door

aspect, and found this was due to the greenish quality

of the light reflected from the trees in front of the window.

In studying the true aspect of colours, therefore, attention

must be paid to the quality of the daylight. Some

colours are more sensitive to an impure light than others,

but as a rule, pigment colours keep their true appearances

better than the soluble dyes. In judging of shades, it must

be remembered that a foggy day, the approach of sunset, or

an open l)lue sky, all tend to alter the aspect of the colours

by altering the true proportions of coloured rays which they

reflect.

Assistance of Artificial Liglit in Colour Matchinij.—Colours

belonging to the ])lue and violet class are often difficult to
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match accurately in daylight ; but if they be examined in

a light having an excess of orange and yellow rays, like

ordinary coal gas or lamp light, peculiarities of tone often

l)ecome visible which could not be detected in a pure day-

light. Many greens, blues, crimsons, garnets, violets, and

similar shades, can always be better matched with the

assistance of artificial light. A deep shade of reddish-blue

may show little difference from a blue violet in daylight,

but in gaslight the difference becomes greatly accentuated.

The reddish-blue becomes dull—almost a black—while the

violet blue reddens and becomes more of a red-violet hue.

All colours having blue or violet in their composition are

greatly modified in a yellow illumination. Gas and lamp

light possess only about 20 per cent, of the green, 10 per

cent, of the blue, and 5 per cent, of the violet rays present

in good daylight ; hence all colours belonging to the more

refrangible or violet end of the spectrum become much

modified in appearance. Eeds, scarlets, pinks, and yellows,

cannot be correctly judged in artificial light, as the bluish

hue, which many of them possess, is entirely lost. Magentas,

pinks, and red violets becoming clear reds or scarlets, while

the finest tones of yellow become lost. As a rule, soluble

colours dyed on wool or silk show greater changes in hue

under artificial lights than the pigments. This is no doubt

owing to the want of transparency in pigments which, to

a certain extent, robs a colour of any dichromatic property

it may possess.

Dichroism in Colours.—Dichroism is an interesting pro-

perty of many colouring matters which influences a gradual

change in hue, as a colour is diluted with any diluting

medium to produce light tints. A number of dyes and

colour liquids exhibit this property in a marked degree.

Some of the aniline violets and blues, quinoline blue, the

vegetable colouring matters like litmus, archil, soluble
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indigo blue, etc., show that the deeper or stronger their

solution, the redder in tone they become. Such colours

gradually change in hue as they are diluted. It is often

observed by colourists that some reds, when reduced to

form a stepping series of reds, go off the proper cast, and

show an orange or huffy hue in the light tints, while others

reduce in a bluish direction, producing a blue pink instead

of a light red. In the same manner yellows, when diluted

from strong tones to the light tints, lose their desirable clear

lemon hue, and show a somewhat reddish or huffy cast.

Such changes are generally owing to the property of dichroism

in the colours. The following may be taken as a few of the

commonest examples of such colour changes :

—

Colouring Matter.

Magenta.

Cochineal Carmine.

Picric Acid.

Chrome Yellow.

Gamboge.

Chromic Chloride.

Prussian Blue.

Quinoline Blue.

Malachite Green (aniline).

Litmus.

Methyl Violet (aniline).

Strong Solution.

Cherry Red.

Red.

Pure Yellow.

Orange Yellow.

Orange.

Red Brown.

Deep Blue.

Fine Red.

Reddish Purple.

Claret Red.

Purple.

Diluted.

Blue Pink.

Blue Pink.

Green Yellow.

Lemon Yellow.

Pure Yellow.

Green.

Sea-green Blue.

Clear Blue.

Blue Green.

Blue.

Blue Violet.

The slight change in tone often observed by colour

mixers when diluting a colour for making tints arises from

this dichroic property. In all such cases as the above,

where the rates of colour absorption vary, certain coloured

rays gradually disappear or become absorbed, and the light

which is transmitted, being the sum of all the unabsorbed

rays, must differ in hue according to the strength of the

colour, or the depth of the solution. In testing colours the

first duty of the colour chemist is to examine its mixing

fjiialitics, vi/., its capabiHty of producing good and useful

shades by admixture with' others. A blue, for example,
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when mixed with a certain proportion of yellow, may pro-

duce a fine shade of green ; while another blue, which to

the eye exactly corresponds to the first, may produce a poor

dirty shade of green, not at all similar to the other. Many
such examples might be given, which naturally perplex the

colour mixer ; but the true explanation of all irregularities

is found in the spectroscopic examination of the colours.

Likewise, in examining a colour, it is always necessary to

see its diluting qualities in comparison with the colour

desired to match.

Bright Colours.—When making a careful comparison with

bright colours, the eye soon becomes dazzled and fatigued,

so that after gazing intently for half a minute or so, it is

unable to discern nice distinctions of hue. In examining

scarlets, for example, two may be seen at the first glance to

differ in purity of tone ; but when the eye becomes fatigued

with viewing them too long, they become similar, and assume

a dull, faded appearance. The eye is quickly revived to its

normal condition again by viewing a complementary colour,

which in this case would be green. A piece of coloured

materia], either dyed cloth or paper, complementary in hue

to the colour being exammed, is most useful in restoring the

eye quickly to its normal sensitive condition. By looking at

such colours as magenta, scarlet, orange, bright carmine

lakes, or eosine pinks, through blue or green-tinted glasses

this eye-fatigue is avoided, and a more correct estimate of

the true differences in the colours is obtained. Take for

example two bright pinks made from eosine or erythrosine,

which dazzle the eye in a short time ; no difference can be

discerned between the two in their depth or purity of tone

;

but let them be viewed through a green-tinted glass or gelatine

film, and they appear beautiful soft shades of violet, and

pleasing to the eye to examine. It may then be noticed that

one is stronger in tone, or perhaps bluer or lighter than the
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other ; a difference which could not be detected with the

unaided eye. Thus, complementary coloured glasses or

gelatine films maj^ be employed with success in matching or

comparing bright colours of this class. The discomfort of

fatigued eyes is avoided, the examination can be made

leisurely, and the colourist arrives at a more correct judg-

ment of the value of such colours by employing this simple

device. The following results may be given as examples of

the modification which bright hues undergo when viewed

through green-tinted glass :

—

Bright reds become almost blacks.

Purple reds become rich blue violets.

Magentas become red violets.

Scarlets become soft shades of russet.

Bright pinks become soft violets.

Blue eosine pinks become dull magentas, or reddish violets.

Oranges become citrines or brown olives.

The Spectroscojje in Colour Matching.
—

"Within the limits of

a single chapter we cannot enter more fully into the study of

this interesting subject
;
yet we cannot omit making some

reference to the great assistance of the spectroscope in all

questions relating to the science of colour -examination. To

those who wish to follow the subject more deeply, and to

study scientifically the laws underlying its various phenomena,

the spectroscope will be found invaluable. The explanation

of many strange modifications of hue observed in colours

when viewed in artificial hght, is found by studying them

with the spectroscope, and observing their absorption bands.

Two colours, for example, may match each other closely in

dayhght, yet show a considerable difference in hue when

examined in gas or lamp hght. This arises from the fact

that colours which appear similar to the eye may be com-

posed of different parts of the solar spectrum ; or, in other

words, sliow different absorption bands in their spectra. The

uiiiudod eye is unal)]c to detect this. Take as an example
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two shades of blue which are closely matched in daylight.

On examining them with the spectroscope—a small direct

vision one does very well—it may be found that number one

blue transmits more red than the other, and absorbs a little

of the bright green and violet of the spectrum ; while the

other—blue number two—absorbs a little of the red, and

transmits the bright green, blue and violet, more freely than

number one. Yet, in daylight, to the unassisted eye, these

two blues were identical in hue. If they be examined in a

yellow light, however, such as gas or oil-lamp light, they

will at once show a difference. Blue number one will appear

redder in hue ; while the other will present a greenish-blue

appearance, making quite a contrast between the two shades

of blue. Thus in many cases which might be mentioned,

colours indistinguishable from each other with the naked

eye, are shown by the aid of the spectroscope, to be different

in character and behaviour. A rule which always holds true

with any kind of colour, either soluble dyes or pigments, is

that a perfect match luith tivo colours can never he obtained where

the colours shoiv toidely different absorption spectra.



CHAPTEE XI.

PREPARATOEY TREATMENT FOR "HANK" YARN
PRINTING.

In the hank printing of wool yarns (not that for carpets by

the Whytock process which is herein described) the yarn

previous to printing must be prepared by treatment with

chlorine similar to piece goods. This preparatory treatment

is indispensable in printed woollens—where the colours are

steamed in the dry state—in order to increase the absorbing

capacity of the wool for the colours. In carpet yarn steaming

no chloring is necessary, as the printed yarns are steamed in

the wet state ; and the fixing of the colour on the fibre is

similar to that of dyeing. The reason for " preparing " wool

both for hank and piece goods printing is that previous to

steaming they are dried with heat in a stove, in order to

prevent the colours bleeding or running into each other, and

thus marring the delicacy of the printed design. After the

hanks and piece goods are dried, they are then steamed. If

this be done with unchlored yarn, it will be found that poor

and unsatisfactory colours is the result. Treatment with

chlorine is absolutely necessary to open up the scales of

the wool fibre (see chap, i.) and thus increase its absorbing

capacity, in all instances where the colour paste is dried on

the fibre before steaming. When the printed yarns are

steamed in the moist or " raw " state, i.e., the colour paste

left wet on the yarn, no preparation with chlorine is necessary,

as tlie wool fibre, with the combined action of the steam,

moisture, and the assistance of a little free acid, opens its
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-external scales, and the colouring matter is thereby admitted

into the fibre and fixed in the moist state similar to that of

dyeing in the dye bath.

The colour chemist can easily demonstrate this for himself

by printing several colours on chlored and unchlored yarn,

drying the swatches in a drystove, and then steaming them

as usual in the steam chest. It will be found that after

steaming and washing the colours on the chlored yarn are

full and bright, wdiile those on the ordinary unprepared yarn

are poor and unfixed, not to be compared to those on the

chlored wool. If, also, the steam in the steam chest be in a

" dry " condition, a still greater difference between the two

is apparent. If, at the same time of making the above

experiments, the colour chemist steam a swatch with the

colours iDet on the yarn, similar to the method employed for

tapestry carpet yarn printing, it will be found that the colours

come out almost as full and rich as those on the chlored yarn.

Hence the reason for not " preparing " carpet yarns for

printing.

There are various methods recommended for chloring the

wool yarn for hank printing, but all have the same object in

view, i.e., the rendering of the wool more absorbent to the

dyes. The following method is one of the best :

—

The yarn, after it has been scoured and bleached as in chapters ii. and
T., is put into a bath containing, for 100 lb. of yarn :

—

1^ gallons hydrochloric acid (HCl), at -32" Tw.,

100 gallons water.

Work for 1 hour, and during this time add gradually at 3 different times

-25 gallons solution hypochlorite of soda * [Eau de Javelle) at 1^° Tw.

* Hypochlorite of soda solution is made as follows :

—

2 lb. chloride of lime,

1 gallon water.

When well mixed, then add solution of

—

1 lb. soda ash (carbonate soda, pure),

1 gallon water.

Allow to stand for 12 hours, filter, then reduce with water until it stands

lh° Tw.
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Then rinse well and pass yarn through a bath containing

—

li gallons hydrochloric acid per

100 gallons water.

Rinse again, then dry.

Another method recommended is as follows :

—

1000 parts wool yarn are steeped in warm water, hydroextracted, and put

into a bath containing

—

20,000 parts cold water,

590 parts hydrochloric acid, 36° Tw.

While working the yarn in this, add in 1 hour 5 portions of bleaching

powder solution, 32° Tw.—of 23 parts each—115 parts in all, and continue

working until the smell of chlorine has disappeared. The yarn is then, well

washed, hydroextracted, and dried.

Bleaching powder solution is made by grinding—

•

1 part bleaching powder in

1 part water.

Settle, filter, then dilute with water till it stands 32° Tw.

Sometimes chlorate of soda is employed instead of chloride

of lime, as the latter has a tendency to make the wool fibre

harsh. Strong chloring increases the capacity of the wool

to absorb dyestuffs, but it must on no account be overdone,

as the wool then acquires a yellowish hue and a harsh,

unpleasant feel. In some special cases the yarn for hank

printing is prepared also with tin by passing it through a

solution of stannate of soda at 3° or 5° Tw., and afterwards,

through a bath acidulated with sulphuric acid.

Such preparatory treatment is, however, unnecessary in

the "Whytock process of printing yarns, as employed for

tapestry and velvet-pile carpets, table-covers, rugs and similar

fabrics. The method of making the printing colours for hank

printing is similar to those used in the Whytock process.



CHAPTEE XII.

FEINTING OF CARPET YARNS—EARLY HISTORY OP WHYTOCK'S
INVENTION—DESCRIPTION OF WHYTOCK PROCESS FOR
PRINTING CARPET YARNS.

As the 'process of printing tapestry carpet yarns differs so

widely from all other methods of carpet making, it may be

of interest, before entering into practical details, to consider

a few notable features of the process. The method of print-

ing the various colours on the yarn, which is most ingenious,

was invented and patented by a Mr. Richard Whytock, of

Edinburgh, in the year 1832. By his method carpets can

be made of dyed or coloured warps without new blocks being

required for each new pattern. The carpets may have a

looped surface like the Brussels, or the loops may be cut

in the weaving, giving a velvet pile like the Wilton carpets.

As very little information has been published regarding

the early days of this invention, a few details may be of

interest, gathered as they were by the present writer from

those who were well acquainted with the inventor. Bichard

Whytock was the son of a minister in Dalkeith—a town near

Edinburgh, and was born about the year 1775. Having a

strong mechanical turn of mind, he spent much time in experi-

menting in a little workshop he had for the purpose. One

day having accidentally drawn out a worsted thread from a

piece of printed delaine, which was then fashionable for ladies'

gowns, he observed that the single thread was coloured various

colours at stated intervals according to the design printed

6
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on the delaine. The idea struck him,—could he not print

single threads with colour in such a manner that, when a

nmnber of them were woven together, they would make a

coloured carpet ? By following out this idea he produced,

after several years' experimenting, the process of carpet yarn

printing known as the Whytock process, now employed in

making tapestry carpets, velvet table-covers, sofas, rugs and

similar fabrics.

Richard Whytock. Inventor of Tapestry Carpet Printing.

(Born 1775, died 1856.)

Richard Whytock spent much of his time in quietly work-

ing out his mechanical ideas, and was well known for his

charity. He died a bachelor in 1856, leaving £35,000 . to

be divided among his brother's family. The invention was

first tried in Edinburgh in 1832 in a part of Queensberry

House in the Canongate, and in 1833 it was removed to

St. Ann's at Lasswade, which was formerly a brewery.
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About the year 1846 Messrs. John Crossley of Hahfax

bought the patent from Whytock for £10,000.

In 1841 a series of trials were made to print the colours

on the yarn and steam it in one continuous process, but,

after costing nearly £1000, the idea was abandoned,

Whytock's invention shows a sound knowledge of the

arts of weaving and dyeing, as well as mathematics. Such a

process, even though conceived, could not have been brought

into practical work except by one thoroughly acquainted with

these arts. Like many other useful inventions, its early

progress was slow and disappointing. Manufacturers and

dealers were not in favour of the new fabric, and printing

drums were erected only a few at a time. After fifteen years,

however, in 1847, we find fifty-six tapestry looms working,

the greatest number of these being employed in the firm

of Henderson & Widnell at Lasswade, near Edinburgh. The

great success which has attended the tapestry carpet industry

is owing principally to the energetic and enterprising manner

in which the eminent carpet firm, Messrs. John Crossley &

Sons, of Halifax, entered into its manufacture. It has now
become an important branch of textile industry, extending

over the whole world. By employing the same principle of

printing and weaving, all kinds of beautiful and inexpensive

velvet pile carpets, table-covers, sofas, rugs, etc., may be

produced at a price within the reach of all. Many improve-

ments in details have, of course, been made on Whytock's

invention of 1832 ; but the principle of imparting to the

yarns their various colours remains practically unaltered. In

Brussels carpet manufacture all the yarns are dyed self-

colours in the dye bath, each separate thread representing

one colour in the carpet. In order to have a small piece of

a colour in a Brussels a thread of that colour must traverse

the lohole pattern. The colours in Brussels are limited to

five or six, and if another shade is desired, it can only be
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inserted by the process of planting, which is substituting it

at the desired place for another colour already working in

the carpet. Whytock's process overcomes this inconvenience.

A single tapestry thread is printed various colours, and there

is practically no limit to the variety of shades which can

be employed. This, indeed, has been brought forward by

some writers as a positive objection to the tapestry process,

as the results are apt to become vulgar and " offensive to

any one having artistic taste ". But the fault here hes, not

in the process itself, but in the taste of the colourist or

designer. A soft, harmonious colouring, which would satisfy

the most fastidious taste, can be employed with great effect in

tapestry carpets. No doubt the colouring in many tapestries

is crude and garish, but such are generally intended for

foreign export where they have a ready market. "With many
nations there is a strong demand for bright, showy colours

and glaring contrasts, which, to our eye, would appear

offensive. This freedom in the employment of colours, then,

instead of being a fault in the tapestry process, is indeed a

positive advantage, as it enables the manufacturer to supply

the demands of other nations, though their taste, perhaps,

be not the most cultivated. Within late years tapestry

carpets, as a whole, have greatly improved in colouring ; the

many excellent productions from our best firms have, no

doubt, done much to elevate public taste. In a Brussels all

the dyed threads lie in layers, one on top of another, under

the surface of the carpet, and only reappear on the surface

at the certain place where they are required to produce the

design. In this way a large amount of dyed yarn must, of

necessity, be concealed under the surface. In a Brussels of

five colours, or a five-frame carpet, only about one-fifth of

the dyed worsted forms the surface of the carpet and is

visible ; while, roughly speaking, about four-fifths lies under

the surface and is lost to view. By Whytock's process this
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great loss of valuable material is altogether avoided, all the

coloured yarn in the tapestry carpet being on the surface and

visible. Another point of advantage is the saving of space

v^ith tapestry looms ; a Brussels looin occupying three times

the space in length that a tapestry one requires. In the

early days of Whytock's invention the yarn was v^ound on

the printing drum from bobbins, by rotating the drum by

means of a hand crank, while a simple arrangement guided

the threads across the breadth of the drum. At that time

the colours were applied to the yarn, not by means of a

printing pulley and colour box as now employed, but with

straight wooden sticks or rulers which were dipped into the

colour paste and then applied to the yarn across the drum.

The edges of the printing sticks were covered with felt.

Originally the printing drum seems to have been made of

tin and covered over with waterproof cloth. The point at

which these colour rulers were applied was midway up the

drum, where a ledge or guiding shelf was erected to keep

the ruler exactly parallel to the edge of the drum. The

introduction of rollers or pulleys running in a small box and

colour paste, and printing at the bottom of the drum instead

of the side, was a great improvement on the old system.

Like the majority of clever inventions, Whytock's method

of colouring tapestry carpets is very simple in theory
;
yet in

actual practice, the many little important details requiring

attention give it a complexity which renders it difficult to

comprehend at first sight. To the reader who has never

seen the printing drums, or the process m operation, a mere

verbal explanation will be of little service. We have here in

Fig, 8 an illustration of the modern tapestry printing drum

with all its accessories in working order. This will give a

clearer idea of the method of printing than any words can

convey. The following explanation, combined with the

assistance of the picture and diagrams, will give an in-
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telligent idea of the tapestry process of carpet making to

those unacquainted with it in actual work. The design of

the carpet pattern is first painted on paper divided into Httle

squares or parallelograms, each little oblong representing a

loop in the finished carpet (see Fig. 9). This coloured design,

which somewhat resembles a mosaic, is pasted on a board,

Fig. 8. The Priuting Drum.

and hung beside the printer. The design board is seen to

the extreme right of the illustration, where a boy is pointing

on it with his finger, evidently engaged in reading off the

colours to the girl printer at the drum.

The circumference of the large cylinder or drum, which is

made of wood, is first covered with varnished or glazed cloth to
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prevent the dyes from entering and staining the wood. It is

then wound evenly round with one layer of the carpet yarn,

giving it the appearance of an immense bobbin, covered with

one layer of thread. The drum, as seen in our illustration,

is covered only half-way across with yarn, thus making only

half the number of carpets. Underneath the drum and

running in the direction of its axis is a small set of rails, on

which runs the carriage for the colour boxes for supplying

the various colours to the yarn. A number of these boxes

are seen around the boy—the "boxer" who is ready to

supply any colour box which may be required. In each

box, and partly submerged in the colour paste, is a roller

or pulley, varying in width from 5^ to | inch, which, as

the colour box runs underneath the drum, presses up

against the yarn by means of springs adjusted to the

carriage, and thus rules a streak of the colour right across

the yarn on the drum. Several such ruled lines of colour are

seen in the illustration. Down the length of the design is

a numbered scale (see Fig. 9), each number corresponding

to the oblongs or the stitches on the ruled paper ; while

a similar scale is fixed round the rim of the drum, these

printing drums varying greatly m circumference according

to the requirements of the patterns to be printed. To show

how the printing operation proceeds, we may take a very

simple example as seen in Fig. 9, which represents a

chequered design in red, blue and white ; the black oblongs

representing red, the striped ones blue, and the white ones

white. The drum, which is ready covered with yarn, is

turned round on its axis till 1 on its index is reached,

when the first drum is ready to be printed. The first colour

which comes in the design is red, i.e., a black square, so a

colour box containing the requisite red colour is placed upon

the carriage and made to run under the drum. In doing so,

the pulley which it contains presses up against the yarn on
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the drum and leaves a red stripe as it traverses across it.

The next colour to print— proceeding dov^n the design

and not across it—is a blue, i.e., a striped square. The

drum is nov^ moved round one division to 2, so that

the line of colour already printed is just escaped, and

the blue colour box substituted for the red one, and run

across the rails as before. This leaves a blue stripe side

by side with the red one already printed. It will be seen

Fig. 9. Carpet Pattern as painted on design board.

from the design (Fig. 9) that the next three spaces,

always reading down the design, are all red, 3 to 5, so the

red box is again put in, and 3 stripes ruled, the drum being

turned one number after each stripe. Numbers 6 and 7 are

left blanks, as they have to remain white yarn, so the drum

is turned round to 8 on index ; here follow three stripes of

red, then blue is run in at 11, red again at 12, blue again at

]3. Then follow three stripes, 14 to 16 of red, 17 and 18 are
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left blanks, 19 to 21 are red, and the first drum finishes with

a blue stripe at 22. When all these coloured stripes are

made, according to the design board, the drum is finished.

The yarn is then carefully taken off, the number attached

to it, i.e., drum 1, and it is then carried away to the steaming

which fixes the dyes upon the yarn. The drum is again

covered over with yarn as before, and drum 2 is begun.

The first colour here is blue, the blue box is run through,

making its stripe of blue, then follows one of red. From 3

to 10 are left blanks, so the drum is turned round to 11 on

its index, and a stripe of red made. Then follows blue at

12, red at 13, blanks from 14 to 21, and drum number 2

finishes with a stripe of red at 22.

The yarn is now taken off, number 2 attached to it, and

then steamed as before. Then follows drum 3. The first

stripe here is red, 2 is a blank, 3 a red, 4 and 5 are blues,

6 and 7 blanks, 8 and 9 blue stripes, 10 a red, then blank,

red, blank, red, then at 15 come 2 blues, 2 blanks, 19 and

20 blues, 21 red and 22 blank. This finishes drum 3, and

so the printing process continues until all the drums are

printed according to the design paper. In actual practice

the printer puts in all the parts requiring one colour, before

proceeding to use another colour, and all the light, delicate

tints like buffs, light sages, drabs, etc., are printed before

the dark shades. Suppose, then, for the sake of simplicity,

that there were 100 threads of yarn wound round the drum,

all these 100 threads would be coloured exactly alike and

each would make one single coloured thread for 100 duplicate

carpets. When all these parti-coloured hanks of yarn are

steamed, washed and dried, they are arranged in their

proper order, according to their attached numbers, and each

thread is adjusted in the setting frame to its right position.

We then have the threads dyed at the regular prearranged

intervals, corresponding exactly to the coloured design which
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was copied ; but instead of one copy we have 100 copies, or

repeats of the same pattern in one long continuous web or

warp. The design, as it appears on the coloured threads

in the setting frame, has a very elongated appearance, as-

represented in Fig. 10, but this disappears in the weaving^

as the threads are drawn up into loops and contracted^

bringing out the pattern of the carpet exactly as it appears

on the design paper. It will be readily seen that Wh;^tock's

process of printing is a great saving in labour compared with

Fig. 10 rexjresents the elongated

appearance of the design on

the threads ready for setting.

the block-printing style. In block printing, a new block is

required for every new pattern or design, but by Whytock's

method no blocks are required, and the printing pulley

serves for all patterns as the one pencil serves for drawing

all kinds of designs, or the one pen serves for any style of

writing. If an object, say a little touch of pink in a flower,

occurs in a tapestry pattern, the block printer, to give the

requisite touch of pink to 100 carpets, would require to

apply his block 100 times, but if the yarn be wound round
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the printing drum 100 times, it will be seen that one streak

of the pink colour across the drum would give to the flower

the requisite touch of pink for 100 carpets. If the yarn be

uncoiled from the drum it would be found dyed in 100 places

equi-distant from each other, and at exactly the spot where

it was wanted to tip the flower with pink from end to end

of the 100 carpets. Fig. 9 represents the design as painted

for the guidance of the printer. Fig. 10 represents the

elongated pattern of the printed yarn arranged in proper

itf 1
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order by the setters, and ready for being wound upon the

beam and woven into carpet. Fig. 11 represents the woven

carpet completed ; the pattern no longer assumes the elon-

gated appearance as seen in Fig. 10, because the yarn, in

being drawn up by the wires in the weaving" to form the

loop surface, becomes contracted, and the design regains its

correct proportions. In a tapestry of good quality, having

nine wires or loops of thread per inch, 5 inches of printed

yarn become contracted into 2 inches of woven carpet

;
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while in a poorer quality, with only six wires per inch, 3

inches of yarn form 2 inches carpet. In the poor qualities

of tapestry the yarn is drawn out to cover as much surface

as possible.

The above short description of tapestry carpet printing,

which has been simplified and divested of its technicalities

as much as possible, v^ll no doubt enable those readers un-

acquainted with this special branch of textile manufacture,

to follow the process intelligently. In tapestry printing,

one becomes impressed v^th the great importance of atten-

tion to the minutest details. Without this the process

would become most uncertain, and the many separate

threads would become hopelessly confused. Inexperienced

or careless printers, in not paying due heed to the proper

tying of each separate hank on the drum, the numbering

of each drum of yarn as it is printed, the accidental break-

ing of a thread, or the emptying of a bobbin while the drum

is filling, or omitting to tie the certain kind of knots on the

thread ends in order to guide the winders, and many similar

little points, all apparently mere trifles in themselves, if not

attended to, will give rise to serious trouble and waste of

material in the subsequent operations through which the

yarn has to pass.



CHAPTEE XIII.

CAEPET YARN PRINTING {continued)— GIjAZ^ CLOTHS— "FUR-
NISHING " THE YARN -COLOUR PULLEYS AND BOXES
RUBBING—AUTOMATIC EQUALISERS—SHARP OUTLINES-
DYEING YARN PREVIOUS TO PRINTING.

In these days of keen competition, when prices are low and

merchants are found so hard to please, it requires all the

energies and attention of the carpet manufacturer to keep

himself abreast of his competitors. In tapestry carpet

making, as in every other branch of industry, much success

depends upon attention to details, and the harmonious co-

operation of all those in charge of the various departments

of manufacture. The design of the carpet, and its selection

of colours, the printing, setting and weaving, all contribute

their own special quota towards the making of a good and

successful carpet. Unfortunately, however, the demand in

some places for poor qualities of carpet has so lowered the

standard as almost to deprive those engaged in their manu-

facture of any pride in the beauty of their handiwork. The

maxim of Michael Angeto in regard to art that "Trifles

make perfection; but perfection is no trifle," can be applied

with equal truth to tapestry carpet printing. It is the con-

sideration of a few of these details in printing that will now
occupy our attention.

Oil or Glaze Cloths.—The varnished cloth which is used for

covering the drum previous to printing requires to be perfectly

clean when used for light-coloured patterns. If they be deeply

stained with dye from a former print, the wet colour paste
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draws out the colour from the cloth and stains the delicate

tints of the pattern which is working. A light cream-coloured

ground might be found spoiled with a greenish or reddish

hue from the glaze cloths which had been employed. If the

pattern be a light-coloured and important one it is better to

use fresh cloth. The steam drying cylinders over which the

washed glaze cloths are passed (see Fig. 12) should be cleaned

at least once a week to prevent the formation of a dirty crust

or scale, which readily adheres to the cloth as it passes over

the cylinders. If the copper of the cylinders be very dirty,

a scrub with a little carbonate of soda and water will effectu-

ally cleanse them. In the earlier days, when things went

with more leisure, the glaze cloths were well scrubbed with

water and hand brushes and then hung up to dry in a well-

ventilated chamber. The quicker method of drying them

•over heated cylinders undoubtedly helps to make the cloth

hrittle and more easily cracked. Care must be exercised in

having the cylinders neither too hot to burn, nor too cold to

imperfectly dry the cloth.

"Furnishing" the Yarn.—If the colours be barely printed

on the yarn they come out thinner and lighter in colour than

the shade desired ; and should an excess of colour be used,

the opposite effect is produced in making the colours much

deeper in tone than they should be. In both instances a

colour which might be carefully matched to the standard

shade by the colour chemist can be put off the desired tone

in the printing by using either an insufficient or excessive

amount of colour. This is sometimes a cause for difference

of opinion between the printmaster and colour chemist ; and

only those experienced in the business can beheve how much

a. colour may be altered in appearance, either lighter or darker,

according to the bare or full manner in which the colour has

been printed. It is quite possible to make the same colour

present three stepping shades, light, mid and dark, by applying



Pig. 12. Steam drying cylinders tor drying oil cloths for covering printing drum (Mather & Piatt). [To face p. 94.]
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the colour paste, barely, in medium quantity or excessively to

the yarn on the drum. Hence arises the necessity for pre-

serving all through the pattern a medium and uniform

amount of colour during the printing. In regulating the

amount of colour to be administered, the printing overseer

must attend to the wipers or doctors on the colour box, that

they be neither too wide nor too tight, and that the spring

of the carriage of the colour box be so adjusted as not to

press the pulley too firmly against the drum and thus squeeze

out the colour. It is, however, no easy matter to produce

•exactly the same shade of colour on yarns widely different

in quality. Different yarns require slightly different treat-

ment, and it is only from experience that the print overlooker

learns to adjust the little details to produce satisfactory re-

sults. Some of the poorer or "hungry" yarns absorb a

much larger quantity of colour than those of fine quality

;

and the finer the lustre of the wool, the richer and fuller is

the colour produced. In printing fine yarns the colours as a

rule are put on as thinly as possible, as the wool is easily

satisfied ; but when the yarns are heavy or of an absorbent

nature, and contain what is known as hemps or dead hairs,

a greater quantity of colour is absorbed. It is impossible to

^et rich and full-bodied colours on a harsh, lustreless wool
;

they look dry and impoverished. With such yarns the

€olour box is often used without wipers in order to get as

much colour on the yarn as possible. When printing large

patches or grounds of a single colour it is always necessary

to use the colour liberally ; a barely furnished ground is sure

to turn out unsatisfactory, being alike poor in its quality of

colour and stripey in appearance. Often a successful pattern

is spoiled by having a blotchy, uneven ground ; this, in many

cases, might be overcome by printing more fully and keeping

that uniformity of colour throughout the whole pattern,

tubbing the wet drum carefully with rollers, or, what is
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even better, brushing it with a small hand brush, is of great

assistance in getting out level grounds.

Pulleys and Colour Boxes.—The printing pulleys or rollers

have long been made of wood, and when first used they had

round their edge a covering of felt. This absorbent material

has now been dispensed with. Pulleys made of vulcanite (a

compound of indiarubber, sulphur and white lead) are now
largely used, as they are found to be much superior to the

wooden ones. Vulcanite pulleys, being thinner, do not

occupy so much space in the colour box, do not warp or

twist, nor do they absorb the dyes and become stained like

those made of wood. The great disadvantage of the wooden

pulley is that it readily becomes dyed with the colour in

which it works, and no amount of washing can remove the

stain. Such dyed pulleys are unsuitable for printing delicate

tints, as the colour paste draws the dye from the wood and

spoils the colour printed. This danger is altogether avoided

by using the vulcanite pulley, which can be readily cleaned

for fresh use. Their initial expense has proved a hindrance

to their more general adoption, but if their longer durability,

their saving in time and labour, and the more satisfactory

results obtained, be taken into consideration, it may be found

that the cost is not so great in the long run. Another kind

of pulley in use has a vulcanite edge and cast iron flanges on

either side, which are painted over with a protecting coat of

paint or enamel. But the fatal objection to this style of

pulley is the presence of iron. The protective covering of

enamel, pitch or whatever is used, becomes rubbed or chipped

off in course of usage, and the iron, being exposed, comes in

contact with the acid colour paste and a chemical reaction

sets in which is highly deleterious to the colours. Metal of

any kind should never come in contact tvith the ])rintinrf,

colour.

Colour Boxes.—Wooden colour boxes have the same defect
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as wooden pulleys in their readiness to absorb the strong

dyes, and it requires the utmost vigilance on the part of the

print overlooker to see that delicate tints are not v^orked in

deeply stained boxes. Where the number of colour boxes

at the command of the printer is limited, it requires much
care to select those boxes most suitable for the colours to be

employed. A good idea is to have the wooden colour boxes

lined inside with a protective casing of thin vulcanite. This

is done by having an inner box of thin vulcanite, ^ inch thick,

which is made to slip inside the wooden box and j&t tightly,

being screwed along the top with brass screws. This forms

an excellent covering for the wood, rendering the boxes

easily cleaned inside, as the vulcanite does not absorb the

dyes. Care must be exercised in washing the boxes so lined, as

hot water warps the wood ; which twists and cracks the

vulcanite. Cold water only should be used in their

cleansing. When the inner vulcanite casing becomes much

broken—and it is somewhat brittle—it should be taken out

and a fresh one substituted, otherwise it harbours particles of

dirt and colour in the crevices which cannot be readily

removed. Boxes in such a condition are a source of trouble,

and often cause delicate shades to be spoiled.

Buhbing.—During the operation of printing, each stripe

of colour made by the pulley is left with ridges of an excess

of colour on either side ; and in order to equalise and

distribute this excess of colour, the operation of rubbing

has to be resorted to. This consists in rolling the stripes

of coloured yarn with the little wooden hand rollers, so

as to rub the colour paste well into the yarn and distribute

the amount of colour as evenly as possible. Where the

stripes are too narrow to be rolled, as in single pulleys,

the rubbing has to be done with narrow stripes of vulcanite.

To bring out satisfactorily the style of work known as

Moresques or Arabesques, consisting of tracery designs
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formed of little variegated dots, it is necessary to give careful

attention to the rubbing of those parts, and also to have the

colours much darker in shade than what is intended.

Automatic Bubbers.—An automatic rubbing apparatus for

tapestry carpet yarns has lately been introduced into

America and this country, whereby the operations of

printing and rubbing are performed at one and the same

time. Mechanical rubbers are employed usually in pairs-

and fixed on opposite sides of the colour pulley. They can

be automatically thrown into, or out of, their operating

position, as the colour box and carriage move in opposite

directions. Either single or double rubbers can be used,

and they are so adjusted as to run exactly over the ridge

of superfluous colour made by the printing pulley, and so

equalise the colour as it is being printed. Automatic
•" equalisers," as they are termed, have been employed in

America for some time, and are considered an advantage.

Sharp Outlines in Printing.—It is always desirable in

printing tapestry carpet yarns to have the colours with

sharp, clean-cut edges, and not presenting a blurred outline,

From the earliest days of Whytock's invention, this has been

considered the great defect in the tapestry process. Writers

dealing with this subject have complained of the " muddy

unsatisfactory appearance " of the tapestry carpet, but by

careful attention to a few points now to be considered, this

imperfection m.ay, to a great extent, be overcome. The

yarn, if in the slightest degree damp, will cause the colours

to run and thus make a blurred edge. If the colours be too

thin and watery they give the same unsatisfactory result

;

such colours require to be thickened by boiling with flour.

If the carriage of the colour box does not run smoothly, but

jolts and jerks, or if the printing be done too hurriedly, the

colour paste is splashed upon the drum, thereby producing

dirty work. Some aniline colouring matters, such as the
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Benzaldehyde Greens, Bismarck Brown, some Oranges and

Magentas when used in strong solutions, have a tendency to

run when printed on the yarn. Colours which are found to

run badly and stain the adjoining white yarn should be dis-

carded by the colour chemist. Hyposulphite of Soda (lSra2S2

O3) is a useful mordant to add where colours show signs of

bleeding. In special cases, when a dark colour edges a white

or light buff, the dark shade requires to be made specially

thick for edging, by boiling it with the addition of a little

British gum. This gives the edging colour a sufficient

consistency to prevent bleeding into the delicate tint. In

moresque and tracery work, where single pulleys are used,

it is necessary to employ a colour much darker in tone than

what is intended, as the bare printing necessary for such

work considerably lightens the colour.

Dyeing the Yarn previous to Printing.—When the beauty of

a pattern largely depends upon a clean and sharp-edged

outline, as in many Brussels and Chenille carpets, it is not

well adapted for tapestry printing. It is most difficult

—

nay, impossible—rto obtain the same beauty of outline by

the Whytock process. For example, to get out successfully

a single pulley outline of light buff or white, in the midst of

a patch of dark crimson, red, black or similar strong colours,

is no easy matter. During the printing and steaming the

narrow outline gets destroyed by the adjacent deep colour,

and where a delicate clean outline was expected there appears

a poor blurred suggestion of an outline, if indeed it be not

altogether obliterated. Designs of this nature ought, if

possible, to be avoided by the tapestry carpet designer

;

but now-a-days manufacturers, to please the merchants, are

often glad to attempt anything and everything, and it so

happens that patterns of such a nature are sometimes taken

in hand to print. In such circumstances it will be found

of great assistance in getting out more satisfactory work to
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dye all the yarn the light tint previous to printing. This

method, which is much used in Germany, shows many

advantages. A more successful carpet or table-cover is

Fig. 13. lUustrabion of difficult pattern to print successfully by Whytock
process, owing to the delicacy of outlines.

obtained, but it is only the best quality of goods that warrant

the extra expenditure of time and trouble which it incurs.

Some of the German works employ it with beautiful results,
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which never could be gained by simply printing on the white

yarn in the ordinary manner. After the yarn has been dyed

in the dye bath the necessary light tint which forms the

outline, it is thoroughly dried and wound upon the drum

in the usual way, and printing proceeded with as usual. It

will be found that the results obtained by this method are

much superior to those got by printing in the light tint. The

illustration (Fig. 13) represents a tapestry carpet design of

this difficult class, where the outlines, to make the pattern

effectual, must be sharp and clean. In printing such a carpet

as this the yarn requires to be dyed the light outlining tint, to

produce anything like a satisfactory result. The advantages

to be gained by dyeing the yarn are threefold. First, as no

colour requires to be printed on where the light tint occurs,

the yarn at those places is kept perfectly dry, which enables

it to remain clean and unsoiled. Second, the yarn, after

being dyed, has acquired a certain increased affinity for the

colouring matters, as the Glauber salts and sulphuric acid act

as a mordant for the dyes, which fixes the colours readily

on the wool and prevents them running. Third, another

advantage to be gained with dyed yarn is the soft harmony

of colour it sheds over the whole pattern, giving it a beauty

of effect similar to viewing any coloured designs through a

tinted glass. Fine qualities of velvet table-covers printed in

this manner have a subdued harmony of colour and general

soft effect which would be unattainable by printing in all the

colours on the white yarn. As already stated, though the

results obtained by this method are much superior, it is

only the finest quality of goods that warrant the increased

expenditure of time and labour it involves.

We will consider in our next chapter the steaming of the

coloured yarns.
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STEAMING OF PRINTED YARNS—STEAM CHEST—STEAMING
PRESSURE—DURATION -EFFECT OF STEAMING ON WOOL
FIBRE—EXCESS OF MORDANTS.

The colours, after being printed on the yarn, require to be

permanently fixed or dyed into the fibre of the wool, and

in order to accomplish this the printed yarn must be sub-

mitted to the action of moist heat or steam. The question

of yarn steaming is one of considerable importance in the

tapestry carpet making, and much success depends upon its

intelligent management. Under the influence of steam the

wool fibre absorbs the colouring matters, and becomes per-

manently dyed in a manner similar to that of the ordinary

dye bath. The steaming operation consists in placing the

printed hanks of yarn, still wet with the colour paste, into

a long iron box or steam chest, and there they are submitted

to a course of steaming, under gentle pressure, for nearly

thirty minutes. After this treatment, the colours are found

to have penetrated into the fibre of the wool and become

fixed. During the process of steaming the epithelial scales,

which constitute the exterior of the wool fibre (see chapter

i., Fig. 1), are, no doubt, opened out, exposing the interior

of the fibre to the colour. This possibly explains the reason

why acid in the colour paste assists the fixing of the colour,

by opening these exterior plates or scales of the fibre. (See

A, Fig. 16, action of oxalic acid.) The mode of steaming

tapestry carpet yarns is, in many respects, similar to that

employed in the sister art of calico printing.
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It is difficult to state with any accuracy the exact date

when this method of fixing colours by means of moist heat

was introduced ; but the idea was of gradual development,

as the early experimenters seem to have been slow in

arriving at satisfactory results. Many trials were first

made with dry heat, by passing the printed goods over

heated cylinders, or hanging them before stoves ; but the

results obtained by this treatment were far from satis-

factory. Towards the close of last century Dr. Bancroft

published his researches on the fixing of colours by means

of the "heat of steam"; but in these experiments he took

elaborate precautions to exclude the moisture of the steam.

The general opinion in those days, and it seems a very

natural one, was that the moisture of the steam would

cause the printed colours to run into each other. This im-

pression, however, has now been proved by experience to

be a wrong one. The results of his experiments were not

encouraging, but had he not been so careful in excluding

the moisture of the steam, he would, no doubt, have been

more successful.

Fixing colours on wool by steaming was not largely

employed until about the year 1830, only two years prior

to Whytock's invention of tapestry printing, A few of

the minor details may be worked in a slightly different

manner in the various carpet works, but the rationale of

the process is in all cases the same, i.e., to fix the dyes into

the fibre, and preserve, as much as possible, the strength

and lustre of the wool.

The yarn, after being printed, is taken off the drum and

carried suspended between two short poles towards the steam-

ing department ; its own proper number is attached, and

after undergoing a necessary inspection, it is then allowed

to pass on to the steaming. The printed yarn, divided into

hanks, is then carefully deposited upon the steaming carriage.
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which consists of a long iron frame or tray mounted on

wheels running on a small railroad into the steaming chest.

When the carriage is sufficiently filled with the printed

hanks, it is run into the chest, the door is tightly clamped

by means of screws, and steam admitted into the chamber

by valves.

Steam Chest.—The steaming chest or cottage consists of

a long horizontal chamber built of iron plates, and varying

in dimensions according to the space and requirements of the

carpet work. This chest is permanently closed at one end,

while the other is fitted with a tightly-closing door, which

can be fastened steam-tight by means of clamping screws.

These doors, which are very heavy, are raised in a manner

similar to a portcullis, with a chain and counterpoised weight

at the other end of the chamber. When the chests are wide,

and have a roof nearly flat, it is necessary to have them

provided inside with a second or false roof in order to catch

the drops of moisture which collect on the roof and would

otherwise fall on the yarn below. This second roof is made

so as to come within a few inches of the sides of the chamber

to enable the condensed moisture to run off and find its way

to the floor. Where the steam chests are of the narrow type

with a high roof of the " kennel " shape, an inner moisture

roof is unnecessary, as the collected drops readily run down

the sides. The chest is fitted with valves and steam gauge so

that the pressure inside may be carefully regulated. Every

care of the steam attendant is required to keep up a regular

method of working, as insufficient or excessive steaming pro-

duces unsatisfactory results, which often give rise to future

trouble.

Steaming.—Various systems have from time to time been

employed for steaming the yarns. Sometimes the hanks are

laid on a network of stout cord, a blanket, or galvanised iron

netting stretched across the iron frame of the carriage. At
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other times knife edges made of slate are used for the same

purpose. The more general method now in use is to steam

the yarns on wooden boards previously covered with a thick

layer of sawdust, chopped chaff, or oat husks, used either

separately or mixed in varying proportions. The printed

hanks are deposited on this prepared bed, and after steaming

they are lifted and removed to cool. A sprinkling of fresh

material gives a renewed and clean surface for other hanks

to be steamed. Oat husks are preferable to sawdust when

they can be obtained, as they are not of so absorbent a

nature, and therefore have not the same tendency to draw

the colour out of the yarn. In the steaming process the

subject of pressure is one of much importance, as it touches

upon questions of a physical as well as a chemical nature.

Notwithstanding the valuable investigations which have

already been accomplished in this direction by experimenters

like Bancroft, Eosenstiehl, Walter Crum, and others, there

still remains room for further research. For carpet yarns a

gentle pressure of about 3 lb. for twenty to thirty minutes

is considered to give the most satisfactory results. The

pressure of steam employed may be designated in three ways,

namely :^
1. Temperature inside the steam chest.

2. Pressure of atmospheres.

3. Pressure of pounds,

and these three systems are mutually interchangeable. The

ordinary pressure of the atmosphere is taken at 15 lb. per

square inch (14"7 to be more correct), at which pressure

water boils at 212° Fah. This being the ordinary air pres-

sure, it is generally taken as the starting-point, thus 212° Fah.

represents lb. pressure, or if absolute pressure is desired

it would be + 15 lb. per square inch. Thus

—

1 atmosphere pressure represents 15 lb. per square inch.

2 )) II 11 '2 II 11

5 II 11 II "4 ,, ,,

etc.
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As the temperature of the steam rises, there is a correspond-

ing increase in pressure, which may be seen from the following

table of figures, taking the boiling-point as the standard :

—

aia^' Fah. = lb. pressure.

215° = 1 lb.

220° = 2h lb.

224° = 4 lb.

230° = 6h lb.

233° = 7h lb.

Any higher temperature is r

,
or over J atmosphere.

,
or h atmosphere.

arely required, and, indeed, is

not advisable, as the hot steam produces a chemical change

on the wool, which is highly detrimental to the fibre. The

effect on the structure of the wool fibre which has been

overheated may be readily seen from illustration B, Fig.

16. From the above figures it may be seen that the various

standards for indicating steam pressure are mutually con-

vertible. Thus, when goods are said to be steamed at 7|-

lb. pressure, or i an atmosphere, it is understood that the

temperature inside the steam chest should be about 232°

to 233' Fah., or if steamed at Q^h lb. pressure, it should cor-

respond to 220' Fah., etc. In the actual steaming of yarns,

however, it is rarely possible to find the pressure and

temperature inside the chest to correspond exactly, as the

air present in the steam chest and the gases evolved from

the yams tend greatly to increase the pressure after the

chest becomes heated. This is a question of much im-

portance, which is apt to be overlooked in many cases.

Thus it is possible to have the steam chest gauge showing

a pressure of 2 to 2^ lb. per square inch, while the tem-

perature inside the chest only registers 200° to 216° Fah.

The following figures have been taken from actual ex-

periment :

—

Temperature inside Pressure inside r rr,-, , ^.i. -i. x i. •^
I

This shows the necessity of having
steam chest. steam cJiest.

i , , ^ i. ^^

ofiQo 1? V, — 3 IV. J ^^^^P^ valves blowing oft constantly

~" oik' 1
^"^^^^ ^^^ chests to get rid of the cold

„ „„ " ~
^ ,,

'

air and acid vapours present inside.
21G° „ = 2\ lb. V

^ ^
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The most suitable steam gauge for yam steaming is

the sim.ple mercury gauge, as the acid vapours from the

colours very soon destroy sensitive spring gauges. Much
trouble often arises from this cause.

Duration.—The duration of steaming carpet yarns is

generally from twenty-five to thirty minutes at a gentle

pressure of 2| to 3 lb., but the time varies according to the

pressure employed. If steamed without pressure, sixty

minutes are required. It will be seen that the pressure em-

ployed in yarn steaming is not so high as in woollen cloth

steaming, where a pressure of 7 to 7^ lb. {^ atmosphere) for

thirty minutes is employed.

High pressures, and consequently high temperatures, are

to be avoided in yarn steaming, as they tend not only to

decompose some colouring matters, but to injure the wool fibre

itself. "Wool is highly sensitive to the action of heat and the

less pressure emploj'ed the better. A moist steam is con-

sidered by all authorities to give the best results.

The amount of steam which escapes from the chest

should be sufficient to carry off the acid vapours which are

hberated in the steaming, otherwise unsatisfactory results

are sure to arise. Sulphurous acid gas (SOo) is absorbed to

a certain extent by the yarn during the bleaching, and this

acid, along with volatile acid mordants, added to the colour

paste, becomes hberated under the heat of the steam, and

causes the atmosphere inside the chests to have an acid re-

action. It is therefore necessary to have a blow-off valve

attached to the chest in order to free the steam from an

excess of acid vapour. Overcrowding the chests with yarn is

a danger which has to be avoided, from the fact that the

amount of acid gases hberated may prove so excessive as, in

some cases, to reduce or decolourise some of the colours on the

printed yarn. The acid vapours condensing on the iron roof

of the steam chest readilv dissolve, the metal forming a salt
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of iron, which, if allowed to drop on the yarns, is apt to

produce a stain or cause unevenness in the colours.

Another reducing agent which is evolved to some extent

in the steaming process is sulphuretted hydrogen, produced

from the sulphur which is naturally present in the wool fibre

to the amount of about 3 per cent. The brown stain left on

bright metal on which wool has been heated is owing to the

sulphur it contains and this fact has not to be overlooked in

dyeing delicate shades in metal dye baths. The evolution of

sulphuretted hydrogen during steaming may be demonstrated

by padding a piece cotton with paste containing a solution

of acetate of lead. The swatch, which previous to steaming

is colourless, will be stained a brown on the exposed surface

after steaming, from the formation of the black compound

sulphide of lead. In woollen cloth steaming it is customary

to hang swatches or "fents," padded with sugar of lead,

inside the chests to absorb the sulphuretted hydrogen gas.

The presence of this gas is more conspicuous where a high

temperature is employed, as the wool fibre then shows signs

of slow decomposition. In all processes where the treatment

of wool is concerned, such as spinning, scouring, bleaching,

dyeing and steaming, the great aim is to preserve as much

as possible the original beauty and strength of the fibre.

Mordants of a corrosive nature must be used with great

caution where colours are fixed by steaming, as the wool

fibre, under the influence of heat or pressure, is more

readily corroded and tendered. The injurious effects of

over-steaming wool, or of using an excess of mordant,

may be seen by studying the microscopic appearance of

the fibre. The illustrations here given were drawn by

the writer from the actual specimens under examination.

Fig. 1. (see chap, i.) represents the typical appearance of

good wool fibre (unsteamed) showing the external cells or

scales overlapping each other.
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Fig. 14 represents the fibre after being over-steamed,

showing the scales lying closer and firmer to the stem.

This gives rise to felting of the yarns if the fibres are

interlocked when the external scales close.

Fig. 16 shows very clearly the corroding effect of an

excess of tin crystals (SnCU : 2H2O). The external cells

are opened, giving the fibre a rough harsh feel to the

touch. The wool in this case was tendered.

Fig. 14 shows the microscopic appearance of the wool fibre after being
ofer-steamed, showing the scales of the fibre lying closer to the stem (compare
this with Fig. 1., chap. i.).

Fig. 16 (a) represents the fibre steamed with an oxalic

acid mordant, showing the scales slightly opened, while

(b) is the wool fibre over-heated, showing how the charac-

teristic appearance of the fibre is destroyed, and its in-

ternal fibrous structure becomes apparent. In this specimen

the fibre was completely tendered.



Fig. 15 shows the corroding eftect of an excess of mordant (tin crystals) on
the wool fibre. This fibre was rough and harsh to the feel.

Fig. 1G.— (a) shows wool fibre steamed with an acid mordant (oxalic), showing
opening up of external scales, (h) represents wool fibre destroyed by over-
heating, revealing the fibrous nature of the interior of the wool fibre.
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Colours composed of natural colouring matters, and

having in their composition Acid Extract of Indigo, when

•combined with a reducing mordant like tin crystals, re-

quire to be aged after steaming, i.e., left in a moist state

for twelve hours in order to develop the reduced indigo,

and bring the colours back to their original hue. With

the aniline colours, where no reducing agent is employed,

this ageing process is unnecessary, and the steamed yarns

naay be washed immediately after they have become cool.



CHAPTEE XV.

WASHING OF THE FEINTED AND STEAMED YAENS— HYDRO
EXTRACTING.

Washing of the Printed Yarn.—The printed yarns, after

being steamed, are hung to cool on a series of wooden pegs
;

and, if left overnight, it is desirable to cover them with a

damp sheet to keep them moist, and prevent the colour paste

from hardening on the fibre. Where aniline colours are

solely used, the printed hanks may be washed immediately

they are cool ; but if the vegetable colouring matters are

employed in conjunction with a tin mordant like tin crystals,,

or any other reducing mordant, the yarns require ageing,

i.e., left twenty-four hours in the moist state to enable the

oxygen of the air to oxidise and develop any reduced colouring

matters, such as acid indigo extract. After steaming there

still adheres to the yarn the gum and flour paste which acted

as the carrying medium for the dyes, and also a quantity of

the unfixed and superfluous dyestuffs. These have to be

removed with a careful washing in cold water. Several

different methods of washing the printed hanks are em-

ployed. Some manufacturers prefer the ordinary style,

similar to a scouring machine, where the yarns, partly sub-

merged in a trough of water, are made to run over revolving

reels or racers. By another method the water is made to

dash down upon the outstretched and slowly-revolving hanks,

and the force of the water playing on the yarn effectually

cleanses it.
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A simple and equally effective method consists in imi-

tating meclianically the action of ordinary hand washing by

swishing the hanks to and fro in a trough of water. This is

performed by a simply constructed apparatus, having a long

arm or pole, provided with a hook, on which the yarns are

hung. This arm, being connected with an eccentric rod, is

set in a rapid swinging motion over the water trough, and

the hanks receive a brisk dashing to and fro through the

water which thoroughly cleanses them. The position of the

hanks has to be changed twice or thrice during each oper-

ation, to ensure every part of the yarn receiving the same

amount of washing. The dirty water is run off into reser-

voirs to undergo a subsequent chemical treatment in order

to purify it before being allowed to run into the neighbouring

stream, as the question of river pollution, to dyers and carpet

manufacturers, has now become one of serious importance.

A different method of washing hanks is employed in many
of the works in Germany. The hanks of yarn are suspended

upon rows of reels made of porcelain. These reels are made

to rotate rapidly backwards and forwards, and while doing

so the hanks are thoroughly washed by jets of water forced

through them. These jets of water play upon the outside

and the inside of the hank, and thus a thorough cleansing

is ensured. Sometimes the porcelain reels are themselves

perforated, through which the water is forced into the re-

volving hank.

An excellent form of yarn-washing machine is that made
by Duncan Stewart of Glasgow. It consists of a U-shaped

trough made either of wood or iron, which contains the

water. A series of square copper reels, extending the full

width of the trough, carry the hanks of yarn, the reels being

placed about six inches above the water. These reels have

two motions, one of revolution and, at the same time, one of

intermittent motion, from the one end of the machine to the
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other round U bend. This intermittent motion is given by

a crank which causes each reel to move backwards and for-

wards about six inches ; but the same time a continuous

inovement of the chain which carries the reels is superposed

on this intermittent motion, with the result that the hanks

which are put on the reels at one end are gradually carried

along and removed at the other end. It is so arranged that

the one man can both put on the hanks to wash and take

off the washed ones. The various motions to which the

hanks are subjected cleanse theixi most effectually.

Hydro extracting.—The yarns after washing are either

wrung, squeezed, or hydro extracted, whereby the excess of

Fig. 17. Hydro extractor for yarns (Broadbent).

water is removed. The general form of hydro extractor for

yarns is seen in our illustration (Fig. 17) (Broadbent & Sons).

It consists of a perforated basket made of galvanised steel

or copper, which revolves at the high speed of about 900

revolutions per minute. The water is thrown by centrifugal

force towards the sides of the perforated cage, and escapes

through the holes into a pipe at the bottom. If the cage be

not properly balanced with the wet yarn, it has a tendency,

when revolving, to oscillate or " wobble," which causes a

strain and unnecessary vibration injurious to the machine.

Care requires to be exercised in filling the basket to balance

the weight as much as possible. This can be learned after
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a little experience. From experiment it seems that of the

three methods jnst mentioned, i.e., wringing, squeezing and

extracting, the latter is the most effective in removing the

excess of water. Thus, in fifteen minutes by the

Wringer method 34 per cent, of water is removed.

Sqtieezer ,,64 ,, ,,

Hydro extractor ,,78 ,, „

After the yarn is hydro extracted it is conveyed to the

drying chamber, which is heated by means of a series of

steam pipes running along the floor. The yarn is suspended

upon poles until perfectly dry, after which it passes into the

hands of the winder, setter, and finally to the weaver, where

all the coloured threads, collected together in their own proper

position, constitute the surface of the tapestry carpet.

These further stages in the process of manufacture lie

beyond the scope of this httle manual.
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ANILINE COLOUKS SUITABLE FOE YARN PRINTING.

As many of the aniline colours prove highly suitable to the

wool dyer, and yet are of little service to the printer of

yarns, a selection of a few good wool printing colours may

be of service. Unfortunately the wool printer cannot take

advantage of the large class of dyes, so useful to the dyer,

known as the adjective colouring matters, or those which

require the assistance of a mordant to develop their colour

powers. Among this group may be mentioned the Alizar-

ines, Anthracene Browns, Yellows and Blues, Galloflavine,

Gambines, Gallei'n, Dioxine, and others.

The fixing of the aniline colours on wool by steaming

is based on the same principle as that of dyeing in the

dye bath. As a rule, the acid dyestuffs are preferred to

basic or neutral colours for yarn printing, as they are

considered to work more evenly and give better results.

Colours of a fugitive nature have always to be discarded.

All the Benzidine dyestuffs, or the Diamines (cotton colours)

give excellent results when printed on wool, their shades

being level and fast, but their much higher price excludes

them from a more general use.

The following may be taken as examples of good wool

printing colours. The writer, however, is fully aware that

many other excellent colours have been omitted, but space

will not allow us to extend the list further:

—
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1. Red and Orange Colours. 4. Green (cont.)

Magenta (all kinds). Malachite Greens.

Koccellines. China „
Fast Red. Wool
Azo Scarlets (all kinds). Light ,, etc.

Wool, Victoria, Palatine, Croceine

Scarlets. 5. Blues.

Eosines, sucli as Rhodamine Plilox- Victoria Blue.

ine, Rosebengal, etc. Night
Azo Oranges (all kinds). New ,,

Azo Carmine. Patent ,,

Azo Rubine. Alkaline ,,

Brilliant Cochineal. Cyanine ,,

Lanafuchine. Cyanole ,,

Sorbine Red, etc. Solid

2. Browns.

Bismarck Brown.

Wool
Lanacyl ,, etc.

Vesuvine. 6. Violets.

Acid Brown.

Leather Brown, etc.

Methyl Violets.

Crystal ,,

3. Yellows.

Auramine.

Acid ,,

Azoacid ,,

Naphthol Yellows.

Chrysoidine.

Formyl ,,

Lanacyl ,, etc.

Quinoline.

Victoria Yellow.

Uranine.

Tartrazine.

Fast and Acid Yellows, etc.

7. Greys and Blac

Aniline Grey.

Methylene Grey.

Fast

French ,,

4. Greens, Indulines.

Acid Greens. Brilliant Black.

Brilliant Greens. Naphthol Blacks.

Diamond ,, Naphtylamine Black.

Victoria ,, Jet Black, etc.



CHAPTEE XVII.

GLOSSARY OF DRUGS AND DYE WARES EMPLOYED IN
WOOL YARN PRINTING.

The term "mordant" is derived from the French mordre

{to bite or corrode) (also in Latin mordeo, I bite) because the

early French dyers concluded that the metalhc salt, or

mordant, fixed the colours on the fibre by reason of its

^nting or corroding action. To a certain extent, perhaps,

this early idea of the use of a mordant is correct ; but in the

majority of cases the mordants enter into chemical combina-

tion with the colouring matters themselves. That mordants

have indeed corrosive action on the fibre is readily seen in

the illustration of the wool fibre steamed with an excess of

tin crystals (see chap. xiv.). The following is a list of a

few of the more important drugs, etc. :
—

Acetate of Iron, Black Liquor, PyroUgnite of Iron, Iron

Liquor, etc.—This, as a mordant for carpet yarn printing,

has now a limited use. Before the introduction of the

anilines it was largely employed for " saddening " and

producing soft tertiary shades of olives, greys, russets or

blacks with the vegetable colours containing tannin, like

fustic, quercitron bark, sumac, cutch, etc. Except in a few

special cases it is now seldom used in tapestry carpet colours.

Acetic Acid.—C„H.50(0H) Vinegar or Wood Acid. This is

occasionally used as a mordant for obtaining level and sohd

shades of colour where there is any tendency to unevenness.

Many of the aniline colour stuffs, especially those of basic
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nature, work more level and produce more satisfactory

results after the addition of acetic acid. It also proves a

useful solvent for many of the aniline dyes which are not

so easily soluble in water. Where calcareous water is used

for dyeing or colour dissolving, the hardness may be

corrected by the addition of a little of this acid ; about 1

part in 1000 of water. This is of importance, as many of the

coal tar colours when dissolved with hard waters deposit

tarry insoluble matters. Common commercial vinegar

usually contains from 20 to 40 per cent, pure acetic

acid C^HgOCOH).

The specific gravity or degree Twaddle of vinegar is no

guarantee whatever as to its true strength. To test the

real strength and purity of the sample, a formal chemical

analysis must be gone through. A common adulteration

in commercial vinegars is the mineral acids sulphuric or

hydrochloric. They give to the sample the appearance of

greater strength by its increased acidity. The presence of

these acids may be detected in the usual way. Treat a small

portion of the sample with pure hydrochloric acid and

barium chloride solution, when a white, heavy precipitate

indicates sulphuric acid. To a fresh portion add a few drops

pure nitric acid and nitrate of silver solution (Ag, NO3) when

a white, curdy precipitate shows the presence of hydrochloric

acid (HCl). In some commercial vinegars, acetate of lead may

be present in small quantity. The presence of this impurity

indicates the absence of sulphuric acid. Vinegars contain-

ing lead impurities leave a residue on evaporation and show

a white precipitate of sulphate of lead on adding to the

sample a few drops HgSO^.

Alkali, or Soda Ash, contains when pure 99 per cent,

carbonate of soda, or 58 per cent, sodium oxide Na.^O. Its

various strengths, chiefly 52°, 56° or 58", represent the

percentage sodium oxide (see Scouring Materials, chap. iii.).
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Alum.—The alums are the crystalHsed double salts of

sulphate of alumina and potash, soda or ammonia. Potash

alum contains 10 per cent, alumina (AI0O3). Ammonia alum

contains 11 per cent, alumina. The alum salts are of great

importance to the carpet yarn printer. For their analysis

and impurities see Alum, chap. viii.

Aluminium Sulphate, Patent Alums, Concentrated Alum,

Sulphate of Alumina, is the normal salt Al2(S04)3 + ISH^O,

and is now largely used in place of the alums. It contains

from 15 to 17 or 18 per cent, alumina (Al^Og). For its

analysis and properties see end of chap. viii.

Ammonia, NH3.—This gas dissolved in water, forming

the ammonia liquor of connnerce, is a useful addition to the

scouring bath. For table of specific gravity of ammonia

liquor see Appendix.

Carbonate of Soda.—-(NaoCOg), see Alkali ; and also Car-

bonate of Soda, chap. iii.

Chlorate of Potash (KCIO3). — This powerful oxidising

agent is sometimes added to colour pastes to give a sharp

clean-cut outline in printing. When dissolved in paste at the

rate of one ounce per gallon, with the addition of a little

sulphuric acid, it makes a useful " discharge " for certain

colours. This discharge may be used to edge strong shades

which have a tendency to run, or what is technically called

" bleed," on the yarn during the steaming. It plays the part

of an oxidiser, decolourising any streaks of colour which

might otherwise mar the sharpness of the printed outHne.

Chromium Salts.—Although the chromium mordants are

of great value to dyers, they are little used in the printing

of tapestry yarns. Bichromate of potash (K.^Cr.^0^) finds a

limited use in conjunction with the yellow dyewoods like

fustic, for producing pleasing old gold shades and buffs, or for

giving rich browns with cutch. The large variety of beautiful

shades obtained in dyeing with adjective colouring matters
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and a chrome mordant, are not obtainable in carpet printing.

The colours produced are poor and unsatisfactory.

" Crematinc." See tartaric acid substitutes.

Glaulers Salts, or sulphate of soda. (Na2S04 + IOH.2O.)

—

This salt may be used with advantage combined with an

acid such as lactic, tartaric, or sulphuric. It helps to make

the colours dye more uniformly on the yarn
;
preventing

unevenness or the appearance of blotches, so unpleasant to

see on the "grounds" of carpet patterns. In the steaming

of printed yarns it seems to play the same part as in dyeing,

i.e., that of a levelling agent.

Hyposulphite 0/ SWa (Antich]or.)(Na2S,03 + SH.O).—This

salt is sometimes used in printing with the various basic

aniline greens derived from dimethyl and diethyl aniline, such

as Methyl, Malachite, Victoria, Benzoyl, BrilHant Greens, etc.,

also with the basic yellow colouring matter Auramine—

a

derivative of tetramethyldiamidobenzophenon. With these

colours a sulphur mordant is of advantage to fix them to the

yarn, and prevent their "bleeding" or forming a blurred

outline. Greens of this class have a great tendency to " run
"

after being printed on the yarn, thus staining the white yarn

next them. Amorphous sulphur, vfhen precipitated on the

wool fibre, acts as a mordant to colours of this nature ;
and

to several others, which show little affinity for wool. Along

with the hyposulphite of soda, a mineral acid (sulphuric) is

required to decompose the salt and precipitate the sulphur in

a very fine state upon the yarn. Sulphurous gas, SOg, is

liberated in the colour paste at the same time, the smell of

which is plainly felt from the colour. The greens become

partially decolourised in the colour paste, owing to the

reducing or bleaching action of the sulphur dioxide, present

in minute bubbles throughout the paste. Colours containing

this mordant must not be allowed to remain in copper vessels,

otherwise the sulphur becomes deposited as a black film of
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copper sulphide upon the copper. The reaction which takes

place is as follows :

—

Hyposulphite of Soda Sulphuric Acid

NasSaOg
"^

HoSO^
^

Sulphate of Soda Water Sulphurous Gas Sulphur
Na2S04 "^ H2O ^

SO.
"^

S.

It is this sulphur precipitated upon the fibre of the wool

which forms the mordant, and gives to the wool and the

colours the necessary affinity.

Lactic Acid (C3Hg03).—This acid (50 per cent, strength)

is now an article of commerce, and is being introduced into

the dyeing and textile printing industries. In dyeing it is

used as a chromium assistant, and for tapestry yarn print-

ing it shows some interesting properties as a mordant and

levelhng agent. In its results it closely resembles tartaric

acid (C^HgOg). Lactic acid by itself is too weak an acid to^

thoroughly develop the acid or sulpho-colours in printing ,-

hence its acidity requires to be increased by the addition of

a little sulphuric or oxalic acids. With the natural colouring

matters it shows to best advantage, producing rich and full

shades. Where a purely acid mordant is required, as when

using acid magenta or acid extract of indigo (indigotin-disul-

phonic acid), it is of little service, a stronger acid being

necessary to develop such colouring matters. In point of

acidity 25 parts lactic acid (50 per cent.) equal :

—

10 j)arts tartaric acid, or

G ,, sulphuric acid.

For an investigation into the behaviour of lactic acid as a

yarn printing mordant, with an account of its action on the

various colouring matters, the reader may consult chapter

viii., (see acid mordants with azo colours).

Lime Juice.—This is a crude Citric Acid (CgHyO^H^O) and

may sometimes l)e employed as an acid mordant in place of
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tartaric acid. For manufacturing purposes, it appears as a

dark-coloured liquid containing generally from 25 to 35 per

cent, real citric acid. Its behaviour with the various colour-

ing matters in yarn printing is very similar to that of tartaric

acid.

Nitrate of Iron.—This preparation, which is generally

normal ferric sulphate Fe (804)3 i^ made by acting on ferrous

sulphate (Fe SO4) with sulphuric and nitric acids. The nitric

acid merely acts as an oxidising agent, converting the ferrous

into the ferric sulphate ; hence the common name " Nitrate

of Iron " is purely a misnomer, and apt to prove misleading.

The ferric sulphate of commerce is a deep brown liquid,

varying greatly in specific gravity from 50° to 100° Tw.

Like acetate of iron it has but a limited use now in the

printing of carpet yarns. It may still be employed as a

" saddening " agent, when combined with the dyewoods

containing tannin, like fustic or quercitron bark, producing

useful shades of olive, sage, russet, grey, or black. It must

be remembered, however, that where such iron salts are

used in colour pastes, alumina salts must be absent, as the

presence of alumina greatly destroys the " saddening " or

darkening effect of the iron. Since the introduction of the

many aniline colours, iron mordants have not been so largely

used.

Oxalic Acid (C0H2O4).—This strong vegetable acid is

used to a considerable extent as an acid mordant to give

colour pastes the sufficient acidity to develop the colours

on the yarn. It must be employed with some caution ; as

an excess of oxalic acid has a tendency to corrode and
" tender " the wool fibre in the process of steaming, see Fig.

16, chap. xiv. It is specially useful for developing cochineal

scarlets, pinks, and bringing up the red in any colours where

cochineal is a constituent. It also gives a clearer yellow cast

to Quercitron Bark Yellows and Orange made with tin
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crystals. It is a stronger acid than tartaric by about J ; 12

parts oxalic acid having the neutralising power of 16 parts

tartaric. It is an unsuitable acid for clear fustic yellows

or buffs, producing redder and poorer tones of colour.

Patent Alum.—See Aluminium Sulphate.

Pearl Ash.—See Carbonate of Potash (chap. iii.).

Scouring Compositions.—See chap. iii.

Soaps.—See chap. iii.

Sulpihate of Soda.—See Glauber s Salts.

Sulp)liuric Acid, or Vitriol (H^SO^).—This acid is largely

employed in carpet printing for giving the colour paste its

necessary acidity. Many of the tartaric acid substitutes

which are put on the market owe their useful qualities to

this acid. Its effects are seen to much advantage in using

the aniline " acid " colours—the sulphonic derivatives, like the

azo and oxy-azo reds, orange, or scarlets. After the addition

of Glauber's salts, or sulphate alumina, to a dilute solution

of sulphuric acid, a cheap and useful mordanting liquid may
be obtained. For table of percentage and specific gravity, see

Appendix.

Tartaric Acid (C^HgO^).—This vegetable acid is a valuable

mordant in the printing of wool. Its strong acid properties

(5 of tartaric representing 3 of strong sulphuric acid), com-

bined with a non-injurious effect on the fibre of the wool,

and its powers of developing colours to the best advantage,

especially the natural dyestuffs, render it an ideal acid

mordant in carpet printing. Being high in price, it is always

desirable to substitute, whenever possible, some cheaper acid,

such as sulphuric or oxalic ; but it is found difficult to re-

place it altogether with advantage, especially with the natural

colour-stuffs. The best degree of acidity for tapestry carpet

printing is about 1 oz. (avoir.) per gallon of colour paste, or

nearly 0'8 grams per litre. Tartaric acid, in the pure state,

forms large, well-defined crystals, readily soluble in water.
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If received in the powdered condition it is often advisable to

examine it for impurities like bisulphate of potash (KH.SO4).

This adulteration is readily detected by dissolving a small

portion of the pov^der in w^ater, adding a fev^ drops pure

hydrochloric acid and barium chloride, when a heavy white

precipitate shows the presence of potassium bisulphate.

Another simple method is to heat the tartaric acid strongly

on platinum foil ; if pure, the tartaric will completely burn

away, but, if impure, a white ash will remain.

Tartaric Substitutes.—As tartaric acid for commercial

purposes is rather expensive, many substitutes have appeared

in the market under various names, namely, "crematine,"

tartar cake, essence of tartar, tartaric liquid, protartar spirits,

tartar substitute, etc. These compounds generally consist of

mixtures, in varying proportions, of sulphuric acid, oxalic,

bisulphates of potash or soda, nitre or salt cake, bye-products

in the manufacture of nitric or hydrochloric acids. " Essence

of tartar," for example, is a solution of tartaric acid streng-

thened with sulphuric acid. The writer has examined many
of these compounds or "substitutes"; in some of them a

considerable quantity of iron was present, but none were

found which could not be more economically prepared by the

colour-mixers themselves.

Tin Crystals (SnClg + SHgO).—This mordant is of much
importance to the carpet colourist, as with it some of the

most useful shades are obtained. It is used solely for the

natural colouring matters, and in conjunction with cochineal,

quercitron, acid extract of indigo, fustic and archil, a great

variety of useful shades of reds, greens, olives, russets,

clarets, etc., are obtainable. As a rule, such shades have a

softness of tone which is often difficult to match perfectly

with the aniline colours. A pure sample of tin crystal

should be perfectly white and dry, and feel smooth when

rubbed between the fingers. It dissolves in a small quantity
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of water with a clear solution ; but on further addition of

water, turbidity ensues, owing to the precipitation of a

basic oxy-chloride, 2Sn (OH) CI : H^O ; but on adding a few

drops HCl, the solution again becomes clear. If in this

clear solution barium chloride gives a white precipitate, this

shows the presence of adulteration, probably sulphates of

ziiic or magnesia. Pure tin crystals contain 52 per cent,

metallic tin.

Tin Sjnrits.—Various preparations containing tin as a

base have been used by the dyer and carpet colour mixer,

under the names of oxy and double muriates of tin, scarlet,

spirits, yellow and finishing spirits, etc. ; but these have

gradually disappeared from use since the introduction of

the Coal Tar Colouring Matters.

Vinegar.—See Acetic Acid.

Vitriol.—See Sulphuric Acid.
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Specific Geavity versus Twaddell Hydeometer.

The specific gravity of a liquid is an important consideration for

acids, alkalies, solutions of mordants, etc., and is generally ex-

pressed in degrees Twaddell. On this scale of hydrometer the

specific gravity of water = 0, and it can readily be converted into

the direct specific gravity by the following simple calculation. To

convert degrees Twaddell into specific gravity multiply by 5, co7t-

sidering the povduct as decimals, and add to it I'OOO.

Thus, for example, commercial oil of vitriol stands 168° Tw.,

which in specific gravity would be

168° Tw.
5

•840

1-000

1'840 direct specific gravity.

For liquids lighter than water, such as ammonia, light oils, etc.,

liydrometers are employed.

If, on the other hand, the strength of the liquid be expressed

in direct specific gravity, and its corresponding degree in Twaddell

is wanted, subtract 1-000 and divide the remainder by 5, thus :

—

1-840 specific gravity.
1-000

5 )
-840

168° Twaddell

;

•or, if the specific gravity of a sample of Muriatic Acid be 1-160,

then

—

1-160

1-000

5 )
-160

32° Twaddell.
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COMPAEISON OF ThERMOMETEB ScALES.

For indicating the degrees of heat the ordinary Fahrenheit

scale is most used in this country, although the simpler and more

scientific scale is the Centigrade, as used in France.

In the Fahrenheit scale =
In the Centigrade scale =

Freezing Point. Boiling Point.

32° 212°
0° 100°

Eule to convert Centigrade into Fahrenheit (if temperature be

above freezing point of water, and no lower temperature is required

in dyeing and colour printing) : multiply by 9, divide product by 5

and add to quotient 32, thus :—

•

100° Cent. = 212° Fah.
9

) 900

180
32

212° Fah.

To convert degrees Fahrenheit into Centigrade above freezing

point, subtract 32, multiply by 5 and divide the product by 9>

thus :

—

162° Fah. = 72° Cent.
32

130
5

9 ) 650

72° Cent.

The following table gives an approximate comparison

Centigrade. Fahirenheit. Centigrade. Falirenlieit. Centigrade. Fahrenheit

.

100° - 212° 78° 172° 56° 133°

98° 208° 76° 169° 54° 129°

96° 205° 74° 165° 52° 126°

94° 201° 72° 162° 50° 122°

92° 198° 70° 158° 48° 118°

90° 194° 68° 154° 46° 115°

88° 190° 66° 151° 44° 111°

86° 187° 64° 147° 42° 108°

84° 183° 62° 144° 40° 104°

82° 180° 60° 140° 38° 100°

80° 176° 58° 130° 36° 97°

Any lower temperature may be worked out according to above simple rules.
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Peecentage and Specific Gravity of Ammonia Liquor at 15° C.

(59° Fah.).

Specific gravity.

0-882

Per Cent.
Ammonia (NHs)

according to Lunge
34-95

0-890 81-75

0-900 28-33

0-908 25-65

0-916 23-00
0-924 20-49

0-930 18-64

0-940 15-68

0-950 12-74

0-960 9-91

0-980 4-80

0-994 1-37

1-000 0-00

Percentage and Specific Gravity op Sulphuric Acid (H2SO4)

AT 60° Fall. (Lunge).

Degrees Percent. Degrees Per cent. Degrees Per cent.
Twaddell. H2SO4. Twaddell. H2SO4. Twaddell. H2 SO4.

45° 30 90° 55 106° 62-5
50° 83 95° 57 112° 65
55° 36 '

98° 58 119° 68
60° 39 100° 59 127° 71
65° 42 101° 60 134° 74
70° 44 102° 60-6 142° 78
75° 47 103° 61 150° 81
80° 50 104° 61-5 159° 86
85° 52 105° 62 168° 100

Yarn "Counts" or Grist.

Worsted and Woollen Yarns.—In worsted yarns the counts

indicate the number of hanks of 560 yards each to the pound

weight. Thus a No. 1® thread yarn (worsted) has 35 yards to the

ounce, avoirdupois, while a 14^ thread yarn has 35 x 14 = 490

yards per ounce. If the thread be fourfold, viz., two by two, it

will have 122| yards per ounce, thus :

—

4 ) 490

122^ yards per ounce 4 thread 14^,

and so on with the other qualities.

9
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For ivoollen yarns a different method is adopted, and the

standards vary in the various wool-spinning centres. In the

west of England the counts represent the number of hanks of

320 yards each to every pound (avoirdupois), while in Yorkshire

they go by the number of yards per dram, and in Dewsbury by

the number of yards per ounce.

Cotton Yarn.—The counts of a cotton yarn is expressed by the

number of hanks of 840 yards each which go to make a pound

weight. Thus a No. 1® cotton thread has 840 yards to the pound,

or 52-| yards per ounce. A 60^ one-thread cotton is a yarn which

takes 60 hanks, each 840 yards, to make a pound weight. If the

thread be, say, a 6 ply, No. 12^, to get the number of yards per

ounce multiply 52-i x 12 = 630, divide by 6 = 105 yards per ounce

of 12® 6 ply cotton thread.

120 yards = 1 skein.

7 skeins = 1 hank.

18 hanks = 1 spindle.

Linen.—The count of a linen yarn is indicated by the number

of leas to the pound. A lea = 300 yards.

Jute.—The count of a jute yarn is the same as for linen.

SilTi.—For spun silks the counts are the same as for cotton.

Metrical Measure of Length.

The metre is the ten-millionth part of a line {approx.) drawn

from the Pole to the Equator, and is taken as the unit of length.

1 millimetre — iVoT)th of a metre — 0"039 inches.

1 centimetre = r^th „ ,, = 0-393 ,,

1 decimetre = -^-^th. „ „ - 8-937 „

1 metre = as above = 3-280 feet.

1 decametre = 10 metres = 10-936 yards.

1 hectometre = 100 „ =109-363 „

1 kilometre = 1000 „ = 0-621 miles.

Measures op Weight.

The gram, which is taken as the unit of weight, is the weight

of 1 cubic centimetre of pure water at 4° centigrade.
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1 milligram = y^j^irth of a gram = 0"015 grains (troy).

1 centigram = xiutli >> n = 0'154 ,, ,,

1 decigram = yV*!^ i> >> = 1'543 ,, ,,

1 gram = as above = 15"432 ,, ,,

1 decagram = 10 grams = 154-323 ,, ,,

1 hectogram = 100 ,, = 3-529 oz. (avoir.).

1 kilogram = 1000 „ = 2-204 lb.

Mbasuees of Capacity.

The legal measure in this country is the imperial gallon ; that

is, a volume holding 10 pounds (avoirdupois) distilled water at 62°

Fahrenheit. The gallon is divided into

—

1 gallon = 4 quarts.

1 quart = 2 pints.

1 pint = 4 gills.

In the metrical system the unit of capacity is the litre ; that is,

the volume of 1 cubic decimetre or 1000 cubic centimetres.

1 litre = 1-760 pints.

1 decalitre = 10 litres = 2-200 gallons.

1 hectolitre = 100 „ = 22-009

1 kilolitre = 1000 „ = 220-096

1 litre = If pints (approximately).

100 ,, = 22 gallons.

Conversion of Litres into Gallons and Pints (approximate).

.itres. Gallons. Piiits. Gills,

1 = — 1 3

2 = — 3 2

3 = — 5 1

4 = — 7 —
5 = — 8 3

@ = 1 2 2

7 = 1 4 1

8 = 1 6 —
9 = 1 7 3

10 = 2 1 2

11 — 2 3 14

12 = 2 5 04

13 = 2 6 34

14 = 8 24

15 = 3 2 14

16 = 8 4 04

17 = 8 5 34
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Litres. Gallons. Pints. Gills.

18 = 3 7 ^
19 = 4 1 li

20 = 4 3 Oh

21 = 4 4 H
22 = 4 6 2i
23 = 5 2

24 = 5 2 1

25 = 5 4 —
50 = 11 —
75 = 16 4 —
100 = 22 —

One gallon of water weighs 10 lb. (avoirdupois).
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116
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Antichlor, 121
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ing, 72
Automatic rubbers, 98
Azo colours, 52

B.

Bancroft, Dr., 105
Basic colours, 53
Benzidine dyes, 116
Black printing paste, 58
— from green and red, 63

Bleaching chamber crystals, 32
— gas, 30
— methods for yarn, 33, 34
— yarns, 30

Blue composite, 65, 66
— printing paste, 58
— skylight, 70

Boxes, colour, 96
Bran in flour, 44
Bright colours, 75
Brussels versus tapestry, 83

C.

Capacity, metrical tables of, 131

Carbolic acid, 45
Carbonate ammonia, 23
— potash, 23
— soda, 23, 120

Centigrade thermometer, 128
Chain scouring, 15
Chemical composition of wool, 5

Chest, steam, 104
Chevreul on wool fibre, 3, 6
— on yolk, 21

China green, 66
Chloring yarns, 78
Chlorate of potash, 120
Chromium salts, 120
Citric acid, 122
Claret printing paste, 58
Clark's water test. Dr., 26
— — softening, 28

Cloths, glaze, 93
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Colour absorption, 62, 63
— boxes, 96
— bright, 75
— clianges in artificial light, 73
— chemist, the, 36
— diamine, 59
— dichroism in, 73— matching, 68, 76
— mixing, 60
— pastes, acidity of, 46
— — straining, 45
— pulleys, 96
— recipes, 57
— shop, 38

Composition of alums, 54
Compositions, scouring, 24
Composite blue, 65
Cotton seed oil soap, 21
— yarn counts, 130

Counts of yarns, 129, 130
Crematine, 121
Crossley of Halifax, John, 83
Crum, Walter, 105
Crystals in bleach chambers, 32
Cylinders, drying, 94

D.

Daylight diffused, 71
— good, 69

Description of printing yai^ns, 86
Diamine colours, 59
Dichroism, 73
Direct sunlight, 69
Dissolving dyes, 40
Drum printing, 86
Drugs for printing, 118
Drying cylinders, 94
Duration of steaming, 107

Early history of carpet printing,

81
Eau de Javelle, 79
Effect of mordants, 52
Elasticity of wool, 4
Equalisers, printing, 98
Examining bright coloui's, 75
Extractor, hydro, 114

P'ahrenhcit scale, 128
Felting of wools, 2

Flour, wheaten, 43
Fraunhofer lines, 62
Furnishing the yarn, 94

G.

Gallons into litres, 131
Gas bleaching, 30
Glauber salts, 121
Glaze cloths, 93
Good daylight, 69
Gravity, specific, 127
Green, 62
— and red forming black, 63
— printing paste, 58
— shade, moss, 64

Grist of yarns, 129
"Gum sticks," 38

H.

Halifax, J. Crossley of, 83
Hank printing, 78
Hard soaps, 22
— vpaters, 26

Heat on wool, action of, 7
Henderson & Widnell, 83
History of Whytock process, 81
Hydro extracting, 114
Hydrogen peroxide, 34
Hygroscopicity of wool, 4
Hypochlorite of soda, 79
— sulphite of soda, 121

I.

Invention, Whytock's, 81
Iron ball in bleaching chamber, 32
— in water, 28
— liquor, 118
— nitrate, 123

Javelle, Eau de, 79
Jute thread counts, 130

K.

Kemps, 3

Lactic acid, 51, 122
Lanoline, 6
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Length, metrical tables of, 130
Levelling agents, 50, 53
Light, artificial, 72
— blue sky, 70
— diffused day, 71
— direct sun, 69

Lime juice, 122
Linen thread counts, 130
Litres into gallons, 131
Lustre of wool, 4

M.

Machine for yarn scouring, 13
Magma process, 19
Matching colours, 68
— dyed yarns, 67

Measures in colour shop, 39
Methyl violet, absorption curve, 66
Metrical tables, 130
Mixing colours, science of, 60, 64
Mordants, 118
— alumina, 53
— effects of acid, 52
— in steaming, 109

Moss green shade, 64

N.

Nitrate of iron, 123

0.

Oils in worsted yarn, 11
Olive oil soap, 21
Orange colour paste, 57
Oversteamed wool, 109
Oxalic acid, 51
— — as mordant, 110, 123

P.

Paste, acidity of colour, 46
— colours, 57, 59
— for yarn printing, 44
— wheaten flour, 43

Pearl ash, 124
Peroxides of hydrogen and sod-
ium, 34

Physical properties of wool, 4
Potash alum, 54
— carbonate, 23
— chlorate, 120
— soaps, 21

Pressure in steaming, 106
" Prepare " for hank printing, 78
Printing drum, 86
— in hank, 78
— pulleys, 96
— sticks, 85
— yarns, 87, 95

Purification of waters, 28

R.

Kecipes, colour, 57
Red colour, 57
Rhodamine, absorption spectrum

of, 67
Rosenstiehl, 105
Rubbers, automatic, 98
Rubbing, 97

S.

Science of colour mixing, 60, 67
Scouring bath, 13, 15
— compositions, 24, 124
— machine, 13
— soaps, 20, 22
— solutions, 16
— yarns, 10, 19

Sharp outlines, 98
Silk thread counts, 130
Skylight, blue, 70
Soaps, 124
— recovery of, 19
— scouring, 20, 22

Soda ash, 119
— carbonate, 23, 120
— hypochlorite, 79
— hyposulphite, 121
— soaps, 22

Sodium peroxide, 34
Soft water for scouring, 18
Softening waters, 27
Solar spectrum, 62
Specific gravity, 127
— — ammonia, 129
— — sulphuric acid, 129

Spectroscope, use of, 61, 76
Spectrum, 62
Spirits of tin, 126
Squeezer, 115
Standard dye solutions, 39
Steam chest, 104
Steaming, mordants in, 109
— pressure, 106
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Steaming yarns, 102
Sticks, printing, 85
" Sticks, gum," 38
Storing dyes, 40
Stoving yarns, 30
Straining colours, 45
Stretclaing yarns, 16

Structure of wool fibre, 1, 9
Suint of wool, 7
Sulphur gas bleaching, 30
— stoves, 31
— — crystals in, 32
— in wool, 5

Sulphate alumina, 55, 56
— soda, 121

Sulphuric acid, 51, 124, 129

Sunlight, direct, 69

Tables, metrical, 130
Tartaric acid, 46, 51, 124
— substitutes, 125

Temperature of scouring bath, 13

Temporary hardness, 27
Thermometer scales, 128
Tin crystals, 110, 125
— spirits, 126

Tinted mediums in colour match-
ing, 76

Treatment of dyes, 40
Twaddell hydrometer, 127
Tyrian purple hue, 66

Violet from green and pink, 67
Vinegar, 118
Vitriol, 124
Vulcanite colour boxes, 97
— pulleys, 96

W.

Washing printed yarns, 112

Waste soap recovery, 19

Water, 25, 29
— for dissolving dyes, 42
— for scouring, 18, 27
— hard, 26
—

• softening, 26
Weights and measures, 38
— metrical table of, 130

Wheaten flour, 43
Whytock, Richard, 81
Widnell, Henderson &, 83
Windows of colour laboratory, 72
Wool fibre, 1, 9
— —

• acids on, 8
— — affinity for dyes, 9
— — alkalies on, 8
— — heat on, 7— oversteamed, 109
— physical qualities of, 3
— scouring, 10
— steaming of, 102, 109
— sulphur in, 5

Woollen yarn counts, 129
Woollens and worsteds, 9

Work of colour chemist, 37
Worsted yarn counts, 129
Wringer, 115

Yarns, bleaching, 30
— counts of, 129
— dyeing of the, 99
— furnishing the, 94
— matching dyed, 67
— oils present in, 11
— print colours for, 57, 59, 116
—

• •— paste, 44
— printing the, 86, 95
— scouring, 10, 19
— steaming the, 102
— washing printed, 112

Yellow printing paste, 58
Yolk of wool, 7
— analysis of, 21
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Gelatine, Photographic Uses, Size, Tanno-, Chrome and Formo-ijelatine, Artificial Silk,

Cements, Pneumatic Tyres, Culinary, Meat Extracts, Isinglass, Medicinal and other Uses,

Bacteriology

—

Qlue Testing : Review of Processes, Chemical Examination, Adulteration,

Physical Tests, Valuation of Raw Materials—Commercial Aspects.

BONE PRODUCTS AND MANURES : An Account of the
most recent Improvements in the Manufacture of Fat, Glue, Animal
Charcoal, Size, Gelatine and Manures. By Thomas Lambert, Techni-

cal and Consulting Chemist. Illustrated by Twenty-one Plans and
Diagrams. 162 pp. Demy 8vo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies,

8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chemical Composition of Bones—Arrangement of Factory—Properties of Glue—Glutin

and Chondrin—Skm Glue—Liming of Skins-Washing— Boiling of Skins—Clarification of Glue
Liquors—Glue-Boiling and Clarifying-House— Specification of a Glue—Size—Uses and Pre-

paration and Composition of Size—Concentrated Size— Properties of Gelatine—Preparation

of Skin Gelatrne-Drying—Bone Gelatine—Selecting Bones—Crushing—Dissolving—Bleaching
—Boiling—Properties of Glutin and Chondrin—Testing of Glues and Gelatines—The Uses of

Glue, Gelatine and Size in Various Trades—Soluble and Liquid Glues—Steam and Waterproof
Glues—Manures—Importation of Food Stuffs—Soils—Germination—Plant Life—Natural
Manures—Water and Nitrogen in Farmyard Manure— Full Analysis of Farmyard Manure
—Action on Crops—Water-Closet System—Sewage Manure—Green Manures—Artificial

Manures-Mineral Manures—Nitrogenous Matters—Shoddy—Hoofs and Horns—Leather

Waste—Dried Meat—Dried Blood—Superphosphates—Composition—Manufacture—Common
Raw Bones—Decreased Bones—Crude Fat—Refined Fat— Degelatinised Bones—Animal
Charcoal— Bone Superphosphates—Guanos—Dried Animal Products—Potash Compounds

—

Sulphate of Ammonia—Extraction in Vacuo—French and British Gelatines compared—Index.



Chemicals, Waste Products and
Agricultural Chemistry.

REISSUE OF CHEMICAL ESSAYS OF C. W.
SCHEELE. First Published in English in 1786. Trans-
lated from the Academy of Sciences at Stockholm, with Additions. 300

pp. DemySvo. Price 5s. ; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries,
6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Memoir: C. W. Scheele and his work (written for this edition by J. G. Mcintosh)—On

Fluor Mineral and its Acid—On Fluor Mineral—Chemical Investigation of Fluor Acid,
with a View to the Earth which it Yields, by Mr. Wiegler—Additional Information
Concerning Fluor Minerals— On Manganese, Magnesium, or Magnesia Vitrariorum— On
Arsenic and its Acid—Remarks upon Salts of Benzoin—On Silex, Clay and Alum—Analysis
of the Calculus Vesical—Method of Preparing Mercurius Dulcis Via Humida—Cheaper and
more Convenient Method of Preparing Pulvis Algarothi—Experiments upon Molybdsena
—Experiments on Plumbago—Method of Preparing a New Green Colour—Of the De-
composition of Neutral Salts by Unslaked Lime and Iron—On the Quantity of Pure Air which
is Daily Present in our Atmosphere—On Milk and its Acid—On the Acid of Saccharum Lactis
—On the Constituent Parts of Lapis Ponderosus or Tungsten—Experiments and Observations
on Ether—Index.

THE MANUFACTURE OF ALUM AND THE SUL-
PHATES AND OTHER SALTS OF ALUMINA AND
IRON. Their Uses and Applications as Mordants in Dyeing
and Calico Printing, and their other Applications in the Arts, Manufac-
tures, Sanitary Engineering, Agriculture and Horticulture. Translated
from the French of Lucien Geschwind, 195 Illustrations. 400 pp.
Royal Svo. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 13s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Theoretical Study of Aluminium, Iron, and Compounds of these Metals-

Aluminium and its Compounds—Iron and Iron Compounds.
Manufacture of Aluminium Sulphates and Sulphates of Iron—Manufacture of

Aluminium Sulphate and the Alums—Manufacture of Sulphates of Iron.

Uses of the Sulphates of Aluminium and Iron— Uses of Aluminium Sulphate and
Alums—Application to Wool and Silk—Preparing and using Aluminium Acetates—Employment
of Aluminium Sulphate in Carbonising Wool—The Manufacture of Lake Pigments—Manu-
facture of Prussian Blue—Hide and Leather Industry—Paper Making—Hardening Plaster

—

Lime Washes—Preparation of Non-inflammable Wood, etc.—Purification of Waste Waters—Uses and Applications of Ferrous Sulphate and Ferric Sulphates—Dyeing—Manu-
facture of Pigments—Writing Inks—Purification of Lighting Gas—Agriculture—Cotton Dyeing
— Disinfectant—Purifying Waste Liquors—Manufacture of Nordhausen Sulphuric Acid

—

Fertilising.

Chemical Characteristics of Iron and Aluminium—Analysis of Various Aluminous
or Ferruginous Products— Aluminium— Analysing Aluminium Products— Alunite
Alumina—Sodium Aluminate—Aluminium Sulphate

—

Iron—Analytical Characteristics of Iron
Salts—Analysis of Pyritic Lignite—Ferrous and Ferric Sulphates—Rouil Mordant—Index.

AMMONIA AND ITS COMPOUNDS : Their Manufacture
and Uses. By Camille Vincent, Professor at the Central School of

Arts and Manufactures, Paris. Translated from the French by M. J.

Salter. Royal Svo. 114 pp. Thirty-two Illustrations. Price 5s.

;

India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
General Considerations : Various Sources of Ammoniacal Products ; Human Urine

as a Source of Ammonia

—

Extraction of Ammoniacal Products from Sewage

—

Extraction of Ammonia from Qas Liquor—Manufacture of Ammoniacal Com=
pounds from Bones, Nitrogenous Waste, Beetroot Wash and Peat—Manufacture of
Caustic Ammonia, and Ammonium Chloride, Phosphate and Carbonate—Recovery
of Ammonia from the Ammonia=Soda Mother Liquors—Index.
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ANALYSIS OF RESINS AND BALSAMS. Translated
from the German of Dr. Karl Dieterich. Demy 8vo. 340 pp.
Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Definition of Resins in General—Definition of Balsams, and especially the Gum Resins

—

External and Superficial Characteristics of Resinous Bodies—Distinction between Resinous
Bodies and Fats and Oils—Origin, Occurrence and Collection of Resinous Substances

—

Classification—Chemical Constituents of Resinous Substances—Resinols—Resinot Annols

—

Behaviour of Resin Constituents towards the Cholesterine Reactions—Uses and Identi-

fication of Resins—Melting-point—Solvents—Acid Value— Saponification Value—Resin Value
—Ester and Ether Values— Acetyl and Corbonyl Value—Methyl Value—Resin Acid— Syste-

matic Resume of the Performance of the Acid and Saponification Value Tests.

Balsams— Introduction — Definitions—Canada Balsam—Copaiba Balsam — Angostura
Copaiba Balsam — Babia Copaiba Balsam — Carthagena Copaiba Balsam — Maracaibo
Copaiba Balsam—Maturin Copaiba Balsam—Gurjum Copaiba Balsam—Para Copaiba Balsam
—Surinam Copaiba Balsam—West African Copaiba Balsam—Mecca Balsam—Peruvian
Balsam—Tolu Balsam—Acaroid Resin—Amine—Amber—African and West Indian Kino

—

Bengal Kino—Labdanum—Mastic—Pine Resin—Sandarach—Scammonium—Shellac—Storax
—Adulteration of Styrax Liquidus Crudus—Purified Storax—Styrax Crudus Colatus—Taca-
mahac—Thapsia Resin— Turpentine—Chios Turpentine— Strassburg Turpentine—Turpeth
Turpentine. Gum Resins—Ammoniacum—Bdellium—Euphorbium — Galbanum—Gamboge
—Lactucarium—Myrrh—Opopanax—Sagapenum—Olibanum or Incense—Acaroid Resin

—

Amber—Thapsia Resin—Index.

MANUAL OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY. By
Herbert Ingle, F.I.C, Lecturer on Agricultural Chemistry, the

Yorkshire College; Lecturer in the Victoria University. 388 pp. 11

Illustrations. Demy 8vo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s.

;

Other Countries, 8s. 6d. net.

Contents.
Introduction—The Atmosphere—The Soil—The Reactions occurring in Soils—The

Analysis of Soils—Manures, Natural—Manures (contmued)—The Analysis of Manures—The
Constituents of Plants—The Plant—Crops -The Animal—Foods and Feeding—Milk and Milk
Products—The Analysis of Milk and Milk Products—Miscellaneous Products used in Agri-

culture—Appendix—Index.

THE UTILISATION OF WASTE PRODUCTS. A Treatise

on the Rational Utilisation, Recovery and Treatment of Waste Pro-

ducts of all kinds. By Dr. Theodor Holler. Translated from the

Second Revised German Edition. Twenty-two Illustrations. Demy
8vo. 280 pp. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries,

8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
The Waste of Towns—Ammonia and Sal-Ammoniac—Rational Processes for Obtaining

these Substances by Treating Residues and Waste—Residues in the Manufacture of Anilme
Dyes—Amber Waste—Brewers' Waste— Blood and Slaughter-House Refuse—Manufactured
Fuels—Waste Paper and Bookbinders' Waste—Iron Slags—Excrement—Colouring Matters

from Waste—Dyers' Waste Waters—Fat from Waste—Fish Waste—Calamine Sludge-
Tannery Waste—Gold and Silver Waste— India-rubber and Caoutchouc Waste—Residues in

the Manufacture of Rosin Oil—Wood Waste—Horn Waste—Infusorial Earth— Iridium from
Goldsmiths' Sweepings—Jute Waste—Cork Waste— Leather Waste—Glue Makers' Waste
— Illuminating Gas from Waste and the By-Products of the Manufacture of Coal Gas—
Meerschum—Molasses—Metal Waste— By-Products in the Manufacture of Mineral Waters
— Fruit—The By-Products of Paper and Paper Pulp Works—By-Products in the Treatment
of Coal Tar Oils—Fur Waste—The Waste Matter in the Manufacture of Parchment Paper
—Mother of Pearl Waste—Petroleum Residues—Platinum Residues—Broken Porcelain.

Earthenware and Glass—Salt Waste—Slate Waste—Sulphur— Burnt Pyrites—Silk Waste-
Soap Makers' Waste—Alkali Waste and the Recovery of Soda—Waste Produced in Grinding

Mirrors—Waste Products in the Manufacture of Starch— Stearic Acid—Vegetable Ivory

Waste—Turf—Waste Waters of Cloth Factories—Wine Residues—Tinplate Waste—Wool
Waste—Wool Sweat—The Waste Liquids from Sugar Works—Index.
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Writing Inks and Sealing Waxes.
INK MANUFACTURE : Including Writing, Copying, Litho-

graphic, Marking, Stamping, and Laundry Inks. By Sigmund Lehner.
Three Illustrations. Crown 8vo. 162 pp. Translated from the German
of the Fifth Edition. Price 5s. ; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 6s. ; net.

Contents.
Varieties of Ink—Writing Inks—Raw Materials of Tannin Inks—-The Chemical Constitution

of the Tannin Inks—Recipes for Tannin Inks—Logwood Tannin Inks—Ferric Inks—Alizarine

Inks—Extract Inks—Logwood Inks^Copying Inks—Hektographs—Hektograph Inks—Safety-

Inks—Ink Extracts and Powders—Preserving Inks—Changes in Ink and the Restoration of

Faded Writing—Coloured Inks—Red Inks—Blue Inks—Violet Inks—Yellow Inks—Green
Inks—IWetallic Inks—Indian Ink—Lithographic Inks and Pencils—Ink Pencils—Marking Inks
—Ink Specialities—Sympathetic Inks—Stamping Inks—Laundry or Washing Blue—Index,

SEALING-WAXES, WAFERS AND OTHER ADHES-
IVES FOR THE HOUSEHOLD, OFFICE, WORK-
SHOP AND FACTORY. By H. C. Standage. Crown
8vo. 96 pp. Price 5s. ; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries,

6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Materials Used for Making Sealing-Waxes—The Manufacture of Sealing-Waxes-

Wafers—Notes on the Nature of the Materials Used in Making Adhesive Compounds—Cements
for Use in the Household—Office Gums, Pastes and Mucilages—Adhesive Compounds for

Factory and Workshop Use.

Lead Ores and Compounds.
LEAD AND ITS COMPOUNDS. By Thos. Lambert,

Technical and Consulting Chemist. Demy 8vo. 226 pp. Forty Illus-

trations. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries,

8s. 6d. ; net. Plans and Diagrams.

Contents.
History—Ores of Lead—Geographical Distribution of the Lead Industry—Chemical and

Physical Properties of Lead—Alloys of Lead—Compounds of Lead—Dressing of Lead Ores
—Smelting of Lead Ores—Smelting in the Scotch or American Ore-hearth—Smelting in the

Shaft or Blast Furnace—Condensation of Lead Fume—Desilverisation, or the Separation
of Silver from Argentiferous Lead—Cupellation—The Manufacture of Lead Pipes and
Sheets—Protoxide of Lead—Litharge and Massicot—Red Lead or Minium—Lead Poisoning

—Lead Substitutes—Zinc and its Compounds—Pumice Stone—Drying Oils and Siccatives

—Oil of Turpentine Resin—Classification of Mineral Pigments—Analysis of Raw and Finished

Products—Tables—-Index.

NOTES ON LEAD ORES : Their Distribution and Properties.

By Jas. Fairie, F.G.S. Crown 8vo. 64 pages. Price 2s. 6d.; Abroad
3s. ; strictly net.

Industrial Hygiene.
THE RISKS AND DANGERS TO HEALTH OF VARI-

OUS OCCUPATIONS AND THEIR PREVENTION.
By Leonard A. Parry, M.D., B.Sc. (Lond.). 196 pp. Demy 8vo.

Price 7s. 6d.; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly

net.

Contents.
Occupations which are Accompanied by the Generation and Scattering of Abnormal

Quantities of Dust—Trades in which there is Danger of Metallic Poisoning—Certain Chemi
cal Trades—Some Miscellaneous Occupations—Trades in which Various Poisonous Vapours
are Inhaled—General Hygienic Considerations—Index.
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Industrial Uses of Air, Steam and

Water.
DRYING BY MEANS OF AIR AND STEAM. Explana-

tions, Formulse, and Tables for Use in Practice. Translated from the

German of E. Hausbrand. Two folding Diagrams and Thirteen Tables.

Crown 8vo. 72 pp. Price 5s. ; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
British and Metric Systems Compared—Centigrade and Fahr. Thermometers—Estimation

of the Maximum Weight of Saturated Aqueous Vapour which can be contained in 1 kilo,

of Air at Different Pressure and Temperatures—Calculation of the Necessary Weight and
Volume of Air, and of the Least Expenditure of Heat, per Drymg Apparatus with Heated
Air, at the Atmospheric Pressure: A, With the Assumption that the Air is Completely Satur-
ated with Vapour both before Entry and after Exit from the Apparatus

—

B, When the

Atmospheric Air is Completely Saturated before entry, but at its exit is only |, ^ or J Saturated
—C, When the Atmospheric Air is not Saturated with Moisture before Entering the Drying
Apparatus—Drying Apparatus, in which, in the Drying Chamber, a Pressure is Artificially

Created, Higher or Lower than that of the Atmosphere—Drying by Means of Superheated
Steam, without Air—Heating Surface, Velocity of the Air Current, Dimensions of the Drying
Room, Surface of the Drying Material, Losses of Heat—Index.

(See also " Evaporatiiio^, Condensing and Cooling Apparatus," p. 27.)

PURE AIR, OZONE AND WATER. A Practical Treatise

of their Utilisation and Value in Oil, Grease, Soap, Paint, Glue and
other Industries. By W. B. Cowell. Twelve Illustrations. Crown
8vo. 85 pp. Price 5s. ; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries,

6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Atmospheric Air ; Lifting of Liquids ; Suction Process ; Preparing Blown Oils: Preparing

Siccative Drying Oils—Compressed Air ; Whitewash—Liquid Air ; Retrocession—Purification
of Water; Water Hardness—Fleshings and Bones—Ozonised Air in the Bleaching and De-
odorising of Fats, Glues, etc. ; Bleaching Textile Fibres—Appendix: Air and Gases; Pressure

of Air at Various Temperatures ; Fuel; Table of Combustibles; Saving of Fuel by Heating
Feed Water; Table of Solubilities of Scale Making Minerals; British Thermal Units Tables ;

Volume of the Flow of Steam into the Atmosphere; Temperature of Steam—Index.

THE INDUSTRIAL USES OF WATER. COMPOSI-
TION — EFFECTS—TROUBLES— REMEDIES—RE-
SIDUARY WATERS—PURIFICATION—ANALYSIS.
By H. DE LA Coux. Royal 8vo. Translated from the French and
Revised by Arthur Morris. 364 pp. 135 Illustrations. Price 10s. 6d.

;

Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries, 12s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Chemical Action of Water in Nature and in Industrial Use—Composition of Waters-

Solubility of Certain Salts in Water Considered from the Industrial Point of View—Effects on
the Boiling of Water—Effects of Water in the Industries—Difficulties with Water—Feed
Water for Boilers—Water in Dyeworks, Print Works, and Bleach Works—Water in the

Textile Industries and in Conditioning—Water in Soap Works—Water in Laundries and
Washhouses—Water in Tanning—Water in Preparing Tannin and Dyewood Extracts—Water
in Papermaking—Water in Photography—Water in SuRar Refining—Water in Making Ices

and Beverages—Water in Cider Making—Water in Brewing—Water in Distilling—Preliminary

Treatment and Apparatus—Substances Used for Preliminary Chemical Purification—Com-
mercial Specialities and their Employment— Precipitation of Matters in Suspension in Water
—Apparatus for the Preliminary Chemical Purification of Water—Industrial Filters—Indus-

trial Sterilisation of Water— Residuary Waters and their Purification—Soil Filtration-

Purification by Chemical Processes—Analyses— Index.

{Sec Books on Smoke Prevention, Engineering and Metallurgy, p. 26, etc.)
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X Rays.
PRACTICAL X RAY WORK. By Frank T. Addyman,

B.Sc. (Lond.), F.I.C., Member of the Roentgen Society of London
;

Radiographer to St. George's Hospital ; Demonstrator of Physics and
Chemistry, and Teacher of Radiography in St. George's Hospital
Medical School. Demy 8vo. Twelve Plates from Photographs ofX Ray
Work. Fifty-two Illustrations. 200 pp. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and
Colonies, lis.; Other Countries, 12s.; strictly net.

Contents.
Historical—Work leading up to the Discovery of the X Rays—The Discovery

—

Appara=
tUS and its Management—Electrical Terms—Sources of Electricity—Induction Coils

—

Electrostatic Machines—Tubes—Air Pumps—Tube Holders and Stereoscopic Apparatus

—

Fluorescent Screens

—

Practical X Ray Work—Installations—Radioscopy—Radiography—
X Rays in Dentistry—X Rays in Chemistry—X Rays in War— Index.

List of Plates.
Frontispiece—Congenital Dislocation of Hip-Joint.—I., Needle in Finger.— II., Needle in

Foot.—III., Revolver Bullet in Calf and Leg.—IV., A Method of Localisation.—V., Stellate
Fracture of Patella showing shadow of "Strapping".—VI., Sarcoma.—VII., Six-weeks-old
Injury to Elbow showing new Growth of Bone.—VIII., Old Fracture of Tibia and Fibula
badly set.—IX., Heart Shadow.—X., Fractured Femur showing Grain of Splint.—XI., Bar-
ren's Method of Localisation.

India-Rubber and Gutta Percha.
INDIA-RUBBER AND GUTTA PERCHA. Translated

from the French of T. Seeligmann, G. Lamy Torvilhon and H.
Falconnet by John Geddes McIntosh. Royal 8vo.

[Out ofprint. Second Edition in preparation^

Contents.
India- Rubber—Botanical Origin—Climatology— Soil—Rational Culture and Acclimation

of the Different Species of India-Rubber Plants—Alethods of Obtaining the Latex—Methods
of Preparing Raw or Crude India-Rubber—Classification of the Commercial Species of
Raw Rubber—Physical and Chemical Properties of the Latex and of India-Rubber

—

Mechanical Transformation of Natural Caoutchouc into Washed or Normal Caoutchouc
(Purification) and Normal Rubber into Masticated Rubber—Softening, Cutting, Washing,
Drying—Preliminary Observations—Vulcanisation of Normal Rubber—Chemical and Physical
Properties of Vulcanised Rubber—General Considerations—Hardened Rubber or Ebonite

—

Considerations on Mineralisation and other Mixtures—Coloration and Dyeing—Analysis
of Natural or Normal Rubber and Vulcanised Rubber—Rubber Substitutes—Imitation Rubber.

Gutta Perciia—Botanical Origin—Climatology— Soil—Rational Culture—Methods of
Collection—Classification of the Different Species of Commercial Gutta Percha—Physical
and Chemical Properties—Mechanical Transformation—Methods of Analysing—Gutta Percha
Substitutes—Index.

Leather Trades.
PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE LEATHER IN-

DUSTRY. By A. M. Villon. Translated by Frank T.
Addyman, B.Sc. (Lond.), F.I.C, F.C.S. ; and Corrected by an Emi-
nent Member of the Trade. 500 pp., royal 8vo. 123 Illustrations.

Price 21s. ; India and Colonies, 22s. ; Other Countries, 23s. 6d. ; strictly

net.

Contents.
Preface—Translator's Preface—List of Illustrations.

Part I., Materials used in Tanning—Skins: Skin and its Structure; Skins used in

Tanning ; Various Skins and their Uses—Tannin and Tanning Substances : Tannin ; Barks
(Oak); Barks other than Oak; Tanning Woods ; Tannin-bearing Leaves; Excrescences;
Tan-bearing Fruits; Tan-bearing Roots and Bulbs; Tanning Juices; Tanning Substances
used in Various Countries; Tannin Extracts; Estimation of Tannin and Tannin Principles.

Part II., Tanning—The Installation of a Tannery: Tan Furnaces; Chimneys, Boilers,

etc.; Steam Engines—Grinding and Trituration of Tanning Substances: Cutting up Bark;
Grinding Bark; The Grinding of Tan Woods; Powdering Fruit, Galls and Grains; Notes oa
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the Grinding oF Bark— IVIanufacture of Sole Leather: Soaking; Sweating and Unhairing;
Plumping and Colouring; Handling; Tanning; Tanning Elephants' Hides; Drying;
Striking or Pinning—Manufacture of Dressing Leather: Soaking; Depilation; New Pro-
cesses for the Depilation of Skins; Tanning; Cow Hides; Horse Hides; Goat Skins ; Manu-
facture of Split Hides—On Various Methods of Tanning: Mechanical Methods; Physical
Methods; Chemical Methods; Tanning with Extracts—Quantity and Quality; Quantity;
Net Cost; Quality of Leather—Various Manipulations of Tanned Leather; Second Tanning;
Grease Stains; Bleaching Leather; Waterproofing Leather; Weighting Tanned Leather;
Preservation of Leather—Tanning Various Skins.

Part IIL, Currying — Waxed Calf: Preparation; Shaving; Stretching or Slicking;
Oiling the Grain; Oiling the Flesh Side; Whitening and Graining ; Waxing; Finishing; Dry
Finishing; Finishing in Colour; Cost — White Calf: Finishing in White—Cow Hide for
Upper Leathers: Black Cow Hide; White Cow Hide; Coloured Cow Hide—Smooth Cow
Hide—Black Leather—Miscellaneous Hides: Horse; Goat; Waxed Goat Skin; Matt Goat
Skin—Russia Leather: Russia Leather; Artificial Russia Leather.

Part IV., Enamelled, Hungary and Chamoy Leather, Morocco, Parchment, Furs
and Artificial Leather—Enamelled Leather: Varnish Manufacture; Application of the
Enamel; Enamelling in Colour—Hungary Leather: Preliminary; Wet Work or Prepara-
tion; Aluming; Dressing or Loft Work; Tallowing; Hungary Leather from Various Hides
—Tawing : Preparatory Operations ; Dressing ; Dyeing Tawed Skins ; Rugs—Chamoy Leather
—Morocco: Preliminary Operations, Morocco Tannmg- Mordants used in Morocco Manu-
facture; Natural Colours used in Morocco Dyeing; Artificial Colours ; Different Methods
of Dyeing; Dyeing with Natural Colours; Dyeing with Aniline Colours; Dyeing with
Metallic Salts; Leather Printing; Finishing Morocco ; Shagreen ; Bronzed Leather—Gilding
and Silvering: Gilding; Silvering; Nickel and Cobalt—Parchment—Furs and Furriery:
Preliminary Remarks; Indigenous Furs; Foreign Furs from Hot Countries; Foreign Furs
from Cold Countries; Furs from Birds' Skins; Preparation of Furs; Dressing; Colouring;
Preparation of Birds' Skins ; Preservation of Furs—Artificial Leather : Leather made from
Scraps; Compressed Leather; American Cloth; Papier M:iche ; Linoleum; Artificial Leather.

Part v., Leather Testing and the Theory of Tanning—Testing and Analysis of Leather :

Physical Testing of Tanned Leather; Chemical Analysis—The Theory of Tanning and the
other Operations of the Leather and Skin Industry : Theory of Soaking ; Theory of Un-
hairing; Theory of Swelling; Theory of Handling; Theory of Tanning; Theory of the
Action of Tannin on the Skin; Theory of Hungary Leather Making; Theory of Tawing;
Theory of Chamoy Leather Making ; Theory of Mineral Tanning.

Part VI., Uses of Leather—Machine Belts: Manufacture of Belting; Leather Chain
Belts; Various Belts, Use of Belts—Boot and Shoe-making: Boots and Shoes; Laces

—

Saddlery : Composition of a Saddle
; Construction of a Saddle—Harness : The Pack Saddle

;

Harness^Military Equipment—Glove Making—Carriage Building—Mechanical Uses.
Appendix, The World's Commerce in Leather—Europe; America; Asia; Africa;

Australasia—Index.

THE LEATHER WORKER'S MANUAL. Being a Com-
pendium of Practical Recipes and Working Formulae for Curriers,

Bootmakers, Leather Dressers, Blacking Manufacturers, Saddlers,
Fancy Leather Workers. By H. C. Standage. 165 pp. Price 7s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Blackings, Polishes, Glosses, Dressings, Renovators, etc., for Boot and Shoe Leather

—

Harness Blackings, Dressings, Greases, Compositions, Soaps, and Boot-top Powders and
Liquids, etc., etc.—Leather Grinders' Sundries—Currier's Seasonings, Blacking Compounds,
Dressings, Finishes, Glosses, etc.—Dyes and Stains for Leather— Miscellaneous Information
—Chrome Tannage—Index.

Books on Pottery, Bricks,

Tiles, Glass, etc.

THE MANUAL OF PRACTICAL POTTING. Compiled
by lixpcrts, and Edited by Chas. I". Binns. Revised Third Edition
and Enlarged. 200 pp. Price 17s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 18s. 6d.

;

Other Countries, 20s. ; strictly net.
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\ Contents.
j
Introduction. The Rise and Progress of the Potter's Art—Bodies. China and Porcelain

Bodies, Parian Bodies, Semi-porcelain and Vitreous Bodies, Mortar Bodies, Earthenwares
Granite and C.C. Bodies, Miscellaneous Bodies, Sagger and Crucible Clays, Coloured
Bodies, Jasper Bodies, Coloured Bodies for Mosaic Painting, Encaustic Tile Bodies, Body
Stains, Coloured Dips

—

Glazes. China Glazes, Ironstone Glazes, Earthenware Glazes,
Glazes without Lead, Miscellaneous Glazes, Coloured Glazes, Majolica Colours

—

Gold and
Gold Colours. Gold, Purple of Cassius, Marone and Ruby, Enamel Coloured Bases,
Enamel Colour Fluxes, Enamel Colours, Mixed Enamel Colours, Antique and Vellum
Enamel Colours, Underglaze Colours, Underglaze Colour Fluxes, Mixed Underglaze Colours,
Flow Powders, Oils and Varnishes

—

Means and Methods. Reclamation of Waste Gold,
The Use of Cobalt, Notes on Enamel Colours, Liquid or Bright Gold

—

Classification and
Analysis. Classification of Clay Ware, Lord Playfair's Analysis of Clays, The Markets of
the World, Time and Scale of Firing, Weights of Potter's Material, Decorated Goods
Count—Comparative Loss of Weight of Clays—Ground Felspar Calculations—The Conver-
sion of Slop Body Recipes into Dry Weight—The Cost of Prepared Earthenware Clay

—

Forms and Tables. Articles of Apprenticeship, Manufacturer's Guide to Stocktaking,
Table of Relative Values of Potter's Materials, Hourly Wages Table, Workman's Settling
Table, Comparative Guide for Earthenware and China Manufacturers in the use of Slop Flint
and Slop Stone, Foreign Terms applied to Earthenware and China Goods, Table for the
Conversion of Metrical Weights and Measures on the Continent and South America

—

Index.

CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY : Being some Aspects of Tech-
nical Science as Applied to Pottery Manufacture. Edited by Charles
F. BiNNS. 100 pp. Demy 8vo. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies,
13s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Preface—The Chemistry of Pottery — Analysis and Synthesis — Clays and their Com-

ponents — The Biscuit Oven — Pyrometry — Glazes and their Composition — Colours and
Colour-making—Index.

A TREATISE ON THE CERAMIC INDUSTRIES. A
Complete Manual for Pottery, Tile and Brick Works. By Emile
BouRRY. Translated from the French by Wiljon P. Rix, Examiner
in Pottery and Porcelain to the City and Guilds of London Technical
Institute, Pottery Instructor to the Hanley School Board. Royal
8vo. 760 pp. 323 Illustrations. Price 21s. ; India and Colonies, 22s.

;

Other Countries, 23s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Part I., General Pottery Methods. Definition and History. Definitions and Classifi-

cation of Ceramic Products—Historic Summary of the Ceramic Art—Raw Materials of
Bodies. Clays: Pure Clay and Natural Clays—Various Raw Materials: Analogous to Clay-

—

Agglomerative and Agglutinative—Opening—Fusible—Refractory—Trials of Raw Materials
—Plastic Bodies. Properties and Composition—Preparation of Raw Materials: Disaggrega-
tion—Purification—Preparation of Bodies : By Plastic Method—By Dry Method—By Liquid
Method—Formation. Processes of Formation : Throwing—Expression—Moulding by Hand,
on the Jolley, by Compression, by Slip Casting—Slapping—Slipping—Drying. Drying of
Bodies—Processes of Drying : By Evaporation—By Aeration—By Heating—By Ventilation
—By Absorption — Glazes. Composition and Properties—Raw Materials — Manufacture
and Application—Firing. Properties of the Bodies and Glazes during Firing—Description
of the Kilns—Working of the Kilns — Decoration. Colouring Materials — Processes of
Decoration.

Part II., Special Pottery Methods. Terra Cottas. Classification: Plain Ordinary,
Hollow, Ornamental, Vitrified, and Light Bricks—Ordinary and Black Tiles—Paving Tiles

—

Pipes—Architectural Terra Cottas—Vases, Statues and Decorative Objects—Common Pottery
—Pottery for Water and Filters—Tobacco Pipes—Lustre Ware—Properties and Tests for
Terra Cottas — Fireclay Goods. Classification : Argillaceous, Aluminous, Carboniferous,
Silicious and Basic Fireclay Goods—Fireclay Mortar (Pug)—Tests for Fireclay Goods

—

Faiences. Varnished Faiences—Enamelled Faiences—Silicious Faiences—Pipeclay Faiences
—Pebble Work—Feldspathic Faiences—Composition, Processes of Manufacture and General
Arrangements of Faience Potteries—Stoneware. Stoneware Properly So-called : Paving
Tiles—Pipes—Sanitary Ware—Stoneware for Food Purposes and Chemical Productions

—

Architectural Stoneware—Vases, Statues and other Decorative Objects—Fine Stoneware
—Porcelain. Hard Porcelain for Table Ware and Decoration, for the Fire, for Electrical
Conduits, for Mechanical Purposes ; Architectural Porcelain, and Dull or Biscuit Porcelain

—

Soft Phosphated or English Porcelain—Soft Vitreous Porcelain, French and New Sevres

—

Argillaceous Soft or Seger's Porcelain—Dull Soft or Parian Porcelain—Dull Feldspathic
Soft Porcelain

—

Index.
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ARCHITECTURAL POTTERY. Bricks, Tiles, Pipes, Ena-
melled Terra-cottas, Ordinary and Incrusted Quarries, Stoneware
Mosaics, Faiences and Architectural Stoneware. By Leon Lefevre.
With Five Plates. 950 Illustrations in the Text, and numerous estimates.
500 pp., royal 8vo. Translated from the French by K. H. Bird, M.A.,
and W. Moore Binns. Price 15s. ; India and Colonies, 16s. ; Other
Countries, 17s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Part I. Plain Undecorated Pottery.—Clays, Bricks, Tiles, Pipes, Chimney Flues,

Terra=cotta.
Part II. Made-up or Decorated Pottery.

THE ART OF RIVETING GLASS, CHINA AND
EARTHENWARE. By J. Howarth. Second Edition.
Paper Cover. Price Is. net; by post, home or abroad. Is. Id.

NOTES ON POTTERY CLAYS. Their Distribution, Pro-
perties, Uses and Analyses of Ball Clays, China Clays and China
Stone. By Jas. Fairie, F.G.S. 132 pp. Crown 8vo. Price 3s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, 4s. ; Other Countries, 4s. 6d. ; strictly net.

A Reissue of

THE HISTORY OF THE STAFFORDSHIRE POTTER-
IES ; AND THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF THE
MANUFACTURE OF POTTERY AND PORCELAIN.
With References to Genuine Specimens, and Notices of Eminent Pot-
ters. By Simeon Shaw. (Originally Published in 1829.) 265 pp.
Demy 8vo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries,
8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introductory Chapter showing the position of the Pottery Trade at the present time

(1899)

—

Preliminary Remarks—The Potteries, comprising Tunstall, Brownhills, Green-
field and New Field, Golden Hill, Latebrook, Green Lane, Burslem, Longport and Dale Hall,
Hot Lane and Cobridge, Hanley and Shelton, Etruria, Stoke, Penkhull, Fenton, Lane Delph,
Foley, Lane End

—

On the Origin of the Art, and its Practice among the early Nations

—

Manufacture of Pottery, prior to 1700—Tlie Introduction of Red Porcelain by Messrs.
Elers, of Bradwell, 1690

—

Progress of the Manufacture from 1700 to Mr. Wedgwood's
commencement in 1760

—

Introduction of Fluid Qlaze—Extension of the Manufacture of
Cream Colour—Mr. Wedgwood's Queen's Ware—Jasper, and Appointment of Potter to Her
Majesty—Black Printing

—

Introduction of Porcelain. Mr. W. Littler's Porcelain—Mr.
Cookworthy's Discovery of Kaolin and Petuntse, and Patent—Sold to Mr. Champion—re-

sold to the New Hall Com.—Extension of Term

—

Blue Printed Pottery. Mr. Turner, Mr.
Spode (1), Mr. Baddeley, Mr. Spode (2), Messrs. Turner, Mr. Wood, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Minton—
Great Change in Patterns of Blue Printed

—

Introduction of Lustre Pottery. Improve-
ments in Pottery and Porcelain subsequent to 1800.

A Reissue of

THE CHEMISTRY OF THE SEVERAL NATURAL
AND ARTIFICIAL HETEROGENEOUS COM-
POUNDS USED IN MANUFACTURING POR-
CELAIN, GLASS AND POTTERY. By Simeon Shaw.
(Originally published in 1837.) 750 pp. Royal 8vo. Price 14s.; India
and Colonics, 15s.; Other Countries, 16s. 6d.; strictly net.
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Contents.
PART I., ANALYSIS AND MATERIALS.—Introduction : Laboratory and Apparatus

ilements—Temperature—Acids and Alkalies—Tlie Earths— Metals.
PART II., SYNTHESIS AND COMPOUNDS.—Science of Mixing—Bodies : Porcelain

—Hard, Porcelain—Fritted Bodies, Porcelain—Raw Bodies, Porcelain—Soft, Fritted Bodies,
Raw Bodies, Stone Bodies, Ironstone, Dry Bodies, Chemical Utensils, Fritted Jasper, Fritted
Pearl, Fritted Drab, Raw Chemical Utensils, Raw Stone, Raw Jasper, Raw Pearl, Raw Mortar,
Raw Drab, Raw Brown, Raw Fawn, Raw Cane, Raw Red Porous, Raw Egyptian, Earthenware,
Queen's VVare, Cream Colour, Blue and Fancy Printed, Dipped and Mocha, Chalky, Rings,
Stilts, etc.—Q lazes : Porcelain—Hard Fritted Porcelain—Soft Fritted Porcelain — Soft
Raw, Cream Colour Porcelain, Blue Printed Porcelain, Fritted Glazes, Analysis of Fritt,

Analysis of Glaze, Coloured Glazes, Dips, Smears and Washes ; Glasses : Flint Glass,
Coloured Glasses, Artificial Garnet, Artificial Emerald, Artificial Amethyst, Artificial Sap-
phire, Artificial Opal, Plate Glass, Crown Glass, Broad Glass, Bottle Glass, Phosphoric Glass,
British Steel Glass, Glass-Staining and Painting, Engraving on Glass, Dr. Faraday's Experi-
ments

—

Colours : Colour Making, Fluxes or Solvents, Components of the Colours : Reds,
etc., from Gold, Carmine or Rose Colour, Purple, Reds, etc., from Iron, Blues, Yellows,
Greens, Blacks. White, Silver for Burnishing, Gold for Burnishing, Printer's Oil, Lustres.
TABLES OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES.

Glassware, Glass Staining and
Painting.

EECIPES FOR FLINT GLASS MAKING. By a British
Glass Master and Mixer. Sixty Recipes. Being Leaves from the
Mixing Book of several experts in the Flint Glass Trade, containing
up-to-date recipes and valuable information as to Crystal, Demi-crystal
and Coloured Glass in its many varieties. It contains the recipes for

cheap metal suited to pressing, blowing, etc., as well as the most costly

crystal and ruby. Crown 8vo. Price for United Kingdom, 10s. 6d.

;

Abroad, 15s.; United States, $4; strictly net.

Contents.
Ruby—Ruby from Copper—Flint tor using with the Ruby for Coating—A German Metal

—

Cornelian, or Alabaster—Sapphire Blue—Crysophis—Opal—Turquoise Blue—Gold Colour

—

Dark Green—Green (common)—Green for Malachite—Blue for Malachite—Black for Mela-
chite—Black—Common Canary Batch—Canary—White Opaque Glass—Sealing-wax Red

—

Flint—Flint Glass (Crystal and Demi)—Achromatic Glass—Paste Glass—White Enamel

—

Firestone— Dead White (for moons)—White Agate—Canary—Canary Enamel—Index.

A TREATISE ON THE ART OF GLASS PAINTING.
Prefaced with a Review of Ancient Glass. By Ernest R. Suffling.
With One Coloured Plate and Thirty-seven Illustrations. Demy 8vo.

140 pp. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries,
8s. 6d. net.

Contents.
A Short History of Stained Glass—Designing Scale Drawings—Cartoons and the Cut Line

—Various Kinds of Glass Cutting for Windows—The Colours and Brushes used in Glass
Painting—Painting on Glass, Dispersed Patterns—Diapered Patterns—Aciding—Firing

—

Fret Lead Glazing—Index.

PAINTING ON GLASS AND PORCELAIN AND
ENAMEL PAINTING. A Complete Introduction to the
Preparation of all the Colours and Fluxes used for Painting on Porce-
lain, Enamel, Faience and Stoneware, the Coloured Pastes and Col-

oured Glasses, together with a Minute Description of the Firing of

Colours and Enamels. By Felix Hermann, Technical Chemist. With
Eighteen Illustrations. 300 pp. Translated from the German second
and enlarged Edition. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis.; Other
Countries, 12s. ; strictly net.
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Contents.
History of Glass Painting—The Articles to be Painted : Glass, Porcelain, Enamel, Stone-

ware, Faience—Pigments: Rletallic Pigments: Antimony Oxide, Naples Yellow, Barium
Chromate, Lead Chromate, Silver Chloride, Chromic Qxide—Fluxes : Fluxes, Felspar,

Quartz, Purifying Quartz, Sedimentation, Quenching, Borax, Boracic Acid, Potassium and
Sodium Carbonates, Rocaille Flux— Preparation of the Colours for Glass Painting — The
Colour Pastes—The Coloured Glasses—Composition of the Porcelain Colours—The Enamel
Colours: Enamels for Artistic Work—Metallic Ornamentation: Porcelain Gilding, Glass
Gilding—Firing the Colours : Remarks on Firing : Firing Colours on Glass, Firing Colours on
Porcelain; The Muffie—Accidents occasionally Supervening during the Process of Firing

—

Remarks on the Different Methods of Painting on Glass, Porcelain, etc.—Appendix: Cleaning:

Old Glass Paintings.

Paper Staining.
THE DYEING OF PAPER PULP. A Practical Treatise for"

the use of Papermakers, Paperstainers, Students and others. By
Julius Erfurt, Manager of a Paper Mill. Translated into English
and Edited with Additions by Julius Hubner, F.C.S., Lecturer on
Papermaking at the Manchester Municipal Technical School. With
Illustrations and 157 patterns Of paper dyed in the pulp. Royal
Svo, 180 pp. Price 15s. ; India and Colonies, 16s. ; Other Countries,

20s. ; strictly net. Limited edition.

Contents.
Behaviour of the Paper Fibres during the Process of Dyeing, Theory of the

Mordant—Colour Fixing Mediums (Mordants)—Influence of the Quality of the Water
Used—Inorganic Colours—Organic Colours—Practical Application of the Coal Tar
Colours according to their Properties and their Behaviour towards the Different
Paper Fibres—Dyed Patterns on Various Pulp Mixtures—Dyeing to Shade—Index.

Enamelling on Metal.
ENAMELS AND ENAMELLING. For Enamel Makers^

Workers in Gold and Silver, and Manufacturers of Objects of Art.

By Paul Randau. Translated from the German. With Sixteen Illus-

trations. Demy Svo. 180 pp. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies,

lis. ; Other Countries, 12s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Composition and Properties of Glass—Raw Materials for the Manufacture of Enamels

—

Substances Added to Produce Opacity—Fluxes—Pigments—Decolorising Agents—Testing
the Raw Materials with the Blow-pipe Flame—Subsidiary Materials— Preparing the

Materials for Enamel Making—Mixing the Materials—The Preparation of Technical Enamels,
The Enamel Mass—Appliances for Smelting the Enamel Mass—Smelting the Charge

—

Composition of Enamel Masses—Composition of Masses for Ground Enamels—Composition
of Cover Enamels—Preparing the Articles for Enamelling—Applying the Enamel—Firing

the Ground Enamel—Applying and Firing the Cover Enamel or Glaze—Repairing Defects,

in Enamelled Ware—Enamelling Articles of Sheet Metal—Decorating Enamelled Ware

—

Specialities in Enamelling—Dial-plate Enamelling—Enamels for Artistic Purposes, Recipes
for Enamels of Various Colours—Index.

THE ART OF ENAMELLING ON METAL. By W.
Norman Brown. Twenty-eight Illustrations. Crown Svo. 60 pp.
Price 2s. 6d. ; Abroad, 3s. ; strictly net.

Silk Manufacture.
SILK THROWING AND WASTE SILK SPINNING.

B,y HoLLiNS Rayner. Demy Svo. 170 pp. 117 Illus. Price 5s.;

Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s.; strictly net.

Contents.
The Silkworm—Cocoon Reeling and Qualities of Silk—Silk Throwing— Silk Wastes—The

Preparation of Silk Waste for Dugumm'ing SilU Waste Degumming, Schapping and Dis-

charging—The Opening and Dressing of Wastes—Silk Waste "Drawing" or " Preparmg "

Machinery— Long Spinning—Short Spinning—Spinning and Finishing Processes— Utilisation

of Waste Products- Noil Spinning—Exhaust Noil Spinning.
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Books on Textile and Dyeing
Subjects.

THE CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY OF TEXTILE
FIBRES: Their Origin, Structure, Preparation, Washing,
Bleaching, Dyeing, Printing and Dressing. By Dr. Georg von
Georgievics. Translated from the German by Charles Salter.
320 pp. Forty-seven Illustrations. Royal 8vo. Price 10s. 6d. ; India

and Colonies, lis.; Other Countries, 12s. net.

Contents.
The Textile Fibres—Washing, Bleaching, Carbonising—Mordants ;and Mor=

danting—Dyeing—Printing—Dressing and Finishing.

POWER-LOOM WEAVING AND YARN NUMBERING,
According to Various Systems, with Conversion Tables. Translated
from the German of Anthon Gruner. With Twenty-Six Diagrams
in Colours. 150 pp. Crown 8vo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies,

8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Power =Loom Weaving in General. Various Systems of Looms

—

Mounting and
Starting the Power=Loom. English Looms—Tappet or Treadle Looms—Dobbies

—

General Remarks on the Numbering, Reeling and Packing of Yarn—Appendix— Useful
Hints. Calculating Warps—Weft Calculations—Calculations of Cost Price in Hanks.

TEXTILE RAW MATERIALS AND THEIR CON-
VERSION INTO YARNS. (The Study of the Raw
Materials and the Technology of the Spinning Process.) By Junus
ZiPSER. Translated from German by Charles Salter. 302 Illus-

trations. 500 pp. Demy 8vo. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies,

lis.; Other Countries, 12s.; strictly net.

Contents.
PART 1.—The Raw Materials Used in the Textile Industry.

Mineral Raw Materials. Vegetable Raw Materials. Animal Raw Materials.

PART 11.—The Technology of Spinning or the Conversion of Textile Raw
Materials into Yarn.

Spinning Vegetable Raw Materials. Cotton Spinning—Installation of a Cotton
Mill—Spinning Waste Cotton and Waste Cotton Yarns—Flax Spinning—Fine Spinning—Tow
Spinning—Hemp Spinning—Spinning Hemp Tow String—Jute Spinning—Spinning Jute Line
Yarn— Utilising Jute Waste.

PART 111.—Spinning Animal Raw Materials.
Spinning Carded Woollen Yarn—Finishing Yarn—Worsted Spinning—Finishing Worsted

Yarn—Artificial Wool or Shoddy Spinning—Shoddy and Mungo Manufacture—Spinning
Shoddy and other Wool Substitutes—Spinning Waste Silk—Chappe Silk—Fine Spinning

—

Index.

THE GRAMMAR OF TEXTILE DESIGNING. By H.
NiSBET. With many Illustrations. [In the press.

Contents.
Introduction—The Plain or Calico Weave and its Modifications—Twill and Kindred

Weaves—Diamond and Kindred Weaves—Bedford Cords—Backed Fabrics—Fustians—Terry
Pile Fabrics—Gauze and Leno Fabrics—Tissue, Lappet and Swivel Figuring—Ondule and
Lapped Effects.

HOME LACE-MAKING. A Handbook for Teachers and
Pupils. By M. E. W. Milroy. Illustrated with Diagrams. [In the press.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF HAT MANUFACTURING. Lec-
tures delivered before the Hat Manufacturers' Association. Revised

and Edited by Albert Shonk. With 16 Illustrations. [In the press.

Contents.
Textile Fibres—Wool, Hair, etc.—Water, Chemistry of, and Impurities in—Tests of Purity

—Acids and Alkalies—Boric Acid, Borax, Soap— Shellac, Wood Spirit—Stiffening and Proofing

—Mordants: their Nature and Use—Dyestuffs and Colours—Dyeing of Wool and Fur

—

Optical Properties of Colours.

THE TECHNICAL TESTING OF YARNS AND TEX-
TILE FABRICS. With Reference to Official Specifica-

tions. Translated from the German of Dr. J. Herzfeld. Second
Edition. Sixty-nine Illustrations. 200 pp. Demy 8vo. Price 10s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries, 12s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Yarn Testing. Determining the Yarn Number—Testing the Length of Yarns-

Examination of the External Appearance of Yarn—Determining the Twist of Yarn
and Twist— Determination of Tensile Strength and Elasticity— Estimating the
Percentage of Fat in Yarn—Determination of Moisture (Conditioning)

—

Appendix.

DECORATIVE AND FANCY TEXTILE FABRICS.
By R. T. Lord. Manufacturers and Designers of Carpets, Damask,
Dress and all Textile Fabrics. 200 pp. Demy Svo. 132 Designs and
Illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries,

8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
A Few Hints on Designing Ornamental Textile Fabrics—A Few Hints on Designing Orna-

mental Textile Fabrics (continued)—A Few Hints on Designmg Ornamental Textile Fabrics

(continued)—A Few Hints on Designing Ornamental Textile Fabrics (continued)—Hints for

Ruled-paper Draughtsmen—The Jacquard Machine—Brussels and Wilton Carpets—Tapestry

Carpets—Ingrain Carpets—Axminster Carpets—Damask and Tapestry Fabrics—Scarf Silks

and Ribbons—Silk Handkerchiefs—Dress Fabrics—Mantle Cloths—Figured Plush—Bed Quilts

—Calico Printing.

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF DAMASK WEAVING.
By H. KiNZER and K. Walter. Royal Svo. Eighteen Folding Plates.

Six Illustrations. Translated from the German. 110 pp. Price 8s. 6d.

;

Colonies, 9s. ; Other Countries, 9s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
The Various Sorts of Damask Fabrics—Drill (Ticking, Handloom-made)—Whole

Damask for Tablecloths—Damask with Ground- and Connecting-warp Threads—Furniture
Damask—Lampas or Hangings—Church Damasks—The Manufacture of Whole Damask
—Damask Arrangement wiih and without Cross-Shedding— The Altered Cone-arrangement—
The Principle of the Corner Lifting Cord—The Roller Principle—The Combination of the

Jacquard with the so-called Damask Machine—The Special Damask Machine—The Combma-
tion of Two Tyings.

FAULTS IN THE MANUFACTURE OF WOOLLEN
GOODS AND THEIR PREVENTION. By Nicolas
Reiser. Translated from the Second German Edition. Crown Svo.

Sixty-three Illustrations. 170 pp. Price 5s. ; Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Improperly Chosen Raw Material or Improper Mixtures—Wrong Treatment of the

Material in Washing, Carbonisation, Drying, Dyeing and Spinning—Improper Spacing of the

Goods in the Loom—Wrong Placing of Colours—Wrong Weight or Width of the Goods
—Breaking of Warp and Weft Threads—Presence of Doubles, Singles, Thick, Loose,

and too Hard Twisted Threads as well as Tangles, Thick Knots and the Like—Errors in

Cross-weaving— Inequalities, i.e., Bands and Stripes—Dirty Borders—Defective Selvedges-
Holes and Buttons—Rubbed Places—Creases—Spots—Loose and Bad Colours—Badly Dyed
Selvedges—Hard Goods— Brittle Goods— Uneven Goods— Removal of Bands, Stripes

Creases and Spots.
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SPINNING AND WEAVING CALCULATIONS, especially
relating to Woollens. From the German of N. Reiser. Thirty-four
Illustrations. Tables. 160 pp. Demy 8vo. 1904. Price 10s. 6d. ;

India and Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries, 12s.; strictly net.

Contents.
Calculating the Raw Material—Proportion of Different Grades of Wool to Furnish a

Mixture ^t a Given Price—Quantity to Produce a Given Length—Yarn Calculations—Yarn
Number—Working Calculations—Calculating the Reed Count—Cost of Weaving, etc.

WATERPROOFING OF FABRICS. By Dr. S. Mierzinskk
Crown Svo. 104 pp. 29 lUus. Price 5s. ; Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introduction— Preliminary Treatment of the Fabric— Waterproofing with Acetate of

Alumina—Impregnation of the Fabric—Drying—Waterproofing with Paraffin—Waterproofing,
with Ammonium Cuprate— Waterproofing with Metallic Oxides— Coloured Waterproof
Fabrics—Waterproofing with Gelatine, Tannin, Caseinate of Lime and other Bodies—Manu-
facture of Tarpaulin— British Waterproofing Patents-—Index.

HOW TO MAKE A WOOLLEN MILL PAY. By John
Mackie. Crown Svo. 76 pp. 1904. Price 3s. 6d. ; Colonies, 4s. ;.

Other Countries, 4s. 6d. ; net.

Contents.
Blends, Piles, or Mixtures of Clean Scoured Wools—Dyed Wool Book—The Order Book

—Pattern Duplicate Books—Management and Oversight—Constant Inspection of Mill De-
partments—Importance of Delivering Goods to Time, Shade, Strength, etc.—Plums.

(For ^'Textile Soaps" sec p. 7.)

Dyeing, Colour Printing,

Matching and Dye^-stuffs.
THE COLOUR PRINTING OF CARPET YARNS. Manual

for Colour Chemists and Textile Printers. By David Paterson,
F.C.S. Seventeen Illustrations. 136 pp. Demy Svo. Price 7s. 6d. ;

India and Colonies, Ss. ; Other Countries, Ss. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Structure and Constitution of Wool Fibre—Yarn Scouring—Scouring Materials—Water for

Scouring—Bleaching Carpet Yarns—Colour Making for Yarn Printing—Colour Printing
Pastes—Colour Recipes for Yarn Printing—Science of Colour Mixing—Matching of Colours—" Hank " Printing—Printing Tapestry Carpet Yarns—Yarn Printing—Steaming Printed
Yarns—Washing of Steamed Yarns—Aniline Colours Suitable for Yarn Printing—Glossary of
Dyes and Dye-wares used in Wood Yarn Printing—Appendix.

THE SCIENCE OF COLOUR MIXING. A Manual in-

tended for the use of Dyers, Calico Printers and Colour Chemists. By
David Paterson, F.C.S. Forty-one Illustrations, Five Coloured Plates,,

and Four Plates showing: Eleven Dyed Specimens of Fabrics. 132

pp. Demy Svo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other
Countries, Ss. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Colour a Sensation ; Colours of Illummated Bodies ; Colours of Opaque and Transparent

Bodies ; Surface Colour—Analysis of Light ; Spectrum ; Homogeneous Colours ; Ready
Method of Obtaining a Spectrum—Examination of Solar Spectrum ; The Spectroscope and
Its Construction ; Colourists' Use of the Spectroscope—Colour by Absorption ; Solutions and
Dyed Fabrics ; Dichroic Coloured Fabrics in Gaslight—Colour Primaries of the Scientist
versus the Dyer and Artist; Colour Mixing by Rotation and Lye Dyeing; Hue, Purity,,

Brightness ; Tints ; Shades, Scales, Tones, Sad and Sombre Colours—Colour Mixing ; Pure
and Impure Greens, Orange and Violets; Large Variety of Shades from few Colours; Con-
sideration of the Practical Primaries ; Red, Yellow and Blue—Secondary Colours ; Nomen-
clature of Violet and Purple Group ; Tints and Shades of Violet; Changes in Artificial Light
—Tertiary Shades ; Broken Hues; Absorption Spectra of Tertiary Shades—Appendix : Four
Plates with Dyed Specimens Illustrating Text—Indfex.
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DYERS' MATERIALS : An Introduction to the Examination,
Evaluation and Application of the most important Substances used in

Dyeing, Printing, Bleaching and Finishing. By Paul Heerman, Ph.D.
Translated from the German by. A C. Wright, M.A. (Oxon.), B.Sc.
(Lond.). Twenty-four Illustrations. Crown Svo. 150 pp. Price 5s. ;

India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

COLOUR MATCHING ON TEXTILES. A Manual in-

tended for the use of Students of Colour Chemistry, Dyeing and
Textile Printing. By David Paterson, F.C.S. Coloured Frontis-
piece. Twenty-nine Illustrations and Fourteen Specimens Of Dyed
Fabrics. Demy Svo. 132 pp. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s.

;

Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Colour Vision and Structure of the Eye—Perception of Colour—Pri.-nary and Comple-

mentary Colour Sensations—Daylight for Colour Matching—Selection of a Good Pure Light
—Diffused Daylight, Direct Sunlight, Blue Skylight, Variability of Daylight, etc., etc.—
Matching of Hues—Purity and Luminosity of Colours—Matching Bright Hues—Aid of Tinted
Films—Matching Difficulties Arising from Contrast—Examination of Colours by Reflected
and Transmitted Lights—Effect of Lustre and 'I ransparency of Fibres in Colour Matching
—Matching of Colours on Velvet Pile—Optical Properties of Dye-stuffs Dichroism. Fluor-
escence—Use of Tinted Mediums—Orange Film—Defects of the Eye—Yellowing of the Lens
—Colour Blindness, etc.—Matching of Dyed Silk Trimmings and Linings and Bindings—Its

Difficulties—Behaviour of Shades in Artificial Light—Colour Matching of Old Fabrics, etc.

—

Examination of Dyed Colours under the Artificial Lights—Electric Arc, Magnesium and Dufton,
Gardner Lights, Welsbach, Acetylene, etc.—Testing Qualities of an Illuminant—Influence
of the Absorption Spectrum in Changes of Hue under the Artificial Lights—Study of the
Causes of Abnormal Modifications of Hue, etc.

COLOUR: A HANDBOOK OP THE THEORY OP
COLOUR. By George H. Hurst, F.C.S. With Ten
Coloured Plates and Seventy-two Illustrations. 160 pp. Demy Svo.
Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, Ss. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Colour and Its Production—Cause of Colour in Coloured Bodies—Colour Pheno=

mena and Theories—The Physiology of Light—Contrast—Colour in Decoration and
Design—Measurement of Colour.

Reissue of

THE ART OP DYEING WOOL, SILK AND COTTON.
Translated from the French of M. Hellot, M. Macquer and M. LE
PiLEUR D'Apligny. First Pubhshed in English in 17S9. Six Plates.
Demy Svo. 446 pp. Price 5s. ; India and Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other
Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Part I., The Art of Dyeing Wool and Woollen Cloth, Stuffs, Yarn, Worsted, etc.

Part II., The Art of Dyeing Silk. Part III., The Art of Dyeing Cotton and Linen
Thread, together with the Method of Stamping Silks, Cottons, etc.

THE CHEMISTRY OP DYE-STUPPS. By Dr. Georg Von
Georgievics. Translated from the Second German Edition. 412 pp.
Demy Svo. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis. ; Other Countries,
12s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introduction—Coal Tar—Intermediate Products in the Manufacture of Dye-stuffs—The

Artificial Dye-stuffs (Coal-tar Dyes)—Nitroso Dye-stuffs—Nitro Dye-stuffs—Azo Dye-stuffs-
Substantive Cotton Dye-stuffs— Azoxystilbene Dye-stuffs— Hydrazones— Ketoneimides—
Triphenylmethane Dye-stuffs— Rosolic Acid Dye-stuffs—Xanthene Dye-stuffs—Xanthone Dye-
stuffs— Flavones—OxyUetone Dye-stuffs—Quinoline and Acridine Dye-stuffs—Quinonimide
or Diphenylamine Dye-stuffs—The Azine (Jroup: Eurhodines, Safranines and Indulines—
Eurhodines— Safranines — Quinoxalincs— Indigo— Dye-stuffs of Unknown Constitution —
Sulphur or Sulphine Dye-stuffs-Development of the Artificial Dye-stuff Industry—The
Natural Dye-stuffs—Mineral Colours—Index.
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THE DYEING OP COTTON FABRICS: A Practical
Handbook for the Dyer and Student. By Franklin Beech, Practical
Colourist and Chemist. 272 pp. Forty-four Illustrations of Bleaching
and Dyeing Machinery. Demy 8vo. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies,
8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Structure and Chemistry of the Cotton Fibre—Scouring and Bleaching of Cotton—Dyeing

Machinery and Dyeing Manipulations— Principles and Practice of Cotton Dyeing—Direct
Dyeing; Direct Dyeing followed by Fixation with Metallic Salts; Direct Dyeing followed by
Fixation with Developers; Direct Dyeing followed by Fixation with Couplers; Dyeing on
Tannic Mordant ; Dyeing on Metallic Mordant ; Production of Colour Direct upon Cotton
Fibres; Dyeing Cotton by Impregnation with Dye-stuff Solution—Dyeing Union (Mixed Cotton
and Wool) Fabrics—Dyeing Half Silk (Cotton-Silk, Satin) Fabrics—Operations following
Dyeing—Washing, Soaping, Drying—Testing of the Colour of Dyed Fabrics—Experimental
Dyeing and Comparative Dye Testing—Index.

The book contains numerous recipes for the production on Cotton Fabrics of all kinds of a
great range of colours.

THE DYEING OF WOOLLEN FABRICS. By Franklin
Beech, Practical Colourist and Chemist. Thirty-three Illustrations.

Demy 8vo. 228 pp. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other
Countries, 8s. 6d. net.

Contents.
The Wool Fibre—Structure, Composition and Properties—Processes Preparatory to Dyeing

—Scouring and Bleaching of Wool—Dyeing Machinery and Dyeing Manipulations—Loose
Wool Dyeing, Yarn Dyeing and Piece Dyeing Machinery—The Principles and Practice of

Wool Dyeing—Properties of Wool Dyeing—Methods of Wool Dyeing—Groups of Dyes

—

Dyeing with the Direct Dyes—Dyeing with Basic Dyes—Dyeing with Acid Dyes—^Dyeing
with Mordant Dyes—Level Dyeing—Blacks on Wool—Reds on Wool—Mordanting of Wool

—

Orange Shades on Wool—Yellow Shades on Wool—Green Shades on Wool—Blue Shades on
Wool—Violet Shades on Wool—Brown Shades on Wool—Mode Colours on Wool—Dyeing
Union (Mixed Cotton Wool) Fabrics—Dyeing of Gloria—Operations following Dyeing

—

Washing, Soaping, Drying—Experimental Dyeing and Comparative Dye Testing—Testing of

the Colour of Dyed Fabrics—Index.

Bleaching and Washing.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE BLEACHING OF

LINEN AND COTTON YARN AND FABRICS. By
L. Tailfer, Chemical and Mechanical Engineer. Translated from the

French by John Geddes McIntosh. Demy 8vo. 303 pp. Twenty
Illusts. Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 13s. 6d. ; Other Countries,

15s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
General Considerations on Bleaching—Steeping—Washing: Its End and Importance

—

Roller Washing Machines—Wash Wheel (Dash Wheel)—Stocks or Wash Mill—Squeezing—
Lye Boiling—Lye Boiling with Milk of Lime—Lye Boiling with Soda Lyes—Description of

Lye Boiling Keirs—Operations of Lye Boiling—Concentration of Lyes—Mather and Piatt's

Keir—Description of the Keir—Saturation of the Fabrics—Alkali used in Lye Boiling

—

Examples of Processes—Soap—Action of Soap in Bleaching—Quality and Quantity of Soaps
to use in the Lye—Soap Lyes or Scalds—Soap Scouring Stocks—Bleaching on Grass or on
the Bleaching Green or Lawn—Chemicking—Remarks on Chlorides and their Decolour-
ising Action—Chemicking Cisterns—Chemicking—Strengths, etc.—Sours—Properties of the

Acids—Effects Produced by Acids—Souring Cisterns—Drying—Drying by Steam—Drying
by Hot Air—Drying by Air—Damages to Fabrics in Bleaching—Yarn Mildew—Fermentation
—Iron Rust Spots—Spots from Contact with Wood—Spots incurred on the Bleaching Green
—Damages arising from the Machines— Examples of Methods used in Bleaching—Linen

—

Cotton—The Valuation of Caustic and Carbonated Alkali (Soda) and General Information
Regarding these Bodies—Object of Alkalimetry—Titration of Carbonate of Soda—Com-
parative Table of Different Degrees of Alkalimetrical Strength—Five Problems relative to

Carbonate of Soda—Caustic Soda, its Properties and Uses—Mixtures of Carbonated and
Caustic Alkali—Note on a Process of Manufacturing Caustic Soda and Mixtures of Caustic
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and Carbonated Alkali (Soda)^Chlorometry—Titration—Wagner s Chlorometric Method

—

Preparation of Standard Solutions—Apparatus for Chlorine Valuation—Alkali in Excess in

Decolourising Chlorides— Chlorine and Decolourising Chlorides— Synopsis—Chlorine

—

Chloride of Lime—Hypochlorite of Soda—Brochoki's Chlorozone—Various Decolourising
Hypochlorites—Comparison of Chloride of Lime and Hypochlorite of Soda—Water

—

Qualities of Water—Hardness—Dervaux's Purifier—Testing the Purified Water—Different
Plant for Purification—Filters—Bleaching of Yarn—Weight of Yarn—Lye Boiling

—

Chemicking—Washing—Bleaching of Cotton Yarn—The Installation of a Bleach Works

—

Water Supply— Steam Boilers— Steam Distribution Pipes—Engines—Keirs—Washing

—

Machines—Stocks—Wash Wheels—Chemicking and Souring Cisterns—Various— Buildings

—

Addenda—Energy of Decolourising Chlorides and Bleaching by Electricity and Ozone

—

Energy of Decolourising Chlorides—Chlorides—Production of Chlorine and Hypochlorites
by Electrolysis—Lunge's Process for increasing the intensity of the Bleaching Power of
Chloride of Lime—Trilfer's Process for Removing the Excess of Lime or Soda from De-
colourising Chlorides—Bleaching by Ozone.

Cotton Spinning and Combing.

COTTON SPINNING (First Year). By Thomas Thornlev,
Spinning Master, Bolton Technical School. 160 pp. Eighty-four Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo. Second Impression. Price 3s. ; Abroad, 3s. 6d.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Syllabus and Examination Papers of the City and Guilds of London Institute—Cultiva-

tion, Classification, Ginning, Baling and Mixing of the Raw Cotton—Bale-Breakers, Mixing
Lattices and Hopper Feeders—Opening and Scutching—Carding—Indexes.

COTTON SPINNING (Intermediate, or Second Year). By
Thomas Thornlev. 180 pp. Seventy Illustrations. Crown Svo.

Price 5s. ; India and British Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Syllabuses and Examination Papers of the City and Guilds of London Institute—The

Combing Process—The Drawing Frame—Bobbin and Fly Frames—Mule Spinning—Ring
Spinning—General Indexes.

COTTON SPINNING (Honours, or Third Year). By Thomas
Thornley. 216 pp. Seventy-four Illustrations. Crown Svo. Price 5s.

;

India and British Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries, 6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Syllabuses and Examination Papers of the City and Guilds of London Institute—Cotton

—

The Practical Manipulation of Cotton Spinning Machinery—Doubling and Winding— Reeling
—Warping—Production and Costs—Main Driving—Arrangement of Machinery and Mill
Planning—Waste and Waste Spinning—Indexes.

COTTON COMBING MACHINES. By Thos. Thornley,
Spinning Master, Technical School, Bolton. Demy Svo. 117 Illustra-

tions. 300 pp. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries,

8s. 6d. net.

Contents.
The Sliver Lap Machine and the Ribbon Cap Machine—General Description of the Heilmann

Comber—The Cam Shaft—On the Detaching and Attaching Mechanism of the Comber

—

Resetting of Combers—The Erection of a Heilmann Comber—Stop Motions : Various Calcu-
lations—Various Notes and Discussions— Cotton Combing Machines of Continental Make

—

ndex.
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Collieries and Mines.
RECOVERY WORK AFTER PIT FIRES. By Robert

Lamprecht, Mining Engineer and Manager. Translated from the
German. Illustrated by Six large Plates, containing Seventy-six
Illustrations. 175 pp., demy 8vo. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies,
lis. ; Other Countries, 12s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Causes of Pit Fires—Preventive Regulations : (1) The Outbreak and Rapid Extension

of a Shaft Fire can be most reliably prevented by Employing little or no Combustible Material
in the Construction of the Shaft : (2) Precautions for Rapidly Localising an Outbreak of Fire in
the Shaft; (3) Precautions to be Adopted in case those under 1 and 2 Fail or Prove Inefficient.
Precautions against Spontaneous Ignition of Coal. Precautions for Preventing Explosions of
Fire-damp ana Coal Dust. Employment of Electricity in Mining, particularly in Fiery Pits.
Experiments on the Ignition of Fire-damp Mixtures and Clouds of Coal Dust by Electricity

—

Indications of an Existing; or Incipient Fire—Appliances for Working in Irrespirabie
Gases : Respiratory Apparatus ; Apparatus with Air Supply Pipes ; Reservoir Apparatus

;

Oxygen Apparatus—Extinguishing Pit Fires : (a) Chemical Means ; (6) Extinction with
Water. Dragging down the Burning Masses and Packing with Clay; (c) Insulating the Seat
of the Fire by Dams. Dam Building. Analyses of Fire Gases. Isolating the Seat of a Fire
with Dams; Working in Irrespirabie Gases ("Gas-diving"): Air-Lock Work. Complete
Isolation of the Pit. Flooding a Burnmg Section isolated by means of Dams. Wooden
Dams: Masonry Dams. Examples of Cylindrical and Dome-shaped Dams. Dam Doors;
Flooding the Whole Pit—Rescue Stations : {a} Stations above Ground

; (b) Underground
Rescue Stations—Spontaneous Ignition of Coal in Bulk—Index.

VENTILATION IN MINES. By Robert Wabner, Mining
Engineer. Translated from the German. Royal 8vo. Thirty Plates
and Twenty-two Illustrations. 240 pp. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and
Colonies, lis.; Other Countries, 12s.; strictly net.

Contents.
The Causes of the Contamination of Pit Air—The Means of Preventing the

Dangers resulting from the Contamination of Pit Air—Calculating the Volume
of Ventilating Current necessary to free Pit Air from Contamination—Determination
of the Resistance Opposed to the Passage of Air through the Pit—Laws of Re=
sistance and Formula therefor—Fluctuations in the Temperament or Specific Re=
sistance of a Pit—Means for Providing a Ventilating Current in the Pit—Mechani=
cal Ventilation—Ventilators and Fans—Determining the Theoretical, Initial, and
True (Effective) Depression of the Centrifugal Fan—New Types of Centrifugal Fan
of Small Diameter and High Working Speed—Utilising the Ventilating Current to
the utmost Advantage and distributing the same through the Workings—Artifici=
ally retarding the Ventilating Current—Ventilating Preliminary Workings—Blind
Headings—Separate Ventilation—Supervision of Ventilation—Index.

HAULAGE AND WINDING APPLIANCES USED IN
MINES. By Carl Volk. Translated from the German.
Royal 8vo. With Six Plates and 148 Illustrations. 150 pp. Price
8s. 6d. ; Colonies, 9s.; Other Countries, 9s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Haulage Appliances—Ropes—Haulage Tubs and Tracks—Cages and Winding Appliances

—

Winding Engines for Vertical Shafts—Winding without Ropes—Haulage in Levels and
Inclines—The Working of Underground Engines—Machinery for Downhill Haulage.

Dental Metallurgy.
DENTAL METALLURGY : MANUAL FOR STUDENTS
AND DENTISTS. By A. B. Griffiths, Ph.D. Demy
8vo. Thirty-six Illustrations. 200 pp. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and
Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Introduction—Physical Properties of the Metals—Action of Certain Agents on Metals

—

Alloys—Action of Oral Bacteria on Alloys—Theory and Varieties of Blowpipes—Fluxes

—

Furnaces and Appliances—Heat and Temperature—Gold-—Mercury—Silver—-Iron—Copper

—

Zinc—Magnesium—Cadmium—Tin—Lead— Aluminium—Antimony— Bismuth — Palladium

—

Platinum—Iridium—Nickel—Practical Work—Weights and Measures.
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Engineering, Smoke Prevention
and Metallurgy.

THE PREVENTION OF SMOKE. Combined with the
Economical Combustion of Fuel. By W. C. Popplewell, M.Sc,
A.M.Inst., CE., Consulting Engineer. Forty-si.K Illustrations. 190pp.
Demy 8vo. Price 7s. 6d. : India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries,
Ss. 6d. , strictly net.

Contents.
Fuel and Combustion— Hand Firing in Boiler Furnaces—Stoking by Mechanical Means

—

Powdered Fuel—Gaseous Fuel—Efficiency and Smoke Tests of Boilers—Some Standard
Smoke Trials—The Legal Aspect of the Smoke Question—The Best Means to be adopted for
the Prevention of Smoke—Index.

GAS AND COAL DUST FIRING. A Critical Review of
the Various Appliances Patented in Germany for this purpose since
1885. By Albert Putsch. 130 pp. Demy 8vo. Translated from the
German. With 103 Illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies,
8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Generators—Generators Employing Steam—Stirring and Feed Regulating Appliances

—

Direct Generators—Burners—Regenerators and Recuperators—Glass Smelting Furnaces

—

Metallurgical Furnaces—Pottery Furnace—Coal Dust Firmg—Index.

THE HARDENING AND TEMPERING OF STEEL
IN THEORY AND PRACTICE. By Fridolin Reiser.
Translated from the German of the Third Edition. Crown 8vo.
120 pp. Price 5s. ; India and British Colonies, 5s. 6d. ; Other Countries,
6s. ; strictly net.

Contents.
steel—Chemical and Physical Properties of Steel, and their Casual Connection-

Classification of Steel according to Use—Testing: Jhe Quality of Steel — Steel-
Hardening:—investigation of the Causes of Failure in Hardening—Regeneration of
Steel Spoilt in the Furnace—Welding Steel—Index.

SIDEROLOGY: THE SCIENCE OF IRON (The Con-
stitution of Iron Alloys and Slags). Translated from German of

Hanns Freiherr v. JiJPTNER. 350 pp. Demy 8vo. Eleven Plates
and Ten Illustrations. Price 10s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, lis.; Other
Countries, 12s. ; net.

Contents.
The Theory of Solution.—Solutions—Molten Alloys—Varieties of Solutions—Osmotic

Pressure—Relation between Osmotic Pressure and other Properties of Solutions—Osmotic
Pressure and Molecular Weight of the Dissolved Substance—Solutions of Gases—Solid Solu-
tions—Solubility— Diffusion— Electrical Conductivity—Constitution of Electrolytes and Metals
—Thermal Expansion. Micrography.—Microstructure—The Micrographic Constituents of
Iron— Relation between Micrographical Composition, Carbon-Content, and Thermal Treat-
ment of Iron Alloys—The Microstructure of Slags. Chemical Composition of the Alloys
of Iron.—Constituents of Iron Alloys—Carbon—Constituents of the Iron Alloys, Carbon

—

Opinions and Researches on Combined Carbon—Opinions and Researches on Combined
Carbon—Applying the Curves of Solution deduced from the Curves of Recalescence to the De-
termination of the Chemical Composition of the Carbon present in Iron Alloys—The Constitu-
ents of Iron— Iron—The Constituents of Iron Alloys^Manganese— Remaining Constituents of
Iron Alloys—A Silicon—Gases. The Chemical Composition of Slag.—Silicate Slags

—

Calculating the Composition of Silicate Slags—Phosphate Slags—Oxide Slags—Appendix

—

Index.
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EVAPORATING, CONDENSING AND COOLING AP-
PARATUS. Explanations, Formulae and Tables for Use
in Practice. By E. Hausbrand, Engineer. Translated by A. C.
Wright, M.A. (Oxon.), B.Sc. (Lond.). With Twenty-one Illustra-

tions and Seventy-six Tables. 400 pp. Demy 8vo. Price 10s. 6d.

;

India and Colonies, lis.; Other Countries, 12s.; net.

Contents.
ifsCoefficient of Transmission of Heat, k/, and the Mean Temperature Difference, 01m—

Parallel and Opposite Currents—Apparatus for Heating with Direct Fire—The Injection of

Saturated Steam—Superheated Steam—Evaporation by IVIeans of Hot Liquids—The Trans-
ference of Heat in General, and Transference by means of Saturated Steam in Particular

—The Transference of Heat from Saturated Steam in Pipes (Coils) and Double Bottoms
—Evaporation in a Vacuum—The Multiple-effect Evaporator—Multiple-effect Evaporators
from which Extra Steam is Taken—The Weight of Water which must be Evaporated from
100 Kilos, of Liquor in order its Original Percentage of Dry Materials from 1-25 per cent,

up to 20-70 per cent.—The Relative Proportion of the Heating Surfaces in the Elements
of the Multiple Evaporator and their Actual Dimensions—The Pressure Exerted by Currents
of Steam and Gas upon Floating Drops of Water—The Motion of Floating Drops of Water
upon which Press Currents of Steam—The Splashing of Evaporating Liquids—The Diameter
of Pipes for Steam, Alcohol, Vapour and Air—The Diameter of Water Pipes—The Loss
of Heat from Apparatus and Pipes to the Surrounding Air, and Means for Preventing
the Loss—Condensers—Heating Liquids by Means of Steam—The Cooling of Liquids

—

The Volumes to be Exhausted from Condensers by the Air-pumps—A Few Remarks on Air-

pumps and the Vacua they Produce—The Volumetric Efficiency of Air-pumps—The Volumes
of Air which must be Exhausted from a Vessel in order to Reduce its Original Pressure to a
Certain Lower Pressure—Index.

Plumbing, Decorating, Metal
Work, etc., etc.

EXTERNAL PLUMBING WORK. A Treatise on Lead
Work for Roofs. By John W. Hart, R.P.C. 180 Illustrations. 272

pp. Demy 8vo. Second Edition Revised. Price 7s. 6d. ; India and
Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Cast Sheet Lead—Milled Sheet Lead—Roof Cesspools—Socket Pipes—Drips—Gutters-

Gutters (continued)—Breaks—Circular Breaks—Flats—Flats (continued)—Rolls on Flats

—

Roll Ends—Roll Intersections—Seam Rolls—Seam Rolls (continued)—Tack Fixings—Step
Flashings—Step Flashings (continued)—Secret Gutters—Soakers—Hip and Valley Soakers
—Dormer Windows—Dormer Windows (continued)—Dormer Tops—Internal Dormers

—

Skylights—Hips and Ridging—Hips and Ridging (cunLinued)—Fixings for Hips and Ridging
—Ornamental Ridging—Ornamental Curb Rolls—Curb Rolls—Cornices—Towers and Finials

—Towers and Finials (continued)—Towers and Finials (continued)—Domes—Domes (continued)

—Ornamental Lead Work—Rain Water Heads—Rain Water Heads (continued)—Rain Water
Heads (continued).

HINTS TO PLUMBERS ON JOINT WIPING, PIPE
BENDING AND LEAD BURNING. Third Edition,

Revised and Corrected. By John W. Hart, R.P.C. 184 Illustrations.

313 pp. Demy 8vo. Pricfe 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other
Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Pipe Bending — Pipe Bending (continued) — Pipe Bending (continued) — Square Pipe

Bendings—Half-circular Elbows—Curved Bends on Square Pipe—Bossed Bends—Curved
Plinth Bends—Rain-water Shoes on Square Pipe—Curved and Angle Bends—Square Pipe

Fixings—Joint-wiping—Substitutes for Wiped Joints—Preparing Wiped Joints—Joint Fixings

—Plumbing Irons—Joint Fixings—Use of "Touch" in Soldering—Underhand Joints—Blown
and Copper Bit Joints—Branch Joints— Branch Joints (continued)—Block Joints—Block

Joints (continued)—Block Fixings—Astragal Joints—Pipe Fixings—Large Branch Joints

—

Large Underhand Joints—Solders—Autogenous Soldering or Lead Burning—Index.

WORKSHOP WRINKLES for Decorators, Painters, Paper-
hangers and Others. By W. N. Brown. Crown 8vo. 128 pp. Price

2s. 6d. ; Abroad, 3s. strictly net.
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SANITARY PLUMBING AND DRAINAGE. By John
W. Hart. Demy 8vo. With 208 Illustrations. 250 pp. 1904. Price

7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, 8s. 6d. ; strictly net.

Contents.
Sanitary Surveys—Drain Testing—Drain Testing witli Smoke—Testing Drains with Water

—Drain Plugs for Testing—Sanitary Defects—Closets—Baths and Lavatories—House Drains
—Manholes—Iron Soil Pipes—Lead Soil Pipes—Ventilating Pipes—Water-closets—Flushing
Cisterns— Baths— Bath Fittings— Lavatories— Lavatory Fittings—Sinks—Waste Pipes

—

Water Supply— Ball Valves— Town House Sanitary Arrangements— Drainage—Jointing

Pipes—Accessible Drains—Iron Drains—Iron Junctions—Index.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OP DIPPING,
BURNISHING, LACQUERING AND BRONZING
BRASS WARE. By W. Norman Brown. 35 pp. Crown
8vo. Price 2s. ; Abroad, 2s. 6d. ; strictly net.

HOUSE DECORATING AND PAINTING. By W.
Norman Brown. Eighty-eight Illustrations. 150 pp. Crown Svo.

Price 3s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 4s. ; Other Countries, 4s. 6d.

;

strictly net.

A HISTORY OF DECORATIVE ART. By W. Norman
Brown. Thirty-nine Illustrations. 96 pp. Crown Svo. Price 2s. 6d.

;

Abroad, 3s. ; strictly net.

A HANDBOOK ON JAPANNING AND ENAMELLING
FOR CYCLES, BEDSTEADS, TINWARE, ETC. By
William Norman Brown. 52 pp. and Illustrations. Crown Svo.

Price 2s. ; Abroad, 2s. 6d. ; net.

THE PRINCIPLES OF HOT WATER SUPPLY. By
John W. Hart, R.P.C. With 129 Illustrations. 177 pp., demy Svo.

Price 7s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 8s. ; Other Countries, Ss. 6d.

;

strictly net.

Contents.
Water Circulation—The Tank System—Pipes and Joints—The Cylinder System— Boilers

tor the Cylinder System—The Cylinder System—The Combined Tank and Cylinder System
—Combined Independent and Kitchen Boiler—Combined Cylinder and Tank System with

Duplicate Boilers—Indirect Heating and Boiler Explosions—Pipe Boilers—Safety Valves

—

Safety Valvep- -The American System—Heating Water by Steam—Steam Kettles and Jet.s

—Heating Power of Steam—Covering for Hot Water Pipes—Index.

Brewing and Botanical.
HOPS IN THEIR BOTANICAL, AGRICULTURAL

AND TECHNICAL ASPECT, AND AS AN ARTICLE
OF COMMERCE. By Emmanuel Gross, Professor at

the Higher Agricultural College, Tetschen-Liebwerd. Translated
from the German. Seventy-eight Illustrations. 340 pp. Demy Svo.

Price 12s. 6d. ; India and Colonies, 13s. 8d. ; Other Countries, 15s.;

strictly net.
Contents.

HISTORY OF THE HOP—THE HOP PLANT—Introductory—The Roots—The Stem—
and Leaves— Inflorescence and Flower: Inflorescence and Flower of the Male Hop; In-

florescence and Flower of the Female Hop—The Fruit and its Glandular Structure : The
Fruit and Seed—Propagation and Selection of the Hop—Varieties of the Hop; (ci) Red Hops;
(/;) Green Hops; (c) Pale Green Ho,-/S—Classification according to the Period of Ripening:

Early August Hops; Medium liarly Hops; Late Hops—Injuries to Growth—Leaves Turning
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Building and Architecture.
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Dyeing Fancy Goods.
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WOOD. A Practical Handbook for the Use of Joiners,
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